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The Private Prison of Diaz 
BY JoHN MuRRAY. 

SAN JuAN DE ULUA: THE PRIVATE PRISON OF DIAZ 

S soon as we were alone at the end of the pier breasting the 

Vera Cruz harbor, the liHle, pock-marked secretary 

of the revolutionary group pulled from his pockets 

a piece of grey stone and held up before my eyes. 
"Look at that!" 
I took the fragment from his slim, brown fingers 

and turned it over curiously. It was a piece of coarse, grey coral. 

"See! It's porous. Now do you understand? The whole prison's 

built of it." 
With an upward jerk of his hand he leveled an, accusing finger at 

the white-washed walls of the fortress-prison shining in the sun across 

the waters of the blue bay. 
"There it stands! On that island, yonder! San Juan de Ulua! 

The foulest spot in all Mexico-Diaz' private prison for his political 

enemies!" 
The corners of ,the man's mouth drew down into a snarl and his 

eyes narrowed to burning slits of hate as he gazed in the direction of 

the fortress. 

737 



738 THE Pl?.!V ATE Pl?.!SON OF DIAZ 

"Crammed in its wet dungeons below sea-level are men whose 
only crimes were to speak openly against the dictator of Mexico. 
Among them are scholars, editors, mechanics, such men as young 
Cesar Canales and De Ia Torre, Ulgalde, Marquez, SerrC\nO, Martin, 
and many others, educated, refined, dreamers of a free Mexico. They 
p layed the game to the end, bravely, and now are penned like rats 
m the sewer-cells of the Republic's most deadly political prison. 

"] uan Sarabia! He lies there, too, in the deepest, blackest pit of 
all , a coffin-like hole cut in th.e solid rock and called by the jailors 

'Purgatoria.' . Gentle Juan Sa
rabia, whose fearless pen gave 
Diaz no rest until he had 
smothered him in U lua. 

"Drop by drop the salt 
water oozes through the coral 
rock of his cell and stands in 
pools upon the floor. And it 
has clone its work, for the last 
message that we received from 
the inside said that Sarabia 
was spitting blood." 

The passionate love for 
his imprisoned· comrade shone 
liquid-like in the secretary's 
black eyes. 

"Madre mia! How that 
boy could write ! Sarcasm ! 
No wonder that Porfirio Diaz 
called him the 'Scorpion.' W ith 
u·s, Juan Sarabia was so sweet
tempered and lovable that no 
one ever thought of calling 

THE GREAT AQUEDUCT OF QUERETARO him anything but 'Juanita.' 
An Example of M exi co's Constru c ti ve Power s I I ] · t 1 1 

Ja ve seen 11111 a 1eac qua r-
cers writing- writing-with R ivera's little baby, 'Cuca,' asleep in his lap. 
And cool! When the police made their first raid on our paper, 'Excelsior,' 
they broke into the room, front and back, just as he was adding the last 
paragraphs to an editorial. Several of us were standing around waiting 
for him to finish. As the door swung open with a crash, 'J uantio' looked 
up and ca\.1ght sight of the qlue uniforms entering the room. With a quick 
motion of his left hand he gathered us all close around him so that he was 
hidden at his desk. The 'Scorpion's' pen raced over the paper. The 
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editorial was finished and passed to a friend, who hid it between the leaves 
of an evening paper. Then, content, 'Juantio' turned calmly to the police
men and held out his wrists for the shackles. 

"Every one was arrested, even the bearer of the precious newspaper, 
but as the man left the room he tossed it aside, right under the eyes of the 
police, as if he had no use for it. On our arrival in the prison we sent 
word through friends to recover the hidden editorial. Next day, the 
'Tears of a Crocodile,' a biting screed aimed at President Diaz, was in 
print and scattered over the city, a copy even being smuggled to Sarabia 
in the prison 'Belen.' 

"~Then he was nineteen, Juan Sarabia joined the Liberal Party in the 
City of Mexico and in a week he was arrested for writing an ac
count of Porfirio Diaz' dealings with Pearson, the millionaire English 
contractor, better known as 'Diaz' Partner.' After his release he was 
associated . with our great 
leader, Magon, on 'EI Ahui
zote,' a comic anti-Diaz paper 
rich in sarcasm, and was put 
in jail for eight months. But 
nothing could stop him and 
he continued writing, sect:etly, 
from the inside of the prison. 

"It is the truth when I 
ay that Porfiio Diaz has 

honored no man more highly 
than Juan Sarabia. For the 
writings of 'Juanita' were out
lawed in the land of his birth, 
and he was compelled to flee 
with the two Magons and 
Santiago de Ia Hoz, the other 
three men who were Iikewisl'. 
regarded as literary outlaws, 
to the United States. There 
fo r a time he might have been 
safe if it had not been for his 
confiding nature. A Mexican 
officer made a pretense of be
ing his fri end and invited 
Sarabia across the line into 

Ciudad Tuarez. Poor 'Juan- . A LOAD OF TAMAr~E HUSKS 

ito' went, trusting this traitor. Jn Mexico Men Are Made Into Beasts of B urden 
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JUAN SARABIA 

"Madre mia ! How that boy could write !" 
"In s ilen ce, darkness a nd inaction , he is dying of tuberculosis-our 'Jua nito' !" 

That nig ht the rurales got him and it was not long befo re he was 
swallowed up by those g rim gates across the bay." 

The speaker stopped and I heard the thump of oars in rowlocks rising 
from the water near us. The man at my side glanced over the edge of the 
pier. 

"Here's your boat," he announced, "and Alfredo, the oarsman, is one 
of us. There ! God be with you! May you come back safe !" 

I g rasped his hand, stepped into t:1c f '11all skiff bumping against the 
stone steps of the pier end, and the rower bent to his oars. 

In all my journey through Mexico- taken for the purpose of probing 
the strength and aims of the revolutionary party, then on the eve of an 
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uprising-nothing had seemed so hazardous as this trip to the fortress
prison of San Juan de Ulua. 

Three men of my own blood, Americans, were already there in con
finement. So I had been sneeringly informed by the Me~ican General, 
Mas, as he finished reading my card of introduction from the American 
consul and grudgingly signed the pass admitting me to the prison. InsidP. 
my pockets were credentials to the leaders of the revolutionists in Mexico, 
and if these were discovered-especially that thin, closely-written sheet, 
dated in the Los Angeles county jail, by Ricardo Flores Magon, president 
of the Junta-my stay in Ulua might prove to be a long one. 

The damp, sticky sea breeze, charged with bits of spray from Alfredo's 
oars, slapped me in the face. I tried to talk with him, but he was close
mouthed, clam-like. Doubtless he was wise, for if there should be trouble 
on my landing, the less he appeared on intimate terms with me the hetter 
for his safety. . 

The white walls of the fortress drew nearer and nearer until the 
bobbing boat finally crossed into the shadow of the great round tower 
looming high over the southwestern corner of the prison. W~: were so 
near that I could see the iron gratings covering the openings in the 
masonry. A brown rat slid out of the prison sewer and scrambled over the 
rocks at the water's edge. We both saw him, Alfredo and I, and both 
uttered the one thought, "An escape !" 

As the oarsman unshipped his oars and seized hold of an iron ring 
let into the stones at the foot of the landing, the guard turned out-a 
slovenly lot in dirty-white cotton uniforms-and I sprang from the boat's 
seat to the steps, mounted, and presented my pass to the sergeant. I was 
in San Juan de Ulua. 

The prison courtyard was entered through a high archway on the 
north side of the fortress. Its walls were thirty feet thick and pierced 
on the inside with half-circle, cave-like openings leading to the dungeon 
below. From one of these yawning holes-in-the-wall came a long string 
of prisoners, followed by two bull-necked trusties with whips, in the 
sinuous lashes of which were plaited bits of shining metal. The prisoners' 
shaved heads were thrust through ragged brown blankets of the texture 
of sacking, called "ponchos," which fell over their backs and bellies barely 
to their knees, covering their scarred and bony bodies as scantily as a 
loosely worn shawl. ~elts of rope bound these single garments to their 
waists. Their arms, legs and feet were bare. Out of the pit from which 
this ghastly procession emerged came a smell so vile that I turned sick 
anti moved a few steps back, much to the amusement of the soldier stand
ing grinning behind me. 

Digitized by Coogle 
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Slowly the ragged, brown line moved across the stone-fiagged pave
ment to a dark corner where stood a copper cauldron. It was supper 
time, and as one by one, the silent, bare-limbed figures passed before the 
big pot, a trusty, with an iron ladle in his hand, portioned out their soup 
into the upheld earthen cups, calling out in a droning voice the number of 
ti1e prisoner served. 

Cattle before their mangers, hogs at a trough, all have an expression 
of contentment at feeding time, but these worn remnants of humanity 
were so broken in spirit and terrorized with fear that they stood expres
sionless before their food. 

And yet there were others in Ulua whose condition was still worse. 
Somewhere beneath my feet, down deep in the rock foundations, were the 
dungeons that held the Mexican patriots. The chances against my being 
allowed to see. the~ were as a thousand to one. But still I would try. 

I put the question to my guide. 
The sandal-footed soldier at my side was startled, for who could be 

so ignorant of Mexican prison methods as to ask for a sight of the im
prisoned enemies of Diaz? 

"The political prisons? No. It is not permitted to visit them." 
"But," I persisted, "the comandante said that I was to be shown 

everything." 
"And everything is everything, senor," he made an all-embracing 

motion with his hands, adding with a sudden touch of bitterness that made 
me eye the man intently with surprise, "always excepting tbe politicals 
who are held 'incommunicado,' and have therefore become by order of the 
President-nothing." 

The secretary had told me that many of the soldiers in the garrison 
were sympathetic to the revolution. I risked a shot: 

"And yet I hear that they are brave men?" 
At first he stared at me in open-mouthed siltnce. He was almost a 

boy, this dark-skinned, black-eyed soldier of the line, clothed in a dirty
white uniform, and as yet barrack life had not hardened his features to the 
sullen, hopeless look common to the Diaz army. Finally his eyes kindled 
sympathetically and I tried another question: 

"What do you know of them? Speak! I come from friends." 
He cast a quick glance over his shoulder to see if anyone was behind. 

and spoke under his breath: 
"Who are these friends?" 
Three names I knew that would move men in Mexico if there was a 

drop of red blood in their veins. I gave them to the man: 
"l\fagon! Villarreal! Rivera I" 

Digitized by Coogle 
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Without a word the soldier turned and walked towards the archway. 
I followed at his heels and we made our way around outside the watts, en
tered the arsenal and climbed an inner staircase to the battlements of the 
fortress. . · 

Pointing out to sea, my guide showed me a small man-of-war com
ing into the harbor. 

"That's the 'General Bravo'-took at it. Keep looking at it, senor, 
and while we are here alone I will stand behind your back and tell you all 
I know of the martyrs imprisoned in Ulua. 

"The friends of Magon in the army are many. Here, in Ulua, all 
would be. glad to see a way out of this hell-but will it ever come?" 

I answered as I believed, in all sincerity, "It will come," and with a 
look of encouragement the young soldier went on : 

"Six months ago I came to Utua from Sonora, and never once have 
I seen the political prisoners. But this I saw with my own eyes: 

"Late on a Sunday afternoon, a boat with two occupants came rowing 
towards the guardhouse of the west side landing. I saw it before the 
others, being far-sighted, and this my first day of guard duty on the island. 
As the ):>oat touche~ the pier, a white-haired lady wrapped in a black shawl, 
and trembling with age, was just able to mount from the rocking gunnel 
to the first stone step, w'here she sank down, panting and exhausted. The 
oarsman was a small, black Indian from the mountain tribes near Orizaba. 
Martin Jose Pico, our hook-nosed, thief-of-a-sergeant-ration-robbing is 
his trade-roughly demanded her pass, but she;: had none. 

"This was such a strange occurrence-a white-haired woman of over 
eighty years trying to gain entrance to the prison without credentials
that the officer of the day was summoned. 

"Captain Garcia likes not old women, and to the black figure .seated 
at his feet on the stone step, his words were short and sharp: 

" 'Speak I What do you want?' 
" 'To see a boy who is imprisoned here,' replied the trembling, low

toned voice of the old lady. 
"'A boy? We have no boys. Who is he?' testily demanded the 

officer. 
"'Juan Sarabia,' replied the white-haired woman. 
"At this name the captain took a sudden step back, for of all the pris

oners most strictly kept 'incommunicado' is this famous revolutionist, Juan 
Sarabia. Even to mention his name is forbidden the soldiers of Utua. 

"White-faced, the officer gripped the old lady by her arm and stuttered 
a rasping question : 

" 'Foot I who are you?' 

Digitized by Coogle 
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" 'His mother,' came the answer. 

"We had crowded round behind the captain, but at this climax, colo 
chills crept down our backs. The comandante would investigate all this 
and the least suspicion of sympathy for the politicals, even from the mouth 
of a mother, would bring quick punishment on all concerned. Through 
the captain's mind the same trouble-thoughts were running, and, com
manding the sergeant to imprison the old lady in the guard house until 
he could make a report to the comandante, Captain Garcia hurried to the 
castl.e, Jeaving the order to place a man in the boat with the Indian who 
brought her over. 

"A special escort came back with the captain, the castle's launch was 
ordered out, and the whole party went over to the mainland, taking the 
old lady and her Indian with them: The comandante £eared the beginning 
of a plot to rescue the politicals, for well he knew that Vera Cruz swarms 
with their friends." 

The soldier stopped. I was in a fever of curiosity to hear the encl. 
"Go on, man! What hap
pened to Sarabia's mother?" 

Still he was silent and 
turning to look at him, I saw 
the cause. Two officers were 
mounting the steps behind us. 

The smaller of the two 
white - frocked figures ap· 
proached me. "A beautiful 
view, senor, but unfortunately, 
it is an order that no visitor 
should remain in the fortress 
after six o'clock-and it is 
now a few minutes of that 
time." 

I nodded in acquiescence, 
presented the officer with a 
cigar, diplomatically praised 
the military power of Diaz, 
and turned sadly from the 
white walls that held the po
litical prisoners that ·I could 
not see. On my return across 
the bay, Alfredo tried to ques
tion me, but I was dumb, and 

WATER CARRIERS 

"Diaz has made of his people h ewer s 
of wood and drawers of w a te r ." 
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MUNICIPAL PLAZA AT VERA CRUZ 

immediately on landing hurried towards the meeting place agreed upon 
between myself and the secretary. 

Crowds surged throug h the main thoroughfares of Vera Cruz seek
ing in the cool darkness of the tropical summer night relief from the 
hutnid, sticky heat of the clay. On the pavements, under the archways, 
were rows of small tables before which sat the cosmopolitan gatherings of 
a seaport. Captains and their mates, sailors and stevedores, merchants 
and hacendados from the henequen and rubber plantations of Yucatan and 
the cane fields of the Tehuantepec isthmus, all drank, smoked, and gab
bled of the state of trade or the lucky number in the municipal lottery. 

It was in the back room of a small bar facing the fish market that I 
met the g roup of revolutionists that form the nucleus of the Liberal Party 
in the State of Vera Cruz. The president, a swarthy little man from 
Merida, gripped me by the hand as the secretary told of my trip to San 
Juan de Ulua. 

"That soldier should be of use to us," concluded the secretary. "He 
must be one of the battalion drafted from among the miners that went 
on strike at Canan·ea, where hundreds were shot down by Greene's cow
boys and Kosterlitsky's rurales." 

"And where eight leaders of the Mexican miners were huno- on trees," 
bitterly added the president. 
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"Aye!" chimed in one from the ring of dark eyes and faces that sur
rounded us, "but it were better to hang in Sonora than to be buried alive 
in Ulua. Let the senor talk with Antonio." 

I turned questioningly to the president. 
"Yes, you shall see him,'' he declared with fierce bitterness. "At least 

what is left of him-a mere shaking shadow of our brave Antonio. And 
yet tomorrow he must leave Vera Cruz and begin the joumey to the moun
tains of Oaxaca, lest the police-dogs discover him in his present hiding
place. But you shall see him tonight. Come." · 

Following the president, I climbed the stairway to the top story of 
the building, where, in an inner room, guarded by a white-haired old 
woman, lay a man upon a canvas cot. · 

How any one could imagine that this gasping remnant of manhood 
would ever gather strength enough to leave his room and travel back to his 
home in the Oaxacan Mountains was a mystery to me. He was near 
death-no one could doubt it-death by consumption. 

Placing a high-backed chair at the head of his cot, the old lady hol
stered him up with pillows, and for a moment hjs claw-like, nerveless hand 
lay in mine. · 

But there was life left in his eyes, and when he was told of my pur
pose in coming to Vera Cruz he, too, asked me the question that seems 
to be first on the tongues of all Mexicans, "How is Ricardo?" 

While I answered the plaintive query he struggled to suppress a rack
ing cough and to gather strength to tell me the latest news from that un
derground purgatory of .which all patriotic Mexico was burning to hear. 
These are his words: 

"My escape is proof that the army of Diaz is honey-combed with men 
ready to revolt. I say this because without the gid of the soldiers, I would 
still be in San Juan de Ulua. 

"It was on the day of our great national celebration, 'Cinco d~ Mayo,' 
that a soldier, strange to all of us, passed, before our cell door. But on 
his return I felt sure that I knew him, although the light of the lantern 
that he carried showed me his faoe but for the space of an instant. I was 
right-it was my brother. 

"You may ask how we knew the days of the year, buried as we were 
in darkness, but we did, for Cesar Canales kept a record by marks 
scratched into the soft stone walls which he could feel with his finger tips, 
and the 'Cinco de Mayo' was the four hundred and twenty-second day of 
our imprisonment. ' 

"Day after day, I waited for the return of my brother. It was five 
days before he came, and then I spoke and he knew me. He, too, had 
tasted the bitterness of the rule of tyranny. The jefe politico bad cast eyes 

Digitized by Coogle 
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upon my brother's wife and in consequence he had been drafted into the 
army. After six months of service his company was transferred to the 
fortress. He had no idea that the island held another of our unfortunate 
family. · 

"With the help of two other soldiers my escape was planned and 
sucessfully carried out. It was a mere matter of a change of clothes, first 
to the uniform of a soldier, and then, into the blue overalls of a day-worker 
in the arsenal. You must know that every morning a boat load of men 
comes from the city to work in the arsenal, returning each night. It was 
among these people that I escaped to shore and was hidden by friends. 
Soon I shall go south to the mountains of Oaxaca." 

The sick man's pauses in this narrative were frequent. At times the 
old lady give him water to drink, and then again he would take two puffs 
at a cigarette rolled by the president, all of which kept him going to the 
end of his story. 

"We were accused of participating in the rebellion started in Sep
tember, 1906, by the Junta Revolucionaria Mexicana in Jimenez, and in 
Acayucan. Chained in gangs with two hundred others, we were brought 
to the fortress and politioal prison of San Juan de Ulua. 

"Some of us were betrayed by that Judas, Captain Adolfo Jiminez 

MARKET AT VERA CRUZ 
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Castro, an officer of the post at Cui dad Juarez, while others were betrayed 
by Trinidad Vasquez at Cananea. 

"Among the number were persons entirely innocent of .any partici
pation in the rebellion, but they received neither consideration nor mercy, 
and, like many of us, saw their homes burnt by the soldiery and their fam
ilies left to starve. 

"With whips they drove us south. 

"From the pier at Vera Cruz, we were loaded into a sailboat and 
taken to the island, and after having our names written in the prison 
records, we were turned over to a keeper notorious for his brutality. This 
man's nickname was certainly a strange one. The prisoners called him 
'Madre Ingrata,' ' Ingrate Mother,'-a terrible nick-name, but it fitted 
him. With the squat, ugly body of ·a toad and the brute strength of a 
gorilla, a yellow, oily skin, big, bullet-shaped head and short neck, small 
eyes and big cheek bones, this 'Ingrate Mother' was of the type best suited 

NINA P:fl,lliDITA 
She Lives, Eats a nd Sleeps Upon the :Streets 

to the murderous purposes of 
the prison. Always in his hand 
could be seen a club-and 
usua.lly it was striking this 
way and that among the pris
oners. 

"He commanded us to 
march into the yard, and while 
we stood there rogether, he 
separated Juan Sarabia and 
Canales from the rest of us 
and with vile words pushed 
theni before him into one of 
the dungeons, ordering them 
.to stdp off their clothes. Re
tun1ing, he treated us all in 
the same .manner and for 
hours we wei.:eJe£1: thus., n.aked .. 
It must have bJ=en Jate in the 
afternoon when tli:e trusties 
came back w!th the regulation 
prison clothe's, raggecl ·ahd 
v.ile frdm the b:ack of £o·P... 
mer piisoilers; dead or dis,. 
charged. 

"Sar<!bia w,aos. ·iri. orte. oll 
.tbe. 9ungeons an'd to him 
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went the Ingrate Mother.' 
Swinging back the iron bars 
he roared in a great voice : 

" 'Out with you !' 
"The naked boy moved 

quickly. 
"Down upon the stone 

flags the evil-eyed brute flung 
a little bundle of rags, foul 
with dirt and vermin. Point
ing to them with the handle 
of his whip, he gave the 
command, menacingly: 

" 'On with them!' 
"So loathesome was this 

heap of clothing that for a 
moment Sarabia hesitated, and 
for this swift punishment 
overtook him. Down on the 
bare shoulders of the delicate 
prisoner came the whip again 
and again, until blood ran red 
on his back. Sarabia stood 
through it all without a pro
test, intensely pale, and then 
staggering back as if drunk 
came to our dungeon, the 
'Ingrate Mother' following 
him with the whip still going 
like a flail. 

VERA CRUZ BOY 
Born into Slavery 
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"The whippings fell on us all. Cesar Canales, another political, was 
called one day by the trusties to the door and with the excuse that he did 
not move quickly enough, they fell upon him and beat him for more than 
ten minutes. 

"Antonio Balboa, another comrade of ours, was lashed by the trusties 
until he could no longer stand. And so it happened to all of us one after 
another. 

"In darkness, chilled with the dampness that moistened our garments 
and penetrated our bodies, we struggled day after day to breathe the foul 
dungeon air that had never been purified by a ray ,of sunshine. From open 
barrels in our cells, in which were held the excrement of many weeks, 
came the most pestilent emanations. Decaying meat, mouldy bread, 
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and impure water we were forced to swallow by the pangs uf hunger. 
The only hope left to us was the hope of death. 

"Fifty of our companions succumbed ~nd their dead bodies were car
ried out by the prison trusties. Many of these poor people were entirely 
innocent of the charges placed against them, being neither revolutionists 
nor criminals. 

"Many others became insane-and were beaten the worse for it. God 
grant that I may forget· those sights I 

"The fortress of San Juan de Ulua is on a block of an island facing 
Vera Cruz. The prison cells occupy the outer or sea side. Those above 
the sea level are for the non-political prisoners, but the dungeons below 
the water are for the political enemies of Diaz. 

"Thirty feet wide and forty-five feet long are about the dimensions 
of these larger dungeons, whose thick walls are continually dripping wit~ 
water seeping through from the sea. Within there are eight hundred men 
living like vermin. 

"In the first days of our confinement we were happy in being al
lowed to live among these prisoners, but as the comandante feared that 
we might make political propaganda among them, we were put in separate 
dungeons below sea level. So. we lived for one terrible year. Dirt, vermin, 
decayed food and foul air, the continuous drip of sea water through the 
walls, brought on sickness. The prison physician prescribed purgatives 
and diet. We tried to write to our famili'es, but the letters were destroyed 
by the trusties. 

"Only eight of our comrades were actually sentenced. The others . 
were held without trial. A special judge, Amilio Bulle Gocre, was ap
pointed to try our cases, but all that he did was to open our letters and 
hold the money that was sent to us by friends. 

"The dungeons in which we were confined were separated by iron 
bars, and called, the first, 'Hall of Reflection,' the second, 'Gloria, and 
the third, 'Inferno.' In the first was Cesar Canales, with about 
twenty of our comrades from Chiuhuahua and Sonora. In the second, 
eight of the revolutionists from Vera Cruz city, and in the third, 
Roman Martin with the revolutionists from Coatzacoalcos, State of 
Vera Cruz. 

"The first dungeon was twenty-eight feet wide and thirty-six long, 
the second, seven and one-half feet wide and fifteen long, and the third, 
four and one-half feet wide and nine feet long-aU of them being only 
five and one-half feet high. 

"So dark are these dungeons that it is only possible to see with arti
ficial light, while the prison smell is made worse by the filth and mud 
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upon the floor. Thousands of parasites, common to hot, damp lands, ran 
over us. 

"Three small ventilators kept us from quick asphyxiation and in 
every one of these holes were the vile barrels of excrement, only carried 
away once a week, and therefore overflowing upon the floors and causing 

' the condition of our living place to be horrible beyond description. 
"In the first year of our incarceration we did not once see the sun

shine, even though the prison doctor ordered us to be allowed fresh air. 
, "Since December of last year we were kept 'incommunicado' and were 

prohibited from sending any letters or receiving any from our families. 
"In the month of May of this year we were given the privilege of 

going to an adjoining dungeon into which the sea oozed freely and bathing 
ourselves. Although there was a horrible deposit of mud and filth in this 
place, yet we considered such a bath a great boon. After our baths we 
had to scrape the mud from our bodies. 

"Juan Sarabia was not kept in the holes of the 'Reflection,' 
Gloria,' or 'Inferno.' These places have openings which permit the 
prisoners to talk to each other. 'Juanita' was put into a dungeon 

. known to the prison as the 'Purgatoria,' which is only large enough 
for one person, but not long enongh to permit the inmate to straighten 
himself out when lying down. 

"In 'Purgatoria' it is absolutely dark. The poor boy has 'not seen the 
smallest ray of daylight siace December-and water covers half of 
the stone floor! The jailors did not allow him to talk to them. In 
silence, darkness, and inaction, he is dying of tuberculosi~ur 
'Juanita.'" 

The president beckoned to the old woman as the speaker stopped. 
exhausted panting, and the pillows were lowered beneath the sick 
man's head. 

With noiseless steps we left the room and went down to the 
waiting men below. The group , mee'ting was breaking up as we 
re-entered the room. The president held up his hand for silence and 
attention: 

"What message shall we send to 1\fagon by our American friend?" 
The secretary answered for them all,. speaking for the first time 

in English : 
"Two things you must tell Ricardo when you return : First, that 

Vera Cruz, never forgets the massacre of her citizens ordered by the 
butcher Diaz in 1879, and, second, that the jungle is ready to rise." 

But the fierce intensity of the black-browed Vera Cruz revolu
tionist could not be expressed in cold English and he almost imme-
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diatly dropped back into Spanish, explaining the situation Ill the 
south with these dramatic phrases: 

"Senor, the swish of the machete is the dominant sound of trop
ical Mexico. No one can enter the jungle without the aid of the long 
knife, and so, every one of our field-hands in the South is armed. 

"Banana groves shade the young coffee bushes, and an endless 
variety of fruits are to be had for the plucking-and so every one of 
our workingmen in revolt can be fed. 

"The jungle is a hiding place for the pursued, impenetrable 
to an invading army-and so every wage worker in Southern Mexico 

· has a last refuge. 
"Think of these things and then remember how Cuba, another 

land of the machete, the banana, and the jungle, successfully fos
tered a revolution." 

"But have you the guns?" This question I asked of every group 
in Mexico, for upon it seemed to my mind to hang the fate of the 
revolution. 

"Some we have and more are coming. You must remember, 
senor, that the same waters of the Gulf of Mexico that brought arms 
to Cuba flow to the shores of Vera Cruz." 

And why not? Why should Cuba have fought successfully for 
liberty and Mexico be held in slavery? These thoughts were forced 
upon me as I stood looking into the fiercely sparkling eyes of the 
speaker. 

I bade goodby to the revolutionists of Vera Cruz, and on the 
following morning tra.veled inland to the Valle Nacional, whose rich 
tobacco fields are tilled by slaves of the Mexican Republic. 



The British Labor Party 
A REPLY. 

BY ROBERT HUNTER. 

HE distinguishing features of 1\fr. Grayson's article are 
impatience and sentimentalism. He is impatient be
cause the Labor Party does not spend all its time mak
ing furious speeches and creating rows in Parliament. 
This complaint of Mr. Grayson's has a very familiar 
sound. Every Socialist Party of Europe has had to 

meet the same criticism. In every country semi-anarchistic Socialists 
have, in the early stages of Socialist parliamentary activity, con
demned parliamentary action. The craze ran its course in Germany, 
and will run its course elsewhere. Even Liebknecht and Bebel had 
to learn that a party pursues very different tactics in Parliament from 
those it pursues outside of Parliament. 

"In the early days of our party," said Liebl<necht at the Social 
Democratic Congress in Hamburg in 1897, "when we had only a few 
followers, we went to the Reichstag in order to use the tribune exclu
sively or almost exclusively for the propagation of our ideas. But very 
soon we were placed upon the ground of practical matters. We have 
~een that the injustice in the present social order is something more 
serious than simply an opportunity for the making of pretty speeches, 
and that it will not be done away with by the prettiest or strongest 
of speeches." 

But Grayson leaves the impression that the men of the Labor 
Party are not even alive to the obstructing, antiquated parliamentary 
procedure of the House of Commons. Surely he has overlooked 
Hardie's and Curran's attacks on that system and certainly Jowett's 
recent pamphlet embodies a criticism more far reaching and revolu
tionary than the superficial attacks made by Mr. Grayson. 

The next distinguishing feature of Grayson's article is his phil
anthropic and sentimental regard for the working class. He censures 
the three chief Socialist groups and conveys the impression that the 
Labor Party is made up of "brawny figures, with bowler hats, and 
gnarled fists, pleading prettily for small palliatives." He then refers 
to working men "blowing the froth off their bad beer and arguing in 
millions of pounds,'~ Ji~ ~hinks of them as "starved industrial de-
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generates, who button ragged and shoddy coats over skimpy chests, 
and splutter about the mur'aklus excess of imports over exports," all 
of which is the sort of writing and speaking one hears from some 
middle class English Socialists. I was not 'able to understand it when 
I first visited England about ten years ago. It seemed strange and 
unnatural, and I have not yet brought myself to believe that contempt 
for the working class on the part of Socialists has a place in a "pro
letarian movement." 

It is exactly this middle class attitude, and nothing else, that has 
led to. nearly all the trouble between Grayson and the Labor Party. 
After Tom Mann and several other gifted Socialists of England had 
worked for years in Colne Valley, the Independent Labor Party by a 
tremendous effor:t throughout that whole section, sent Grayson to Par
liament. When he was seated in Parliamen~ he treated his old com
rades with contempt, and rc;fused to become a part of the Labor 
group. In speeches over the country, he criticised the Labor Party in 
sharp fashion, and sneered at the "exotics of Karl Marx." Naturally 
the Parliamentary representatives of his own (the Independent Labor) 
party and the representatil'es generally of the "Labor movement were 
not pleased to have a college boy of twenty-six telling them their· busi
ness. His work, both in Parliament and outside, was so sensational 
that finally relations became strained between him and practically the 
entire Labor group. That body decides in committee, af-ter the man
ner of most democratic bodies, what its action is to be on any par· 
ticular question. Mr. Grayson, without consulting the Labor Party, 
made a scene in the House, and it was only natural .after the manner 
in which he had treated the Labor men that they should ignore him in 
his spectacular attempt to obstruct the House. Even had there been 
warm friendship existing between Grayson and the Labor Group, 
he should have consulted with them in advance if he expected them 
to back up his actions. I have never criticised Grayson for his action 
in the House, but I do criticise him for insulting the Labor party 
and then expecting it to back him up in his theatrical performance. 

Unfortunately Grayson's attitude toward the Labor movement is 
the attitude of other prominent middle class English Socialists. One 
of the three most prominent English Socialists once said to me : "The 
Labor movement is useless; no slave class ever emancipated itself." 
J n the last number of the Clarion which has reached me I find even 
Robert Blatchford saying, "The comparative failure of the Labor 
representatives in the House of Commons is due to the fact that they 
are working men. lt arises from no other fact whatever. It is not 
!ack of intellect, nor lack of courage, nor lack of knowledge, which pal-
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sies the labor group. With one or two natural aristocrats to lead the'm, 
all would be well." Bernard Shaw in the same issue refers to some 
resolutions presented to the Labor conference at Portsmouth as "bear
ing all the marks of the inevitable amateurishness and inexperience, 
and sometimes of the intense suspiciousness and unintentional bad 
manners of manual laborers." Further in the same he asks, "Why, 
oh why, will not these labor bodies do what the Fabian Society tells 
them? It would save them so much trouble. What is the use of hav
ing Superior Persons on your side if you don't make intelligent use 
of them?" These statements, like Grayson's, are typical of middle 
class English Socialism. I am frank to say such talk is offensive to me, 
and I would have no respect whatever for the British working class 
if it were not offensive to them. 

I venture to prophesy with confidence that the only prospect for 
Socialism in England lies in the Labor party. It is a magnificent 
body, which, thank God, refuses to remain the lackeys of Liberals, 
Tories, or even middle class Socialists. Certainly there is no chance 
whatever for any Socialist movement to succeed outside of the Labor 
Party. The troublesome middle class Socialists not only will have 
nothing to do with the working class, they won't even have anything 
to do with each other. When S. G. Hobson moved a resolution re
cently in the Fabian Society, requesting it to withdraw from the Labor 
Party and assist in forming a Socialist Party, the Fabian Society de
clined. At the recent Portsmouth congress of the Labor party, where 
it was supposed that Victor Grayson, Bernard Shaw, Russell Smart, 
Ben Tillet, Leonard Hall and Harry Quelch, would make a big fight 
against the present policy of the party, not a single one of these men 
attempted even the show of a fight. Grayson was carried off by a 
couple of admirers in an automobile, and missed the great debate. 
Bernard Shaw decided not to propose his program, and Ben Tillet dis
covered, as he has before, that it is easier to attack men when their 
backs are turned than face to face. 

In fact, outside of the Social Democratic Federation, there are no 
Socialists of any prominence, and certainly none with any executive 
ability, who would be capable of forming a Socialist party ofaRy con
sequence, and the Social Democratic Federation is in no position to 
take any effective steps. The Fabians and other Socialist groups are 
unfriendly to the Federation, and it is not at all likely the feeling witT 
change. Despite the fact that the Social Democratic Federation is 
looked upon by Mr. Walling as the only real revolutionary group in 
England, Herbert Burrow~. who has been a member of the Executive 
from the beginning, has shown that he was· perfectly willing in his 
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recent contest to make an agreement with the Liberals. In the Daily 
News of August 1, 1908, a letter of his to the editor says, "Last week 
you stated that I had spurned all attempts to come to an arrangement 
with the Liberals. This is an entirely mistaken statement." 

Considering the entire English situation it is gratifyng that the 
Labor party is entirely satisfactory to the great masses of Socialists, 
and I have no doubt it will continue to be satisfactory to the end 
of the chapter. Probably no one has more clearly defined the situation 
in English dian has Mr. J. B. Askew, the special correspondent of 
the Daily Socialist, and a well known member of the Social Demo
cratic Federation, who said a couple of years ago in the Neue Zeit: 
"The position in England is not without its comic side. On one side 
we see the 'anti-Marxian' Independent Labor Party, and the like
minded Labor Party coming up cpmpletely to the lines laid down 
by Marx and following out in practice the truths which they fight in 
theory. On the other hand we see the Social Democratic Federation 
in theory carrying the banner of Marxism and the class struggle and 
in practice rejecting the same." Surely the wisdom of Marx has 
never been more perfectly exemplified. "The emancipation of the work
ing class must be the work of the working class itself." 

REPLY TO MR. WALLING. 

Mr. Walling appears to believe that the chief end of modern 
Socialism is political democracy. He sharply rebukes the Independent 
Labor Party because its "attitude toward monarchy is one of leaving 
it severely alone." His words are quoted from the address of Keir 
Hardie before the Civic Forum of New York. Mr. Walling does not 
give Mr. Hardie's following words, which are: "Nothing would please 
the landlord and capitalist classes better than to have us set out on a 
hunt for the king's crown and leave them alone. We know that even 
though there were no monarchy, so long as the capitalist system 
existed, we should have poverty exactly as we have it today, and we 
are more concerned with the abolition of the causes that produce pov
erty than with getting rid of the particular figurehead of the state." 

In .condemning Keir Hardie for this statement, Mr. Walling con
demns modern Socialism, because it is precisely the stand taken by all 
other Socialists of prominence. We all remember Bebel's powerful 
words at Amsterdam, when he said in answer to Jaures, "As much as 
we envy you Frenchmen your Republic, and as much as we ~ish it 
for ourselves, we will not allow our skulls to be broken for it; it does 
not deserve it. A capitalist monarchy or a capitalist rep.ublic,-both 
are class states, both are-necessarily and from their very nature made 
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to maintain the capitalist regime." When Mr. Walling scuu~s this 
tactic of the British working class, he not only condemns the Inde
pendent Labor Party, but also the International Soc.ialist movement. 

Furthermore, Mr. · Walling misunderstands the attitude of modern 
Socialism toward State Socialism. He is in error when he says that 
''the German party has always held aloof on the question of national 
ownership." He is also in error when he intimates that the German 
party has not worked with enthusiasm for Labor legislation. He will 
find quick correction in Paul Kampffmeyer's recent book, and also in 
Morris Hillquit's "Socialism in Theory and Practice," to go no fur
ther. The German party has for years advocated and fought for 
measures of a State Socialistic character. The section against State 
Socialism in the first draft of the Erfurt program was stricken out, 
and a number of State Socialistic demands were put in that program. 
At the great State Socialistic debate at Breslau in 1895, not only most 
of the minor speakers, but Bebel and Liebknecht as well, came out 
strongly for promoting in the actual regime the transfer of private 
property into public hands. Bebel says "the attitude which would 
refuse to strengthen the power of the State smacks of the Manchester 
school. We must strip off these Manchesterian eggshells." Lieb
knecht took a similar line. He declared that in all cases where State 
Socialistic measures had beep proposed "we have decided in favor of 
practical activity." Not only is this the view of the German Socialists, 
but it is the view of every Socialist party in Europe. But they have 
advocated such measures, not because they are in favor of State Social
ism. Such measures are merely temporary expedients. The aim of 
social democracy is the conquest of political power by the working 
class. If the Independent Labor party, or any other Socialist party 
merely advocated State Socialistic measures, as the Fabian Society 
does, without attempting to form a distinct class conscious party of 
the workers, their action would necessarily lead to State Socialism, 
because it would leave the State in control of capitalists. But the fact 
that the Labor Party is an independent, class-conscious organization 
for the conquest of political power makes its aim revolutionary, and 
its end social democracy, or precisely the opposite of State Socialism. 

Mr. Walling also says that .the "policy of advancing the cause of 
Labor by co-operating in Parliament, first with one, and then with the 
other of the two capitalistic parties, is precisely that followed by the 
American Federation of Labor at the present moment in the United 
States, only in Great Britain it is proposed to do the compromising 
in Parliament rather than outside of it. No Socialist party in the 
world has adopted such tactics." This is an altogether extraordinary 
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statement, which it is hardly necessary to contradict in a Socialist 
journal. No Socialist party in the world has ever pursued any other 
tactic. Indeed fqr twenty-five years no Socialist of any importance has 
advocated any other tactic. Bebel expressed the view of the Interna
tional Socialism at Amsterdam when he said, "We Social Democrats 
are broad-minded enough to accept from our adversaries all conces
sions we can obtain from them when they offer us some real benefit 
in order to secure our support today for the government, tomorrow 
for the Liberal party, the day after even for the party in the centre." 

I am sure it will be obvious to most careful readers that Mr. Wal
ling's article is bewildering in its subtile denials of the essential doc
trines of modern Socialism. Both in this article and in another re
cently published by him, be departs entirely from the ground of the 
class struggle. No single phrase in this particular article defines his 
exact position, but in a recent appeal to Labor, published widely, he 
urges the "absolute necessity for Labor in politics to secure the co
operation of people in other walks of life." The Supreme Court, he 
says, "has aroused and insulted the whole people of the United States," 
and he declares that "either organized Labor must propose to the 
nation a platform on which all can stand, or continue to be divided 
and impotent." In his article in last month's Review be asks what 
would have been the result of a combination between Socialists and 
Trade Unionists at the last election. He answers that we might have 
had twenty or thirty Socialist or Labor congressmen, who would 
have accomplished nothing, while on the other hand, "the hostility of 
capitalism to the Labor movement would have been increased. De
cisions would have been more despotic and brutal, and the unions 
would equally be reduced to less than half their present economic 
power." That a class party should antagonize other classes and even 
create hostility to Labor on the part of the Courts seems to Mr. Wal
ling a sufficient argument against such a party. These extraordinary 
statements need no comment, but I · wish to remind the reader that 
they come from Mr. Walling, not from the Rev. Mr. Stelze or from Mr. 
Ralph Easley. 

In order to make clear just what it is that Mr .. Walling and Mr. 
Grayson so bitterly condemn, I have drawn up the following statement 
concerning 

THE BRITISH LABOR PARTY. 

·A great deal of confusion exisJs concerning the British Labor 
Party. Few seem to understand what it is, what it stands for, how it 
is organized, and why it exists. Almost every statement one sees 
about the party contains errors. 
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It is unlike anything that has ever existed in this country, or 
in any other country. It can be compared to nothing in any other 
country, and so far as I know it•is unique in the history of Socialist 
progress. 

In a sense it is not a party. It is only a federation of several 
distinct organizations, all of which keep their own identity, carry on 
their separate work with precisely the same freedom inside and outside 
the federation as before the organization of the party. It is not a 
fusion in any sense. It is an alliance, the same sort of an alliance 
that might exist between England and Japan, or any other friendly 
countries or organizations. 

The Socialists say to the Trades Unions, "You help us, and we'll 
help you. We will keep our organizations distinct. We will go on 
with our separate propaganda, keep our offices, our officers, our 
branches, our papers, exactly as distinct as before the alliance." 

The Socialists claim the right to speak for Socialism and to work 
for Socialism inside the party and out. They discuss their principles 
before immense audiences of trade unionists all over England. They 
express their views as Socialists in Parliament, and · as fast as they 
possibly can, they induce trade unionists in the Labor party to join 
Socialist organizations. · 

All this is confusing to an American. We know fusion. We k~ow 
it is dangerous, because a majority is often arrogant and tyrannous. 
But an alliance of .the British sort we don't know. And the idea of 
having a party which isn't a party, which allows separate organizations 
with different ideals to go on, after allying themselves with each other, 
doing their separate work, is to an American a curious, unheard-of, 
incredible thing. But the necessity for alliance and not fusion is per
fectly clear when one thinks of the peculiar nature of the constituents. 

The Labor Party is not a joining together of two or. more political 
parties. It is in a sense an alliance between the Socialists and the 
organized working class. It is specifically an . alliance between a 
political party-the Socialist-and a body of Trade Unionists. The 
party cannot and would not become a trade union, and the trade 
unions do not want to become a pahy. All the trade unions want 
is Parliamentary representation. 

They are not organized for political action. They have strict limi
tations. By the nature of their work and activity their chief purpose is 
a definite, concrete one, and multitudes of workers join trade unions 
to avail themselves of these definite, concrete advantages. The trade 
union officials have an immense work to do in their own field. They 
are engaged night and day in administeripg fraternal associations. 
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benefit funds, in discussing, in starting and in deciding trades disputes, 
and all the other varied activities which occupy the particular attention 
of trade unionists as trade unionists. By the nature of their organi
zation they are unfitted for political activity. They do not wish to 
exclude from trade union benefits any one because of his religious, 
economic, or political views. Further, they do not wish to have parti
san union officials rushing about the country, carrying on various 
forms of political activity, especially when there are important and 
pressing duties for them to perform in connection with the unions 
themselves. 

The trade unionists of England were reluctant to enter politics 
at all, but the time came when Labor representation was a necessity. 
In certain very vital ways their organizations as organizations were 
threatened, and indeed it looked at the time as if the trade union move
ment of Great Britain was to be annihilated. Primarily to save these 
weapons to the working-class they at last determined to go into 
politics. 

Fortunately the trade unionists of England saw one thing clearly, 
and that was if they went into politics at all it must be as an inde
pendent political movement. They had come to the point of believing 
that they had to fight both the old political parties, and furthermore, 
they realized that while all the trade unionists would vote for Labor as 
Labor, that is, for their own party independent of other parties, no 
power on earth could force Tories to vote for Liberals, or Liberals to 
vote for Tories. 

As a result a meeting was held in London of representatives of 
all Trade Unions, of all Socialist bodies, and of the co-operative 
societies. At this meeting it was decided that Labor representation 
was necessary for the immediate purpose of fighting certain battles in 
the interest of Labor. An organization was formed, first called the 
Labor Representation Committee, but it changed its name later to the 
Labor Party. This change was largely a matter of convenience, and it 
did not alter the party's organization, nor make of it anything more 
than an alliance between Socialists and trade unionists for mutual aid 
and support. 

Now, it is essential for anyone who wishes to understand the 
Labor Party to get clearly in mind these facts concerning the organiza
tion, for until one knows the nature of this alliance ~e cannot under
stand the English situation at all. 

Two things are agreed upon by those taking part in the alliance. 
First, that every candidate must keep himself distinct from and inde
pendent of the old parties, not only in his own constituency, but every-
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where in the British Islands. He cannot aid nor speak for nor assist 
in any way the candidates of one of the old parties. He must stand 
in opposition to them, and when he is in Parliament become a part 
of the Labor group, which shall exist distinct from and independent 
of all other Parliamentary groups. That is about all there is in the 
way of an agreement or understanding. Other minor agreements are 
entered into, one as to the dues, another as to the selection of candi
dates. Each member, Socialist or trade unionist, pays his dues to the 
organization, for the purpose of election funds and of supporting their 
represenlfatives in Parliament. The candidates are selected to stand 
for Parliament by referendum. Socialists and Trade Unionists come 
together. The various candidates are then nominated and selected by 
referendum vote. 

Thus far there has been no disposition to make any distinction 
between candidates because of their political views. As a matter of 
fact, over two-thirds of the Labor group in Parliament are Socialists, 
and all but three or four of those selected to be candidates at the next 
election are Socialists. They are, however, not selected as Socialists, 
but because of their proved ability ·to fitly represent the interests of 
Labor in Parliament. Naturally enough, the Socialists are best fitted 
to do this work, and the recognition of this fact is general. They are 
best qualified because they have been students, agitators and organiz
ers in a political movement for a great many years. In most cases 
they. easily demonstrate. their exceptional ability in dealing in a broad 
and intelligent manner with great political questions. But whether 
the candidate is a Socialist or a Trade Unionist, all affiliated with the 
party are supposed to give him every aid in the electoral struggle. 

Anyone who grasps the essence of what I have said above will 
realize why Socialists as well as trade unionists have opposed a con
stitutional amendment insisting upon a belief in Socialism as a basis 
of entrance into the new party. In the first place, such a constitutional 
amendment would immediately destroy the alliance. It would smash 
the Labor party. Upon that basis the Trade Unionists who are not 
Socialists would be driven out of the party, and the whole purpose 
and object of the alliance would be defeated. 

At nearly every conference of the Labor party such constitutional 
amendments have been submitted, and nearly every time the Socialists 
have been the chief ones to oppose it. Not in the least because they 
were opposed to Socialism, but only because they did not want to 
drive out of the Labor party those in alliance wi·th them. It was a 
definite, honorable alliance. The trade unionists did not require the 
Socialists to give up their press, to renounce their program, to abolish 
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their organizations, or in any way restrict them in promoting and 
advocating their views on or off the Labor platform. The Socialists 
on the other hand did not attempt: to force Socialism down the throats 
of rthe Trade Unionists; in the first place, because it could not have 
been done, and in the second place, it would have b~n a violation of 
the very basis of the alliance. 

But in order to find out the views of the members of the party 
and to see just how strong Socialism is in the party they have twice 
passed a resolution which declared rthat the aim and purpose of the 
party is the socialization of the means of production, distribution and 
exchange. This resolution, being merely a statement of purpose and 
not binding upon the minority, has enabled the minority to remain 
united with the majority despite the fact that the majority· have de
clared themselves for Socialism. 

Naturally the question will arise in the minds of all Socialists, 
just what effect has this alliance had upon the progress of Socialism in 
Great Britain? To my mind it is most clearly shown by contrasting 
the sentiment for Socialism in Great Britain now with that which 
existed only a few years ago. Everybody today is talking Socialism. 
It has taken a new lease of life. It is the topic of the hour, and the 
demand for Socialist orators and writings can hardly be supplied. 
Every community has now a vigorous group of Socialists who are liter
ally forcing the battle. The Socialist parties are benefiting by the 
alliance. The chief organization in Great Britain has greatly increased 
its membership, has added to its papers, and i~ every day establishing 
new branches throughout the kingdom. Socialists are addressing no 
less than twenty-five hundred meetings a week, and everywhere the 
propaganda progresses with a vigor and vitality almost incredible. 

But perhaps the most important gain to Socialism by the alliance 
is the fact that every Socialist in the Labor party has now an oppor
tunity to speak on the Trade Union platform. Ten years ago he was 
heard only by Socialists or near-Socialists. Today he speaks to thou
sands upon thousands of workers who would not have heard him 
before the formation of the alliance. \Vhen a Socialist member of 'the 
party now appears in any town he is received at meetings of trade 
union bodies, and the Socialists and trade unionists alike hear him 
with enthusiasm. In other words, the Socialists of Great Bri-tain have 
now an opportunity to carry on propaganda as never before. They are 
fast converting the younger trade unionists to Socialism, and wher
ever the Socialist speakers go they build up Socialist branches from 
members of the trade unions. As a result the very bodies which 
Sydney Webb and Bernard Shaw said only a few years ago consisted 
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of the most conservative and reactionary men on the face of the earth, 
are today alive with Socialist enthusiasm. Within a few years, it is safe 
to say, the entire trade union movement of Grea1 Britain will come 
over to Socialism in a body. Until that day comes the Socialists are 
satisfied to be patient, to push their propaganda and to build up their 
organizations. They don't want to force anything down unwilling 
throats. They know that the time is near when the whole fabric of 
conservative trade unionism will fall, and the entire labor movement 
will of its own volition, and without a word of urging, come out for 
the entire Socialist program. 

Now, let us consider for a moment, the strength of Socialism in 
the Labor party. In the first place, there are about thirty thousand 
Socialists affiliated with the Labor party as Socialists. In addition it 
is safe to say that a majority of the trade unionists in the Labor party 
are in sympathy with Socialism. If one were to consider the vote for 
the Socialist resolution as decisive evidence of the strength of Social
ism in the party, then a very large majority of the party are at present 
Socialists. There are also thirty of the Labor party men in Parlia
ment, and of these twenty-two are Socialists. When I was in Great 
Britain, the Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee, the Chairman 
of the Executive Committee, the Chairman of the Congress, were all 
Socialists, and of the members of the Executive Committee only three 
were not Socialists. Mr. Hardie himself says that of the candidates 
selected to run at the next election for the Labor party ninety-five 
per cent are Socialists. In addition to this, the Labor party is now 
affiliated to the International Socialist movement. No one will, I 
think, accuse Kautsky of being an opportunist, and I think he repre
sented practically the unanimous view of the Continental movement 
when he offered on October 12th last the following resolution: 

"The International Bureau declares that the. English Labor Party 
is to be admitted to the International Socialist Congresses, because, 
although it does not avowedly recognize the class struggle, it actually 
carries it on; and because the organization of the Labor party being 
independent of the bourgeois parties, is based upon the class struggle." 

Upon being put to vote this resolution was accepted by all the 
representatives present, with the exception of Mlle. Roussel, M. Roub
anovitch and Mr. H. M. Hyndman, who voted against it. 

However much one may oppose the formation of a Labor party 
here, certainly most sane Socialists will agree that the structure of the 
British Labor party is a stroke of genius. 

I cannot for the life of me see a single thing lost to Sociali!'lm be
cause of the alliance. The Socialist organizations exist as before. 
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They keep their papers in their own hands as before. They have their 
distinct branches, membership, and party as before. They are not tied 
nor restricted in any way. They have the ear of a multitude now 
which in no other way could they have' gained so quickly. If the 
Labor party should break up the Socialists would be infinitely stronger 
than they were before the alliance. They have twenty-two men in 
Parliament, not more than two or three of whom would be there 
if the alliance did not exist, and they have already achieved some 
great, concrete benefits for the working class by vir·tue of political 
action. But above and beyond all, they have overcome the greatest 
obstacle which lay in the path of Socialism. They have divorced the 
whole Labor element from a corrupting and destructive alliance to 
Tory and Liberal politicians. They have put a whole class in hostility 
to capitalist politics. They have made it impossible for a man who 
desires to retain his position in the Labor movement to speak or work 
for the interests of a capitalist politician or party. Without a word 
of propaganda they have made trade unionists look upon a working
man who votes a capitalist ticket as a "scab" and a traitor. That alone 
is revolutionary. That alone is worth years of arduous and earnest 
effort. Socialism after that is only a matter of time, and its coming is 
a:-; certain as the coming of the dawn. 



[We have been receiving many requests for material to be used in young peo

ple's study classes. We are therefore glad to announce that Mary E. Marcy, who 

formerly took a post graduate course under Dr. John Dewey, has lately conceived 

the idea of applying his method to a study .of the life of primitive man. 

We socialists cannot over-emphasize the importance the tool has played in 

molding society. In fact, we know that the tool, the means of production, is the one 

important history-maker. 
Present society is much too complicated and the details of civilization too 

overwhelmingly numerous to enable untrained minds to seek out the more funda

mental factors that make modern history. 
But in the study of primitive man we can easily trace the results attendant 

upon the discovery or invention of the use of fire, tools and weapons. The increased 

freedom, security and comfort that came with each and every one, in savage society 

are evident to aiL 
"You can concentrate the history of all mankind Into the evolution of llax, cotton and 

wool fibre into clothing . . . certain very real and important avenues to the con

sideration of the history of the race are thus opened so that the mind Is Introduced to 

much more. fundamental and controlling Influences than usuaUy appear In the pol! tical 

and chronological records that pass for history."-Dr. John Dewey, in The Schoo! and 

Society. 
One word more. Avoid presenting· abstract ideas to young folks. Abstract ideas 

are always changing and every one is interested in concrete things. Youth is 

always active, brimming over with energy to expend. Do not try to pour knowledge 

into that which is already overflowing. Direct this energy. We learn best by 

DOING. 
Again in his little book, The School and Society, in speaking of children, Dr. 

Dewey says: 
"Give them experience at first hand. Let them learn the measure of· every material 

used In every occupation and of the processes employed." 

And, again, we repeat, the point from which to start is at the beginning.] 

Fire 
0 one among the Cave People knew how to kindle a fire. 

On several occasions when they found the trees in the 

forest aflame, Strong Arm had borne back to the Hollow 

a burning branch. Immediately all the other Cave People 

were seized with a desire to have torches and they 

swarmed around the skirts of the blaze and secured 

boughs also. And on they sped toward home and the Hollow amid roars 

of laughter and much pride, till the sparks from one of the branches 

blew into the frowsy hair of the Stumbler and set him aflame. 

Instantly all the Cave People dropped their boughs in terror and the 

Stnmbler beat his head with his hands, uttering shrill cries of pain. 
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SEC UllE AROCN D THE F IRE T HEY DANCED AN D CH ANTED. 

Only Strong A rm advanced steadily toward the river, g runting his dis
gust. "Bah! Bah!" he said many times, spitting the words from his mouth. 

Strong A rm was the g r,eat man of the t ribe. No one among the Cave 
people could jump so far, or lift so large a rock as he. H is back was 
broader than the shoulders of the other men. H is head was less flat, 
and his eyes were very keen and saw many things. 

\ iVhen they reached the H ollow, Strong Arm gathered dry leaves 
and sticks and built a huge bonfire upon the rocks. And the Old W oman 
and Gray Beard came out of their caves to marvel at his work. 

T he young men brought branches and leaves and feel the flames and 
when night came on the Cave People sat around the fire and laughed 
together. For the wolves came out of their holes and showed their white 
fangs. And their yellow eyes g leamed through the darkness but they 
hovered on the edge of the woods for they were afraid . 
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Far into the night the Cave. People danced, while the flames from the 
fire ·brightened the whole Hollow. They beat their hands together and 
chanted in two tones from a minor strain, and not till they were worn out 
with dancing and fuel gathering did they crawl back into their caves. 

But in the morning the fire was dead. Grey ashes marked the spot 
of their gaiety and the Cave People were filled with awe ~d wonder. 

But they learned many things. The next time Strong Arm brought a 
blazing bough 'to the Hollow, he discovered that the fire burned best when 
the branches met the face of the wind, and in time they teamed to coax 
the coals to live through the night by covering them carefully with ashes 
and damp moss. And at last, by watchful care, the Cave People were able 
to keep the fire burning constantly. 

The Cave Women with tittle children, who were unable to· hunt with 
the men, came in time to be the natural care-takers of the fire. . 

It was the Foolish One who first, in a fit of wantonness, threw a hunk 
of bear meat upon the coals, and it was Strong Arm, the wise, who fished 
it qut again. For in those days bear meat was not to be had all the time, 
and Famine followed close upon the heels of Feasting. Often a chunk of 
bear meat was the most precious thing in all the world. 

Strong Arm ate the steak which he had poked from the coals and he 
found it delicious. Then he threw more chunks into the fire and gave 
them to the Cave People. After that every one threw his meat into the 
flames. By and by they stuck great hunks of raw flesh upon long sticks 
and broiled them over the fire. 

No longer as darkness crept over the world were the Cave People 
forced into their Caves for safety. Secure around the fire they danced and 
chanted rude measures wherein they mocked their enemies, the mountain 
lion and the grey wolves, who came forth in the night and watched them 
hungrily from afar. 

Four times had the nut season come and gone since the birth of 
little Laughing Boy and he could remember one day only when the fire 
had not burned upon the rocks in the Hollow. Ever since he had been 
able to walk he had trotted at his mother's heels down to the shore, 
when the air was chill and had squatted very close to the coals, for the 
warmth was very pleasant to his small body. 

His mother, Quack Quack, which meant Wild Duck in the language 
of the Cave People, always screamed shrilly to him and gesticulated wildly, 
till he crept back out of danger, white she scoured the woods for logs· 
and branches. 

But there came a day when he crawled down to the river and found 
no fire on the shore. Then his father, Strong Arm, had gone upon a long 
journey. Many paths he had crossed on his journey along the bank of 
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the river to a friendly neighboring tribe. And he returned after several 
suns with the good fire in his hands. 

Since then the Cave People had tended the fire more cardully than 
ever. Thus Laughing Boy came to know that the fire was a friend, a 
friend who protected the Cave Peopl'e from the wild animals of the forest. 
He knew also that it was very good to feel the warm flames near his brown 
body when the days were .cool, and that it hurt very much if touched with 
his fingers. 

Laughing Boy always ran at the side of his mother, Quack Quack, 
tagging at her heels or hanging on her shoulders. Although a very big 
boy, as Cave Boys grew, he had never been weaned and always when he 
gr,ew cold or hungry, he ran to her side and pulled at her breasts, uttering 
queer little grunts and cries. 

In the bad season Quack Quack grew very thin as Laughing Boy 
nursed at her breasts. When he was four years old and the fruit wa~ 

dead and the nuts and berries were nowhere to be found from the North 
fork of the river to the bend far below, Quack Quack felt that she could 
no longer endure but pushed him from her again and again, giving him 
bits of meat and fish to chew. 

When onoe the Cave People had hunted twelve days without bringing 
home ,any large game, the eyes of the people grew deep with hunger aml 

STRONG ARM FISliED A WHOLE DAY. 
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their faces were drawn and gaunt. A few fish they caught and again 
found bitter root and some scrubby tubers, but these meant only a mouth
ful to the Cave People when they could, one and all, have devoured 
great hunks of meat. 

Strong Arm sat on the bank of the river one whole day, but the 
storms had driven the fish up stream and he caught only two small one~ 
that fluttered and beat themselves against the sticks which he had rammed 
into the mud, after the fashion of a fence. 

Quack Quack, who was often alone in the Hollow, felt the gnawing 
pangs of hunger more keenly every day as she weakly thrust Laughing 
Boy from her breasts again and again, and stag~ed into the forest after 
fresh fuel. 

And there came a time when the hunger and pain grew so strong that 
she remembered only that she must satisfy them. Then she pushed Laugh
ing Boy into the cave, which was the place that served to her and Strong 
Arm for a home, and with a mighty effort rolled a stone before the en
trance. 

Laughing Boy, too, was very hungry but she knew he was safe from 
the beasts of the forest. She heard his low waits as she turned her 
back on the Hollow and hurried away toward the branch of the river, 
pausing only when she saw the scrub ends of the wild plants, to examine 
them. But she found nothing to eat, only many holes where the Cave 
People had thrust their sticks in a search of roots. 

Quack Quack continued on her way, almost forgetting the mountain 
lion, and the dangers that assailed without, for the hunger passion was 
strong within her. 

The wild duck she sought and knew their haunts of old. It was 
because of her skill in catching them that she had earned her name among 
the Cave People. 

Better than any other, she knew their habits and how to catch and 
kill one among them without alarming the flock. 

This she had discovered when she was a very tittle girt. In those 
days it had been almost impossible for the Cave People to catch the wild 
duck. While they were sometimes successful in killing one, the others 
always scattered in terror. Soon they began to regard the Cave People 
as their enemies and immediately one of them appeared the alarm was 
given. 

But when Quack Quack, the mother of Laughing Boy, was ten years 
old and the Cave People were disgusted because the wild ducks eluded 
them so quickly, she found a way to deceive the flocks. 

She had waded out into the fork of the river, with the great green 
leaves of the cocoanut palm wet and flapping about her head, for the sun 
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was very hot, and she stood quietly among the rushes, when a ftoclc of wild 
ducks swam slowly down the stream. Suddenly she stretched out her ann, 
under the water, and seized one of the ducks by the legs and drew him 
down.* And the rest of the flock, unsuspictous of danger, swam on slowly 
around the bend. 

Then the little brown girl ran out of the water holding aloft the duck, 
which was dead. Her mother was very proud as well as the young brown 
girl, and all the Cave People clapped their hands and said, "Good I Good!" 
And the young men said ''Woman," meaning she was grown very wise, 
and after that everybody called her Quack Quack, after the voice of the 
wild duck. 

And Quack Quack grew very proud of her accomplishment and 
spent long hours hiding in the rushes for ducks. All the Cave People 
put leaves or bark over their heads in order to hide themselves and tried· 
to catch them as the brown young girl had done, but they always fright
ened away the flock even when they were lucky enough to seize one of the 
ducks. 

Many years had passed since the brown girl discovered the new way 
of hunting, but the brown woman, whom they still called Quack Quack, 
had not forgotten. · 

She could not forget with a great hunger in her breast, as she 
slipped through the wood along the river bank. 

Gently she stepped, making no sound and every little while she parted 
the brushes lining the river with her hands and peered through. But 
there were no ducks and she caught her breath each time eagerly and 
went further on, twitching her ears nervously. 

When she was almost exhausted, after some time, she again parted 
the brush. Now her eyes flashed, her small nostrils quivered and her 
hands worked convulsively, for there, not very far away, evidently drows
ing near the rushes, she saw a solitary wild duck. 

The brown woman drew in her breath, and softly, very softly, with
drew from the brush and bent her steps further up the river. On her way 
she tore a long strip of dead bark from a tree and wound it carefully 
around her head and face. 

Then she plunged into the river until it rose above her shoulders, 
when she waded very gently with the current, down stream. The water 
was very cold, but Quack Quack clutched her hands sharply and stepped 
onward, deeper into the sluggish current, till only the rough bark which 
covered her head, remained in view. 

Slowly, very slowly, she felt her way over the soft bottom, making no 

• Prof. Frederick Starr says in his Some First Steps in Human Progre~s that 
this old method of catching wild ducks is still practiced by the tribes in Patagonia. 
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A PIECE OF BARK SUCH AS QUACK QUACK USED. 

sound, causing not even a ripple in the water. A small bough floated at 
her side and she kept pace with it, going no faster, no slower than it 
drifted, till she came close, very close, to the motionless duck. Then her 
hand shot forth and she dragged it sharply under the water. But it was 
alone. There was none to take flight at its cries and Quack Quack, 
the brown woman, scrambled up the bank, wringing the duck's neck as she 
ran. 

She shivered in the wind and shielded herself in the brush, and then, 
lyi.ng flat on the ground, buried her teeth in the duck's breast. Swiftly 
she ate, making loud noises with her lips and grunting joyfully, and not 
until the last portion was gone did she rise and turn her face toward the 
Hollow. Her stomach sagged with its heavy load and she walked slowly, 
glutted with food. 

When the Cave People saw her, they cried out, "Wild Dtick, Wild 
Duck"! They looked at her stomach, big and distended and were very 
miserable, for they knew after what manner she had earned her name. 

The fire on the rocks in the Hollow was cold and dead and Strong 
Arm was very angry, but Quack Quack said nothing. She heard the cry 
of Laughing Boy as she slipped into the Cave, and she threw herself onto 
the bed of dead leaves and dr,ew him, wimpering, to her breast. 



Social Democracy and "Laborism" in 
England 

BY H. QuELCH, EDITOR oF JusTICE, LoNDON. 

HAVE been asked to write something about what is called 
the "Victor Grayson incident" in the House of Commons, 
by way of illustrating the present position of Socialism 
and the working-class movement generally in this coun
try. So far as the incident itself is concerned, while I 
should be prepared to say that Grayson's action might 

have been better timed and made much more effective, it has been per
fectly justified by subsequent events. 

We are led to suppose that Grayson's irrelevant and "disorderly" tr
ruption into the ordinary proceedings of the House, with a protest on 
tehalf of the unemployed, was prompted by his indignation and clisgU5t 
at the indifference of the government to this all-important question and the 
apathy and supineness of the Labor Party in failing to vigorously attack 
the government on the matter. 

The attack made just now upon the government by the leaders of the 
Labor Party, in the debate on the address, in which Henderson, Barnes, 
O'Grady and particularly Keir Hardy, vehemently denounced Asquith and 
his colleagues for neglecting to do anything for the unemployed, and for 
"betraying" the Labor Party and the working class, shows that Grayson's 
action was justified, and that his protest and our criticism in the press 
and on the platform have at any rate had the effect of stirring the Labor 
Party into some show of activity and opposition to the Government 
There is no reason, except their own reliance upon the good will of the 
Liberals, why the onslaught which was made last week by the Labor 
Party should not have been made two years ago, at least. 

On the other hand, Grayson's protest would have been much more 
effective had he made it on the first day of the session, instead of waiting 
for four days, or had he, having waited so long, held his protest over for 
another three days until the question came up for discussion in the House, 
when he could have formulated an indictment of the government and the 
whole infernal system, instead of having to content himself with two or 
three broken sentences. He was also to blame for not taking into his con
fidence at least some of the members of the Labor Party-such as Thorne 
and O'Grady-who had always backed him, even against the majority 
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of their own party. The question has been asked why Thorne, at least, did 
not support Grayson. The answer is that Thorne knew nothing about 
it or would have done so. Personally, I think that what Grayson did, 
Thome, at least, ought to have done, even more effectively, long before. 
For that Thome must take his share of the blame with the others; but 
he is not to blame for not backing Grayson, which he would assuredly 
have done, had he known what was in the wind. 

So much for the Grayson incident, which in itself, I entirely endorse, 
and which undoubtedly has had a salutary effect. 

The question of the actual position of the movement here-Socialist 
especially, and working class, ~nerally, is not so easily disposed of. The 
circumstances here are in many respects so different from those existing 
in the States that it is impossible to set up any analogy and difficult to 
make comparisons. That is why the militants of one country would not, 
properly, dictate a line of policy to those of another; and for that reason 
it must be understood that in any comparison I may make I speak with all 
reserve of the conditions which obtain in the States and subject to the 
correction of those on the spot. 

This being understood, it appears to me that the working-class 
movement in America, certainly in its economic organization, is far 
behind that of this country. Our Trades Union Congress, to which 
most of the trade unions are affiliated, is less of a real federation 
than your American Federation of Labor. On the other hand, our 
general Federation of Trades is a real federation of trade unions, pure 
and simple. Your A. F. of L., however, in its convention, is the 
nearest thing you have to our Trade Union Congress. Now our 
Trade Union Congress, representative of practically all the trade 
unions in the Kingdom, has repeatedly passed resolutions in favor of 
Socialism, out and out, as well as of Socialistic legislative measures. 
This, I think, your A. F. of L. Convention has never done. Moreover, 
an increasing number of the trade union officials are out and out 
Socialists; and many of the unions-e. g., the gasworkers, the shoe 
operatives and the engineers, have Socialism declared as their objec
tive in the preamble to their rules. The Miners' Federation, too, one 
of the most powerful combinations of labor in the United Kingdom, 
and embracing the whole of the miners in the English, Scotch and 
Welsh coal fields, have unanimously ·declared in favor of Socialism 
at their annual conferences. 

In these circumstances, when, for various reasons, the Trades 
Union Congress declared in favor of forming a Labor Representation 
Committee, we of the S. D. P., who had always urged the unions to 
enter the political field, heartily welcomed the new move forward and 
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gladly entered tire combination. At the ·inaugural conference, held in 
London, in February, 1900, our delegates moved the adoption of a 
Socialist objective and program. There was no doubt whatever that 
this motion would have been carried but for the opposition, not of 
trade union delegates, but of our friends and comrades of the Inde
pendent Labor Party! They thought the time was· not opportune; 
that we must not try and ram Socialism down people's throats, and 
so on.· 

We, nevertheless, remained in the combination for a year, and 
found, of course, that we were in a hopeless minority and were out
voted on every question of principle. There was, therefore, nothing 
to do but to withdraw, as we did. 

Some of the members of our Party, like myself, are also members 
of the Labor Party by virtue of our membership of an affiliated 
trade union. Social-Democrats always come to the front in the trade 
unions with the result that we get sent as delegates to the Labor 
Party Conferences. This makes the trimmers and reactionaries rather 
mad, because we always try to push Socialist principles to the front. 
In this we always find that our chief opposition comes, not from 
the trade unionists pure and simple, but from the professed Socialists, 
the delegates of the I. L. P., who, for fear of giving any offense to 
their trade union allies, creep timidly behind them. The result is 
that. the alliance between the Socialists of the I. L. P. and Fabian 
Society, with the trade unions, instead of helping the progress of the 
Labor Party towards Socialism, is really keeping it back, and the 
trade unions in the alliance are really more pronouncedly Socialist 
than the avowedly Socialist bodies. 

For ourselves of the S. D. P., we have a rather difficult part 
to play in steering a middle course between the trimmers of the 
Labor Party and the extremists whom the failure of the Labor Party 
to make the best use of its opportunities is converting into lmpossi
bilists. But we are winning through. 

So it seems to be a general law of social de
velopment, that countries which are pioneers 
in the economic development are tempted to 
put compromise in the place of radical solu
tions.-Karl Kautsky in Ethics and the Ma
terialistic Conception of History . 
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The Terror 
BY JAMES ONEAL. 

~!!!'""!"'!'e-. OUR theories would send hell surging through the streets 
and erect the guillotine in the public square." 

I looked at my friend in surprise. I was not pre
pared for such a passionate protest, for, while our views 
of life and its .problems were at variance, his rejoinders 
were usually mildly satirical. Now it was ·evident that he 

was aroused. His eyes glowed with honest antagonism and indignation. 
The rise of educated and disciplined proletarians evidently conjured 
visions of a French Terror in his mind. · 

"What," he continued, "could you expect should these vandals 
crawl from their holes some fine morning like this and, possessed 
with your ideas that the twentieth century is theirs, should proceed 
to impress their beliefs on all the institutions of today? What would 
De the result? Pillage and massacre such as the world has never seen;· 
he concluded, w1th a gesture that indicated a conviction which no 
argument of mine could shake. 

We had reached the bank of the river and the bright June sun 
reflected from the water almost blinded us as we gazed at the green 
willows and shrubbery that lined the opposite bank. The silent flow 
of water reflecting the foliage and the old wooden bridge were so sug
gestive of peace that I felt it was almost a sacrilege to discuss violence 
even for the purpose of defending my comrades against the charge. 
Surely these waters had never known the turbulence of civil strife; 
they had never been discolored by mixing with the blood of a human 
heart. 

And yet I knew that my faith in the underworld of labor was 
well placed and that with the experience of history, the culture of 
modern science, philosophy, and the discipline of our ideals, there is 
less possibility of social disaster in our rise than in the rise of any 
other class in history. Still, I felt at a disadvantage on the banks 
of this peaceful river. The warmth qf ·the sun, the sparkle of the 
stream and the sponge-like softness of th,e moss beneath my feet pro
duced such a profound feeling of ease and comfort·that I sank into 
one of those half conscious noonday reveries which come to the indo
lent at times. 

Presently a .fisherman left the shore and pulled slowly upstream, 
the clumsy bark taxing all his strength as he struggled with the 
swift current. This seemed to be my answer. The boatman was a 
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symbol of the unorganized, ignorant struggle of the poor; they were 
looking backward,. pulling blindly against the stream and drawing the 
hulk of dying institutions after them. The boatman would find his 
adjustment in the stone age but not in our time unless he was 
equipped with modern methods of navigation. So the proletarians 
too required the intellectual equipment of the revolution to guard 
against a fruitless and misdirected struggle which would end in the 
disaster my friend predicted. And we of the revolution had that 
equipment and were giving it to increasing numbers of the disin
herited. I thanked the primitive boatman. I had my answer. I 
turned to my frien~l. "Your conception of us who think and who 
have acquired some of the culture of modern times is beastly," I 
said. "We are not executioners, but liberators who hold life the 
most sacred thing on this planet. This fellow in the boat--" 

A faint roar from many voices in the distance interrupted me. 
Looking back up the street which we had traversed we saw a great 
mass of frenzied human beings rushing like an avalanche toward 
us. The central column, in its ownward sweep, gathered up others 
from the side streets. Here and there along the walks a stray pedes
trian was sucked into the ~iving vortex and became a part of it. 
Terrible curses ascended from a thousand throats like filth flowing 
from the mouth of ~ foul sewer. Tense drawn faces, distorted and 
made hideous with cruel snarls, were visible through the ,dust that 
enveloped the mob in one great cloud. Reason had fled. Primitive, 
cruel passions, shed centuries ago, swayed the mob. Blood-lust shone 
in the eyes of the lynchers. Frightened mothers appeared at windows 
clutching their offspring, fearful that this sea of passion would over
flow and carry destruction to their doors. In the mob the dainty 
bank clerk mingled with the laborer. A miner, black with the grime 
of toil and a smutty torch stilt in his cap, jostled a small merchant 
The habitues of the "red light" district fraternized with the well-to
do. Rags and purple met on common ground, bent on the same mis
sion-the destruction of human life. 

We had passed the county prison one hundred yards away. The 
street was now glutted with the mass which pressed the first section 
on. A telephone pole was seized by hundreds who mounted the steps 
to the steel door. The long black weapon carried between the two 
rows of enraged men looked like a monster centipede. The prison 
shook from the impact of the first blow. A shot from behind the steel 
door only inflamed the besiegers. With roars and curses they retreated 
a few paces and with one great lunge caved in the door. 

The mob choked up the entrance in the struggle to enter. A 
half hood red rushed inside and soon appeared with a rope . coiled 
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round the neck of a negro. He stood for a moment in the glare of 
the sun, his thick lips curling like those of a famished wolf at bay, but 
his struggles were soon quieted with a blow from a hammer. 

Willing hands grasped the rope and dragged the half conscious 
victim through the dust, most of them looking back and hooting at their 
human freight. Their frightful leers were accentuated by the glare of 
the noonday sun on their sweaty and dust-covered faces. · On they 
swept and disappeared in the mouth of the covered bridge that 
spanned the peaceful stream. Their prey struck the comer of the 
bridge, rebounded and, raised clear of the ground, plunged with a 
jerk into the shadows and disappeared also. 

In a few minutes the lynchers appeared at an open span at the 
other end. The quivering negro hung from a girder but was soon cut 
down only to fall into the arms of the advance guard below. The 
hills echoed the rage of the mob as their victim shot downward. 
Faggots were gathered. A well-dressed madman circled the crowd 
with his derby in his hand which was soon filled with coins. Two 
messengers were despatched and soon returned with new pails filled 
with kerosene. The derby was again passed and other messengers 
volunteered. The fisherman pulled his primitive craft up the bank 
and danced and howled like one stark mad. 

Meanwhile the brush was being ·piled and the well-dressed 
struggled with ragged urchins to cut a souvenir from their uncon
scious prey. A few days later charred parts of a human skull would 
be exhibited by many of that mob, and learned discussions were to 
divide them, for many held that its thickness was evidence that a 
negro was Qot human. All but a few having supplied themselves. 
these were content to wait for the ash heap for their mementoes. 

Suddenly the flames shot upward and the crackling of dry wood 
mingled with the roars of the mob. The tongues of flame were 
reflected in the ripples of the stream while at the open span above 
a black mass yelled itself hoarse as the heat ascended to their nostrils. 
The fisherman howled and circled the pyre till he was nearly ex
hausted, then be returned to his "dug-out" and began his laborious 
task of sending it against the stream. 

• • • • • • • • • • 
I turned to my friend. He was sick and pale with emotion. We 

walked in silence past the prison and up the street through which the 
lynchers had come. Suddenly I remembered our controversy. 

"There wasn't a red card in that crowd," I said. 
He looked at me, grasped my hand, attempted to speak, but could 

not, and we passed on. 
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Socialism for Students 
BY JosEPH E. CoHEN. 

VI. SOCIALISM AND SCIENCE . 

. 
' ....•. ·.':··:." :, AN ie not only tho pcodud of wdal conditione. He ie a 
.··1· _ lf._ · human being, and traces of the lower animals are still 

< ; ·. ·":: very decided in him. As a human being, albeit he is 

: /· .~ . _ _ : endowed with considerably more mentality than the 

::}~ . . ._.) other animals, he has tried to explain the physical uni-

. -r-- 1 verse about him with more or 1ess fear, wonder and per-

plexity. He has, in turn, worshipped the sun, moon, other animals, his 

own organs and images. He has imagined his god to inhabit everything 

that grows, the elements, and the vast firm<J.nent that transcends his 

powers of perception. He celebrates by fast or feast such perennial 

phenomena as the coming of the seasons. He greets sunrise and sunset 

with prayer and is in the throes of the problem of immortality. And 

these things exert no little influence in shaping customs, traditions and 

traits of character; they exert no little influence upon social arrangements. 

Progress along this line is made by finding a natural explanation of 

what was formerly deemed supernatural. Science replaces unfourded 

faith. Knowiedge ousts unwarranted belief. 

"Science," say the scientists, "is general knowledge systematized." 

Science consists of properly arranged facts and theories and laws in re-

gard to what passes about us. · 

The workingman does something like this at his bench or machine. 

Thus, before weaving, it is necessary to sort the cotton from the wool, 

material of one texture from that of another, that of one color from that of 

different color, and that of expensive dye' from that of an inferior grade. 

In like manner, science takes facts that are generally known, or should be 

generally known, and sorts them out according to the points of rf'sem

blance and distinction. 
Science regards nothing as stationary. Everything is in a condition 

of flow; in the moment that it is one thing, it is becoming something 

else. "The present is the child of the past, but it is the parent of the 

future." As is often said, the only thing constant in nature is the law of 

perpetual change. 
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This law of perpetual change we see in operation all about us. 
Mother Earth shrugs her shoulders and mountain ranges rise or fall; 
she puckers up her lips, and ocean currents swerve around tlte conti
nents. When she is cramped for room and stretches herself, there is likely 
to be an earthquake and perhaps tens of thousands of lives are lost and 
dties are demolished in a twinkling. Volcanoes remain to remind man 
of the restlessness of nature. 

But while everything changes its form, nothing is ever lost. Life 
and death are companions throughout existence, the crest and trough of 
the wave of time. One makes way for the other. What perishes fertilizes 
what is about to be born; the dead, by giving life to the living, becomes 
the substance of the living. Shakespeare uses this idea in the dialogue: 

"Hamlet. A man may fish with the worm that hath eat of a king, 
and eat of the fish that hath fed of that worm. 

King. What dost thou mean by this? 
Hamlet. Nothing but to show you how a king may go a process 

through the guts of a beggar." 
To prove that we are related to all about us, Moore declares that over 

two-thirds of the weight of the human body is made up of oxygen alone, 
a gas which forms one-fifth of the weight of the air, more than eight
ninths of that of the sea, and forty-seven per cent. of the superficial 
solids of the earth. 

Nothing is constant. Everything changes its form. But that is all 
it does. Matter may be shifted about, but it cannot be lost. And 
however much force may be brought into play, it only changes its form. 
It is not destroyed. So far as we can see, the matter and force we have, 
have always been and will always be. There was no beginning, and 
there will be no ending. They are everlasting. 

This old earth of ours has been changing for quite awhile. Boelsche 
th1nks it is a million years old. And there is no telling how many millions 
of times the stuff of which our world is made was the stuff of other worlds 
or stars. We know our world was not the first or the last created. Fitch 
declares that it is only a millionth part in bulk of the solar system-our 
sun, planets and their moons-and we know that the solar system is prob
ably only a millionth part of the dust of the heavens. So that our earth 
is only a grain in the celestial sandstorm. And the earth was here for 
the greater part of i~ million years before the being we call man arrived. 
Again quoting Moore: "Man is not the end, he is but an incident, of the 
infinite elaborations of Time and Space." 

It may be accepted as a certainty that man was not created as man. 
He is the outcome of animals lower in the scale, which fact Darwin first 
called our attention to. Evidence is plentiful on this scor Hux ey, in 
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"Man's Place in Nature," tells us of the ties between man and the man
like apes, man's next of kin. Thus, there is greater difference among men's 
brains than there is between man and the gorilla. The difference in skull 
and skeletoh between man and the gorilla are of smaller value than that 
between the gorilla and some other apes. The same is true of the den
tition. Man in the embryonical stage is nearer to the ape than the ape 
is to the dog. Bebel declares that monkeys are the only beings, besides 
man, in whom the sexu_al impulse is not fixed to certain periods. The pro
cess of the human embryo, from egg to ego, is a panorama of the whole 
biological scale. Dr. Weisler, in his work on "Embryology," tells us that 
at the twenty-fifth day the embryo presents a well-developed tail. While 
maternal influences cease at the second week, up to the fourth week the 
heart of the human embryo is that which is the permanent condition 
of fishes. The nails begin in claw-like projections. In the seventh month, 
the lanugo, or "embryonal down," makes its appearance, covers the sur
face of practically the whole body, and disappears in the eighth month. 
This is the relic of the days when what is now man was a hair-covered 
animal. Fitch ,gi_ves a list of "rudimentary organs,'' which were once use
ful in the animal ancestors of man, but are now rather harmful. Such 
is the vermiform appendix. Boelsche declares that the blood of the 
chimpanzee may be mixed with that of man without harm, which is the 
severest test, as bloods of different species act as poisons. Boelsche traces 
man back, step by step, to the very beginning of life, the primordial cell. 

All of man's organs and their functions hark back to the remote past. 
"Life was born blind, just as many animals are to this day, but it was 
gradually prepared for sight," says Dr. Meyer. Scientists go even further. 
France declares: "The plant possesses everything that distinguishes a 
living creature-movement, sensation, the most violent reaction against 
abuse, and most ardent gratitude for favors-if we will but take sufficient 
time to wait with loving patience for its sweet and gentle answers to 
our stormy questions." While rooted to the ground, they nevertheless 
have power, in a measure, to adapt themselves to external agencies. They 
feel "light-hunger," not unlike the light-hunger in man which Ibsen makes 
the climax of his great morbid play "Ghosts." AP.in, more than five 
hundred varieties of plants devour insects. Plants also 11ave a refined 
sense of smell, taste and location ; there is the beginning of a nervous 
system, and a tendency toward division of labor, instinct, perception and 
soul. So France concludes: "Even if all our hopes are not realized, we 
have brought away a mighty knowledge that reaches down into the very 
depths of all being: the certainty that the life of the plants is one with that 
of animals, and with that of ourselves." 

It is difficult to draw a sharp line between man and the other animals. 
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Grant Allen, in the "New Hedonism,'' thinks that what separates man 
from his fellow creatures is ethics, intellect and the sense of beauty. Yet 
it is quite certain that many birds find considerable enjoyment in a har
monious color scheme, while savages are little superior to the ingenious 
animals, such as the ant, in ethics and intellect. Franklin called man the 
tool-using animal. And while Kautsky declares that "Neither as a think
ing nor as a moral being is man essentially different from the animals," 
he goes on to say that "what, however, alone distinguishes the former is 
the production of tools, which serve for production, for defence or attack. 
* * * With the production of the means of production, the animal man 
begins to becollJe the human man; with that he breaks away from the 
animal world to found his own empire, an empire with its own kind of 
development, which is wholly unknown in the rest of nature, and to which 
nothing similar is to be found there." ' 

Everything changes. Man has evolved out of lower animals, and the 
plants are likely his distant relatives. Arthur Morrow Lewis sketches the 
modern theories of evolution in this wise: "Lamarck was the first to 
present the theory of evolution in a thoroughly scientific manner. Then 
Darwin discovered the 'great principle which rules the evolution af or
ganisms' ; the principle of 'natural selection.' Then Weismann repudiated 
current ideas as to how the fittest 'arrived,' or 'originated,' and presented 
in their place a theory of his own, which is still under discussion. De 
Vries raised the question as to whether new species 'arrive' by a gradual 
accumulation of tiny changes, or by sudden leapr-mutations-and dem
onstrated the latter by his experiments with the evening primrose.'' 

Darwin's theory, regarded as epoch-making in science, is: "N:atural 
selection in the survival of the fittest in the struggle for existence.'' Or, 
as it is commonly put, nature performs her wonders in organic life through 
the desire for food and offspring, "hunger and love.'' It is the special 
merit of Darwin that his theory was the first satisfactory attempt to 
interpret the activity of organic beings, and to explain why they change. 
Dealey and Ward tell us that: "Science is mainly interpretation." 

The question of interpretation is a very broad one. It depends upon 
many things. Thus Darwin acknowledges that he was infiuenced by the 
now discredited theory of Malthus that more human beings are born than 
sustenance can be provided for. Both Darwin and Malthus, in turn, were 
influenced in their interpretation by such circumstances as the condition 
oi England of their time. So that, today, the Malthusian theory is prac
tically abandoned, while the Darwinian theory has been amplified in many 
directions. Thus, Kropotkin shows the importance of "mutual aid'' in the 
struggle for existence, repudiating the notion that it is a struggle of one 
against all. 
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Herbert Spencer first formulated a theory of evolution that embraced 
all the fields covered by science. He declares evolution to consist of the 
"integration of matter and concomitant dissipation of motion;' during 
which the matter passes from an indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a 
definite coherent heterogeneity; and during which the retained motion 
undergoes a parallel transformation." This is all-inclusive, but gives no 
idea of the particular laws of development governing one science as against 
another, astronomy as against geology, or biology as against sociology. 
And a very serious mistake is made in imagining that the laws governing 
one science apply equally to another. This is especially true of biology, 
organic life, and sociology, social life. While man, as an individual, be
longs with the other forms of life ; man, the social being, has made a 
departure from the other forms of life along independent lines. In the 
one case evolution is a spiral that rises back of the lowly worm and sweeps 
upward in ever widening curves until it embraces the universe ; in the 
other case, it begins in savagery, sweeps upward through barbarism and 
civilization to enlightenment. 

The names of Darwin and Spencer must be bracketed with that of 
Marx. If science is "mainly interpretation," let it be remembered that 
the same year Darwin's "Origin of Species" appeared, 1859, Marx, in his 
"Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy," first fully formulated 
his theory of historical materialism, and employed it to trace the develop
ment of certain theories in economics. And historical materialism not 
only interprets the intricate phenomena of social evolution, but also ac
counts for the intellectual superstructure, explaining, for instance, the rise 
of the Darwinian school. For this reason modern Socialism is called 
"scientific." It does not detract from the glory of any of these three giants 
of thought to group them together, as Ferri has done. 

Just as the biologist declares that nothing.happens by accident, that 
everything answers to the test of cause and effect, that the manifestation 
we call "free will" is dependent upon everything else, so the Socialist 
declares that nothing happens by chance in society, that all is part of a 
more or less well ascertained process making for better social order. 
Just as the biologist refuses to ignore the struggle for existence, but de
clares this to be the most important fact in biology, so the Socialist re
fuses to overlook the struggle of classes in society, but declares this to 
be its most important fact. Just as the biologist traces the descent of 
man, shows how intimately he is related to his next of kin in the anintal 
kingdom, and declares that man is all there is in his ancestors down to the 
primordial cell, so the Socialist traces the evolution of society, showing that 
institutions are largely the reflex of material needs, and how one social 
svstem makes way for another. 
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Science, like the Socialist movement, is international. It is no re
specter of person or place. Under a certain atmospheric pressure and 
temperature, vapor condenses into rain. It does so in America; it does 
so in China. To exploit labor, the means of production must be owned 
as private property. It is so in America; it is so in China. Because like 
causes produce like results, when an industrial depression sets in over 
1ihe world, we know it is not due to the perversity of certain bankers in 
Wall street, but to international unpaid labor. 

So we know that some tremendous force was at work when, for ex
ample, the generation that saw the end of the 19th century witnessed .the 
inauguration of the factory system, political disturbances in America and 
France, new departures in economics, medicine, treatment of the insane, 
criminology, psychology, philosophy and science. Historical materialism 
declares that the primary factor was the clash between the rising capi
talists, whose right bower science. then was, and the feudal aristocracy. 
Again, in the middle of the century, when the revolutions of 1848 placed 
the capitalist class completely on the throne, there was an impetus given 
to science· that brought forth the theory of organic evolution, and that also 
brought forth the scientists of the working class with the theory of social 
evolution. And just as Alfred Russell Wallace arrived at the theory of 
natural selection independently of Darwin, so Engels and, later, Morgan, 
arrived at the theory of historical materialism independently of Marx
showing that both theories were the ripe fruit of circumstance. 

Science and Socialism belong together. Just as, in olden times, po
tentates slew bearers of evil tidings, so modern scientists and Socialists 
have been execrated, upon the supposition that there would be no evolu
tion if science did not say so, and there would be no class struggle if 
Socialists did not direct our attention to it I 

For the capitalist class, having reached the zenith of their career, 
are opposed to further progress, and leave science to shift for herself. So 
one group of men of science are losing themselves in the maze of "science 
for the sake of science." Their science is sterile or, as often as not, is 
apt to be devoted to designing automatic machinery and inventing labor
saving devices, rather than health and life-saving appliances. Their "ex
pert" testimony depends upon how much they receive an hour and who their 
clients are. But another group acknowledge the consequenC-es of the mod
em theories and subscribe to the program of Socialism. Theirs is known 
as "proletarian science." It is founded upon a wider, fuller and com
pleter materialism, for "materialism is," as Untermann says, "the hand
maid of revolution, and without it no proletarian movement complies with 
the historical requirements of its evolution." It is because the prole
tarians, propertyless workers, "have nothing to lose but their chains," 
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that they take hold of the guidon of science and carry it forward to fresh 
victories. 

In proletarian science, evolution and revolution are twin forces. Ev
ery period of slow development, evolution, is followed by a complete 
change, a change of the fundamental principle, or revolution. Revolution 
paves the way for further evolution. The embryo is part of the mother, 
growing slowly through the placenta, until the moment of birth, the revolu
tion. The child thenceforward is independ~nt. It may live, even though 
the mother perish in the act of giving it birth, Applying this theory to 
past and present society, the Socialist is justified in maintaining that capi
talism is evolving to the point where a social revolution will bring forth a 
new order, Socialism. More than that, development along the same line 
increases in velocity as it reaches its culmination. Feudalism did not last 
nearly so many centuries as primitive communism did millenniums. Capi
talism is not over five centuries old at most, full-grown it is hardly a cen
tury old. Nowadays, new machinery is no sooner installed than it becomes 
antiquated. The industrial revolution gave capitalism its spade. It began 
digging its grave when it annexed the Orient 

The theory of evolution "by slow accumulation" is, for that matter, as 
radical as is the theory of alternate evolution and revolution. Nature ful
fills her purpose of corroding .mountain ranges and filling the oceans as 
much by the sputtering spring as by the gushing geyser. ·To the lone 
traveler on the road at midnight, when all is wrapped in slumber, who 
stands, a mere speck, a:t the center of that infinite sphere of star strewn 
sky, nature is just as majestic and terrible as when she sends forth a tidal 
wave that engulfs a city. The unpretentious sailor who remains at his 
post of duty, while the ship is sinking, and for thirty hours flashes wireless 
signals of distress, and so saves hundreds of lives, is adding a little to the 
comradeship of toil and trial that is the harbinger of the better time to 
come. 

The common objections raised in the name of science against Social
ism, Ferri readily disposes of. Indeed, most of these objections overlook 
the fact that Socialism is the only consistent explanation of social evo
lution. On the other hand, Massart and Vandervelde very satisfactorily 
compare parasitism in the social world with that in the organic. The slave 
master, the feudal lord, as well as minor celebrities, such as the pirate 
and brigand, belong to the past. At the present time we note that the 
"higher" a class is, the more useless is it. Financial capital domineers 
over landed property, oil and steel hold the railroads in tow, transportation 
exacts tribute from agriculture, while the capitalist class, as a class, ex
ploit the workers. The capitalists perform little or no necessary functions: 
the purpose they serve is largely ornamental. They are parasitic, merely 
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devourers of the workers' substance, as Lafargue wittily pictures in his 
''Sale of an Appetite." · 

The word "parasitism," by the way, was used in sociology before it 
was in biology. Here we may remark, philology, the science of language, 
is of considerable aid in the study of the origin of institutions. Lafargue, 
among Socialists, has made the best contribution in this respect. To cite 
a few instances : He tells us that the term "capital" dates back only to 
the 18th century, and that it has no equivalent in the Greek and Latin • 
tongues, showing how absurd it is to speak of .the capital of the savage. 
Likewise, a savage's notion of private property is substantially different 
from that of a civilized man's. The savage never reveals his name to a 
stranger ; the civilized man has cards printed especially for purposes of 
introduction to strangers. Again, quoting the ~esuit Charlevoix: "The 
brotherly sentiments of the redskins are doubtless in part ascribable to 
the fact that the words 'mine' and 'thine' are all unknown as yet to the 
savages." 

What science teaches us, therefore, is that all life, organic and social, 
has passed and is passing through a continuous evolution and revolution up 
to higher forms. We are certain that those who have gone before did not 
dispose of the riddles of the universe, we are reasonably sure that we know 
a little more than they did. And we can be positive that we who live today 
do not know everything-they who come after us will add something to 
the jot of knowledge we have. 

Nature's plea for democracy is exemplified' in the formula: "Science 
is general knowledge systematized." Not what some individual discovers 
and keeps to himself, but what 1s commonly known and is an influence in 
common life, is of scientific value. Further, evolution granted, capitalism 
will pass away as did feudalism, chattel slavery an~ primitive communism, 
And if Socialism is not to succeed it, what social order will? 

When the class-society of today has given way to the fraternity of 
the world's workers, it does not mean that struggle and strife will cease, 
and that the human family will deteriorate into a "low level" of equals. 
On the contrary, to be economically free, to rest assured that our material 
wants are disposed of for all time to come, and so end the conflict for 
bread, means that our energies and capabilities can then be directed toward 
intellectual pursuits, and that, consequently, man will describe a new 
course of development; he witt begin the first arc in the spiral of a new 
intellectual splendor. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

A COURSE OF READING.· 

The following list of worka is recommended to the student: They cover the 
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subject touched upon by the above article, and it is suggested that they be read in 
the order named.--J. E. C.: 

'l'be Triumph of Life. By Wilhelm Boelsche. Cloth, 50c. 
The End of the World. By Dr. M. Wilhelm Meyer. Cloth, 50c. 
The .Making of the World. By Dr • .Meyer. Cloth, 50e. 
Life and Death. By Dr. E. Teichmann. Cloth, 50c . . 
The Evolution of Man. By Wilhelm Boelsche. Cloth, 50c. 
Germs of Mind in Plants. By R. H. Fran~. Cloth, 50c. 
The Universal Kinship. By J. Howard Moore. Cloth, $1.00. 
Evolution, Social and Organic. By Arthur M. Lewis. Cloth, 50c. 
Parasitism, Organic and Social. By Jean :M.assart and Emile Vandervelde. 

Cloth, $1.00. 
Socialism and Modern Science. By Enrico Ferri. Cloth, $1.00. 
Science and Revolution. By Ernest Untermann. Cloth, 50c • 
.Any of these books sent postpaid on receipt of price by Charles H. Kerr & Com· 

pany (Co-operative), 153 Kinzie street, Chicago. 

PAEAN AND DIRGE 

BY ELIOT WHITE 

I. THE P~AN OF THE PROSPEROUS. 

Adown the harbor golden-paved with sun on restless, laughing water, 
We forge with unthwarted power and haughty assurance toward the 

realms of open sea. 
The teeming shores shout their bravos, where over clattering wharves 

and stalled ocean-craft a thousand flags snap many-hued to the 
breeze. 

And the huddled Babel-towers far above thrust their minatory summits 
against the blue like a craggy outline of the Dolomites. 

Our prean we chant as we thresh the water in gleaming foam · from our 
propellors like huge bronze swan's feet, 

And pour stormy plumes of umber smoke from funnels buff, .white or 
vermillion in the brilliant sun : 

"Behold us who prosper! Behold us who dominate by right, by universal 
assent and acclamation I 

What discordant voice of envy dare intrude in the chorus of approval 
that salutes our stately progress? 

Are we not filled with cargoes precious as Solomon's fleet of old con
veyed from Tarshish, or the Venetian argosies from Egypt and 
Barbary? 
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Do we not carry in safety throngs of men sufficient to people towns, 
and do not bands of sinewy toilers strive for permission to feed 
our roaring fires ? 

Behold us, then, elate, superb in aspect, terrible in strength, and bow 
ye in acquiescence and eager homage I" 

II. THE DIRGE OF THE DERELICTS. 

Far from coasts once hailed as home, shattered, rifled and forsaken of • men, we toss on a compassionless ocean. 
Our decks once gladdened by the firm tread of men are trampled now by 

icy seas, and spurned by complaining gulls, 
And our holds, that bore dean wares for comfort of the lands, are defiled 

with slime and weed and leech-like living things. 
We gather, we gather more and.more, on the ocean-paths of this time's 

vaunted welfare, and lift all but unheeded yet, our warning dirge: 
"Whose fault our woe, let wisdom say-all helpless drift we now with 

rudder of discernment lost, and sails of bright desire long decayed. 
Not foes in marshalled ranks challenge your brave merchantmen and 

ferrying leviathans, but lax, broken ruins without lamp or guide. 
Futile your strict policing of the traveled ways, and bludgeoning our 

hulks with savage dynamite-
Our wastrel cohorts choking every ocean avenue must wreck your pros

perous :fleets with all their gear and pride, 
Except ye strew the deep no longer with our piteous kind-except ye 

breed no outcast in a world of love I" 
Worcester, Massachusetts. 



The Proletarian Attitude 
BY LoUIS DUCHEZ. 

--·-
DOUBT if ever there was a clearer case where one writer 
misunderstood the other (both of them claiming to be 
members of the same class and political party) than that 
of Comrade Thompson in his reply to Tom Sladden's 
article, "The Revolutionist,'' which appeared in the! De
cember issue of the REviEW. Thompson spreads him-

self over ten pages to upset Sladden, yet at the close of the conflict leav
ing his opponent untouched and smiling. 

To Comrade Thompson, Sladden's article is "a most astonishing ut· 
terance," "ridiculous" and "absurd." Indeed, it is-to his type of mind. 
The case before us is interesting as a study in socialist psychology, at least. 
But there is more than that to it ! Right here is involved two attitudes 
of mind, which, from now on, are going to battle for supremacy in the 
Socialist movement. I refer, on the one hand, to the attitude of the bour
geois intellectual ( ?) who is in the movemen.t by adoption, and on the 
other to the proletarian who has no other place to go. 

As Sladden intimates, there is at present in the socialist movement "a 
spirit, which in all sections of the country seems to be manifest, to conceal, 
somewhere in the background, what should be the foundation of any 
socialist movement, the class struggle." Like the Theosophist's heaven 
the class struggle· is becoming more an attitude of mind than a fact of 
life. With very few exceptions the socialist press and platform is dom· 
iriated by this spirit. A few years ago the capitalist newspapers and maga
zines vied with each other in exposing the rottenness of our industrial and 
social life. Today they are mum. They have closed like a clam. Of 
course, they realized they were on dangerous ground. But the socialist 
press-urged by the popular clamor for reform and the encouragement of 
the increasing inflow of middle class "respectables" into the movement
has taken up the howl. Our press, in order to secure circulatioo and pop
ularity, is concealing, unconsciously, I believe, that anci that alone which 
will impel us to steer clear of the rocks of reaction-the class struggle. 

The Socialist Party, its press and platform, is today dominated by so
called intellectuals who have cast their lot with us by adoption, and they 
have brought with them soured bourgeois ideals which they hope that the 
revolutionary proletariat will realize for them. We like to say that the 
Socialist Party is not a one man party, that it is run by the workers 
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themselves, etc. But the facts upset that belief. The socialist press and 
platform today do not represent the interests of the revolutionary prole
tariat, strictly speaking. They represent the ideals of a radical bour
geois element, out of harmony with the established order of things. They 
are heading for the rocks of reaction. 

I am a coal miner. My entire life has been a hard, cruel struggle, not 
for autos, steam yachts, vacation trips and the luxuries of life, but for a 
mere animal existence. I am enga~d in a hard fight for food, clothing 
and shelter for myself and mine. What do I care if Lincoin was a revolu
tionist and said that labor was superior to capital? What to me are the 
sacrifices that have been made in the past for human freedom? A. M. 
Lewis says in his book, "Vital Problems in Social Evolution": "A Socialist 
may well pause and ask, which is the greater part: to be born in a co
operative commonwealth, where human liberty is an accomplished fact, 
or to be alive today when true men and women join hand with hand and 
brain with brain, and fight unflinchingly the cause of generations yet un
born?" This kind of talk is all right to perpetrate upon certain strata of 
the socialist movement, that are assured of next week's meal, but to me, 
slave, worse than a chattel slave, it is an insult and a taunt And the 
great mass of my fellow toilers like myself as yet are interested in but one 
thing, the struggle for the absolute necessities of life. We have no re
ligion, we have no patriotism, and the love of humanity extends only to 
those of our kin whose burdens we must help to bear. What do we care 
for "The Spiritual Significance .of Socialism," "the deadening influence of 
capitalism upon education and intellectual development," "the burdens of 
tradition upon art and literature," or "the contributions of Ibsen, Shaw 
and Whitman to sexual freedom"? Our proletarian minds do not live 
and move in those higher ( ?) realms of thought. Our wives and daugh
ters are not dreaming of social and sexual freedom. They, like ourselves, 
in this period of the world's history, are concerned only in the struggle 
for bread and calico and a shelter from the storms. We have learned what 
some of the intellectuals have yet to learn, and that is that when our 
stomachs were full, our backs covered and our fires burning, our domestic 
grievances faded away and we felt happy. 

0 yes, there are moments when my mind climbs above these "sordid" 
things of life. If on Saturday night after a hard week's work I am able 
to buy Willie a pair of shoes and Nellie a new gingham dress and a piece 
of roast for the family and a cigar for myself and can see the wife and 
~hildren smile as we gather around the fireside in the ·little shack we call 
"our home," then I often think of "higher things." Then the words of 
the. great Marx appeal to me and I get a vision of the society of the "gen
erations yet unborn." During those rare moments a panorama of a new 
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civilization passes before my mind's eye. Then I can see a society free 
from want, free from the ignorant traditions of the past, and a universe of 
brothers and comrades where the welfare of all is the welfare of each. 
But Monday morning comes. The vision has vanished. Like a wild 
animal I must crawl down into a hole in the earth, away from the sun
shine and fresh air, and sweat and struggle in semi-darkness that I and 
mine may be able to answer the landlord and the grocer at the end of 
the week. And this all in a world where storehouses are bursting and 
wealth everywhere-wealth that I and my comrades have produced. No, 
the class struggle is a real th.ing: Too long has it been concealed and oov
ered up. It cannot be emphasized too forcibly if the great proletarian 
mass is expected to act. Deplorable as it may seem to some of our 'in
tellectual" comrades, the burden of the social revolution must rest on the 
shoulders of "the men who think through their stomachs." The "other 
factors" could very profitably be left sleeping in this period of the world's 
history. 

It is true that the leading socialists up to the present time have had 
"the advantages ( ?) of an education in capitalist schools." It is true also 
that this same type is editing our papers and are our "leading speakers." 
And ~re lies the danger. They have played a noble part in the past. 
With all the disadvantages of the "educational advantages" of capitalist 
schools they wrote us books on economics while we slaved and supported 
them. We thank them for all this. But we cannot any longer trust them 
as our guides. Their ideals are not "stomach ideals" --ours are. They can 
steal over into the capitalist camp at any time-we can't They can re
tire from the firing line-we can't. As Sladden says, they can back up, 
but we can't, for we have no place to back to. As an example look up 
some of our comrades ( ?). who are prominent as writers and speakers. 
Around election time they talk to the workingmen every night, and get 
paid for it, too, then they leave the work of the locals to those who are dis
tinctly proletarians. The truth is that with the years of education in capi
talist schools and the bourgeois environment that goes witb it, they cannot 
grasp the distinctly proletarian attitude toward life. The socialist move
ment to them is a luxury. Through it they see a chance for the realiza
tion of some of their "radical" ideals ; through it we see the assurance 
of a job and more of what we produce. We do not blame them-we rather 
thank them for what they have done-yet we cannot trust them. We 
realize that there are psychological forces outside of our own working 
for our emancipation-and their place is with them-but the one all 
absorbing thing that must occupy our minds is the overthrow of capitalism. 
In this tremendous period of the world's history we cannot allow "other 
factors" or "other ideals" in control of the proletarian army othet- than the 
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"stomach ideal," and the registered impressions in the brain cells of one 
who has spent years in capitalist schools and in that environment pro
duces a different attitude toward life than that of a proletarian whose life 
from childhood has been a struggle for an animal existence. 

But where is the intellect for this proletarian movement to come 
from if these intellectuals from the bourgeois class are not to lead? We 
answer, from the proletarians themselves .. Comrade Thompson thinks it 
won't. He thinks it will come from the aristocrat mechanics, the farmers, 
the professional classes and the college man. We should app~l, he says, 
to all classes who may be susceptible. Above all things he holds that the 
"unskilled, unrecognized wageworker, who, as yet, has no labOr organi
zation and no political expression,'' as Sladden puts it, will lie in his misery 
and die there if not pulled out of it by those higher up in social life. 

In the first place, 90 per cent. of all this talk about "the degenerating 
influence of capitalism upon the proletarian mind" is rot. It is true that 
in the worst parts of our large cities the workers are crushed physically 
and mentally until they are incapable or realizing their misery or thinking 
intelligently, but the great mass do think and feel and are sound in their 
conceptions of life, so far as they have gone. Compare the average pro
letarian, physically or mentally, with the average bourgeois that you meet, 
and you will find the former stronger physically and clearer mentally. He 
may not be able to talk glibly of patriotism and "Christian civilization," 
and "eternal justice" and of "our great country," yet his knowledge of 
life so far as he has gone is in line with fact. He is not in the clouds. His 
life experience has given him a ground work for a ready acceptance of 
modern science. For instance, he-the industrial proletarian at least-

. is not troubled with religious 'or metaphysical speculation. His contact 
with machinery, made by man and operated by man day after day before 
his eyes, teaches him unconsciously cause and effect. If he or his fellow 
workers are injured by this machinery he learns it was not punishment 
sent by some outside supreme power but due to some failing within him
self or the machine. In economics, too, he is on solid ground. Economic 
Determinism is taught him week in and week out. He knows that his 
feeling toward himself, · to his family and to society is determined, gen
erally, by his economic condition, whether he realizes it or not. He is 
not puzzled over the theory of surplus value as college professors and 
"intellectuals" are. It is impressed upon him every time he sees his em
ployer buy a new auto or take a trip to Europe while he is turning out the 
dividends at home, or when he inquires for a job and finds he is not needed 
because he has produced too much. And the class struggle, none know it 
better than he does. Every day of his life it is impressed upon him. He 
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doesn't doubt it. He knows that he is being robbed by those higher up 
and he knows they are his enemies. 

Of course he is not familiar (the great mass of proletarians I mean) 
with the theories of Karl Marx regarding his condition and the way out 
but he is becoming so with remarkable rapidity. The thousands of vol
umes issued by Charles H. Kerr and Company upon "dry" economic sub
jects are not going to the int~llectuals but to proletarians it:t practice as 
well as in party membership. Among the more vigorous of these prole
tarians, who have nothing to lose but their chains, thete is developing a 
group of men whose grip upon the facts of life is more fundamental, more 
sound, more scientific than that of any group of men in all history. The 
hard, cruel experience of their every day lives has compelled them to keep 
their feet upon the ground and stick to tbe world right here and now. For 
this reason they do not flounder around in the bourgeois bog of scholasti· 
cism, but leap over it all, grasping the situation as it is. As yet this new 
type in the socialist movement has not exerted his power extensively. He 
has attended no schools of rhetoric and oratory as his intellectual com
rades have. He has not yet invaded our press and platform. He is handi
capped by the eloquence and flowery editorials of his intellectual com
rades. He is now waiting, ready to spring to the lead of the proletarian 
army. When he does this we will march straight to our goal and the 
enemy will tremble. 

Today two-thirds of the spaoe in our socialist papers and the talk on 
our platfonns is given to exposing corruptions of our industrial and 
social life and to answering bourgeois objections to socialism. Now all this 
gush does not interest the proleta·rian. He's not wondering whether so
cialism will kill incentive, break up the family, destroy religion, etc. Now 
why is all this rot thrown out from the movement? Simply this. Our 
writers and principal speakers today are for the most part made up of 
intellectuals ( ?) from the bourgeois class, and they are appealing to the 
type of mind from which they sprung, and answering the objections which 
they themselves raised before coming into the movement. 

There is no wonder that the great mass of proletarians are dead to 
our socialist propaganda. When proletarian thinkers get the reins of 
the socialist movement, its press and platform (and they will before long), 
the great army will move straight forward. It will not waste its energy 
in answering bourgeois objections to socialism, exposing capitalist grafters 
or fighting for social and sexual freedom for women. It will then be 
absorbed in but one thing : the education of the workers to class-con
sciousness and solidarity. 

Until a strictly proletarian attitude guides the movement we will con· 
tinue to waste our energy. Moreover, until that time comes we will be 
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in danger-in the hands of reaction. The proletarian must emancipare 
himself if he is ever to be emancipated, and the leadership must come 
from proletarian brains. The proletarian attitude is the social or world 
attitude in embry~but that does not concern us just now. 

Saginaw, Mich. 

IN THE HOLY NAME OF TRADE. 

BY CoviNGTON HALL. 

Can ye tell me, 0 ye workers, why the money-demon gloats, 
Why the ·rulers never stop ye when ye tear each others' throats? 
Can ye tell me, 0 ye toilers, why the young are stooped and old, 
Why so many work a-hungered when the land is filled with gold ? 
"Yea! For profit, profit, profit, all these broken hearts are made
In the holy name of trade I 

In the holy name of trade I" 

Can ye tell me, lords of commerce, when machines should on them wait, 
Why the burden bears the hardest on the weakest in the State ? 
Can ye tell me, 0 my masters, why invention's mighty breath 
Only . fills the sail that hastens with the children on to death? 
"Yea I For profit, profit, profit, all these broken hearts are made
In the holy name of trade I 

In the holy name of trade I" 

Can ye tell me, laureled statesmen, why around so many hearths 
Broods a shadow and a terror that is not our mother earth's? 
Can ye tell me, 0 ye teachers, why, with all the wealth we find, 
Why the race in sorrow's mothered and the love-sight's gone blind? 
"Yea I For profit, profit, profit, all these broken hearts are made
In the holy name of trade! 

In the holy name of trade I" 
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The Educated Classes 
BY A TRAVELING MAN. 

HE word education is one of a number of overworked 
· words. It is frequently and erroneously used simply 

in the sense of schooling. 
A man or woman is called educated because at 

some tim~ in their lives they have attended a High 
School or College. To illustrate, take this quite com-

. mon question: "What is to be done with an entirely illiterate Italian, 
Russian, or other body of laborers, such as work in the mines, factories, 
or on the railroads?" Some man a little more fortunate so far as 
a knowledge of letters and numbers is concerned, but not a bit more 
advanced in having been taught to think for himself, will answer quickly, 
"Educate the brutes." He means school these men. 

In order to see whether this mere schooling, as conducted in the 
schools today, will result in educating him in government so as to place 
him among the intelligent citizens, it will be well to examine a few cases. 

THE LAWYER. 

The lawyers have been called the intellectual aristocracy of our 
country. It would appear in many ways that they are entitled to this 
title, but for other reasons than those commonly accepted; for aristocracy. 
intellectual as well as the kingly and society brands, has its undesirable 
side as well as its desirable side. 

The lawyers are in the majority in nearly every state and national 
legislative body. The judicial positions are, of course, held by lawyers 
and the executive departments invariably have a larger per cent of law
yers than of any other one profession or class. Placing lawyers in entire 
control of all higher departments of government is so common that no 
one gives it a second thought. 

One of the prolific souroes of litigation in the United States is the 
personal-injury cases that are brought by employees against their em
ployers. Statute and judge-made law (common law) is such in many 
states that the doctrines called by various names of fellow servants. 
comparative negligence, contributory negligence and assumed risk make 
it almost impossible to secure a judgment that will stand in the upper 
court. 

Do the lawyers (educated class) in control~ wish in~ a change 
to help their own business, do anything for themselves? They 
do if some union or combinations of unions (uneducated class) stand 
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back of them with a dub big enough to scare them to action. If the fear 
of the dub wielded by the people is great enough to overcom,e their 
disposition to worship at the shrine of present power, the shrine of prece
dent, some action may, under protest, be made. The credit for action, it is 
unnecessary to state, belongs to the uneducated ( ?) public that forces 
them to action. 

In every state you find the bar -a unit on some change it desires. 
I do not mean something that is questionable, but a measure that the bar 
is united on ; it may be a change in their practice act; it may be a change 
in a complicated, inefficient mechanics' lien law ; a change in the com
mercial paper act, or a new arrangement of courts to bring their docket 
to date. All, in the lawyers' hands, will drag year after year, but should 
The National Bankers' Association request and push vigorously the pas
sage of "The Uniform Negotiability Act" it will likely pass. Should 
the lumbermen unite and desire a change in the mechanics' lien law it 
takes place. It would seem that mere education without a club behind 
it is useless. 

To e)Cplain why the lawyers, in charge, do not pass laws especially 
desired by the legal profession and sure of approval by the general 
public might apparently seem difficult, for the world over, men and 
even animals, have inteiiigence enough to take care of their own class 
interests. Why do not the lawyers help their own business? The reasons 
are many but one is sufficient. The legal fraternity may be spoken 
of as a class but in reality the powers within the legal class are so 
closely associated with the capitalists, maintaining property rights, that 
they often become merely a flunky division of the capitalistic class. 
When this is understood by the proletariat the absurd practice of handing 
the lawyers the reins of government will be a thing of the past. 

THE CLERGY. 

Next to the lawyers and government, consider the clergy and the 
government. 

The clergy are educated, Yes. As a class you will find them honest, 
find them striving to the best of their judgment for the betterment of 
mankind. But the position of many today can be stated in a few words. 
It is simply to hold with the party in power, at times striving for power 
themselves. This is their historical position. As a class the clergy hold 
with the party in power, no matter if they have to change their views 
over night. 

It is necessary to state that ministers are occasionally found in an 
advancing position, but as a class they are worse than zero, so far as 
their relation to government is concerned. They not only do not advance 
but retard every revolution. 

I have not been asked to advise the clergy in this, or any other dis
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trict, but volunteer the following: Fight for a basic principle, or any 
kind of a principle. Do not attack the individual. Teach the voters 
principles and the individual phase will take care of itself. Go at the 
causes that make for discontent and ungodliness. Look around and see 
if property is divided in proportion to the work done, and the wealth 
created by labor. 

Instead of attacking the individual representative of class privi
lege you may find yourself attacking class privilege as a whole. You 
will then be able to furnish better reasons and furnishing better reasons, 
may have better results. 

THE PHYSICIAN. 

The doctor and the dentist have a cleaner slate. They take small 
part in the government, but as a class they practically never obstruct. 
They have aided, many times, in getting the necessary laws for sanitation, 
health, insane patients, school children's teeth, etc. This is not, however, 
to be attributed to education alone and in no case do they more than 
aid. They recommend things of a public nature, dose to their calling, 
that they discover are necessary. There is no opposition, there is no 
chance to get boodle ou·t of them. A wily legislature has its ear to the 
ground. It listens and finds the public believe and as it is necessary 
to do something and there are no objections they take the road of easiest 
resistance and pass the bills requested. They then have something to 
point to with pride on return to their constituents. 

Some day in the future other legislation will be as easy as this. 
It will be when there are no interests to dictate for private gain. 

TRAVELING MEN. 

In considering various educated classes and their share in the gov
ernment, it might be well to mention the traveling man. Not that they 
are classed with the learned professions so far as education is concerned, 
but they are the active agents of the business world and cannot be over
looked. They are educated in the sense that travel and contact with 
men is an education. They are nearly or quite equal in numbers to the 
lawyers-perhaps greater in number. No class outside the writer, jour
nalist, newspaper men, have a more favorable opportunity to make public 
opinion. If these travelers have ever done a thing worthy of note it has 
escaped me. They would rate with the clergy in uselessness so far 
as government is concerned. They have one advantage, however, over 
the clergy, they do not as a general rule actively obstruct progress. 

To understand the traveling man you would need look at his train
ing, his environments. Our traveler up to coming on the road has lived 
in very ordinary circumstances; no servants. Now he finds a bell boy 
hopping at his command, a porter taking his orders, a clerk trjing to 
please, a negro or a white girl to serve him at every turn as he eats. 
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a 'bus man to meet the train, to carry his grip and see that he comes 
to the hotel in the right hack. He finds himself many times not only 
allowed but compelled to vary prices, pass on credits, and take the line 
away from certain customers. 

The sudden acquisition of power is more than likely to turn the 
head ; add to this a possible chance in many ways of aping the rich, and 
you have the poorest possible environments for making a first-class citi
zen. The traveler is kept busy with his work. It has nothing to do with 
government. He is likely to hear from his employer bitter criticisms of 
the workers and their unions. His sympathy seems turned at an early 
date. The employer and the dealer both have a dread of strikes. It 
means to them less profit, less money to buy goods. The traveler must 
sympathize with the ttadesrnan. He does not mix with the working man 
and finds that a strike to the worker is a more dreadful thing than it is 
to the employer. If the traveler does sympathize with the worker, 
in the case closest at hand, it rarely leads him to study the basic causes 
of the contentions, the underlying causes that made them re-occur. 

The traveling man is, in order to satisfy all trade, usually a political 
nonentity ; if nQt this, he takes the position of his employer and in either 
case becomes a negative quantity or an obstructionist. 

TEACHERS. 

The educators as a class have perhaps the most important field in 
the government. They are sadly hampered by the limitations placed upon 
themselves. The educator is the counsel catted in by the common people 
in the hour of peril. 

The one defect of the educator seems to be an inability to swing a 
· '"big stick." I said swing, not seemingly swing. Time and time again 

the educator points out the necessity for revolution but here he quits. 
He does not act and rarely kindles the divine fire of action in his pupils' 
hearts. His position can be made plain with an illustration. Take the 
case of a property owner who finds huge icicles hanging from the eaves 
of his building. The eaves extend out over a public walk. The owner 
knows the icicles are dangerous to the passers-by and should be removed, 
but the chances are he depends on a kindly sun dropping at an opportune 
time these huge sharp points. Should a piece of ice fall on a fellow being, 
the sufferer would have the property owner's sympathy and likely material 
help as well. 

The professor looks at the icicles. He may possibly, if they have 
existed for years and are a matter of common knowledge, point them 
out to his pupils. The professor may even, if an advanced thinker, point 
to new icicles forming. Some so small as not to be discernible to the 
ordinary cultivated eye. He may even suggest the shape they witl take 
and the time they will be forming. The icicles pointed to , a · 
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with a much-needed tax reform, a political party pro rata representation 
in legislative bodies, a change in the use of the political franchise, or a 
child labor law that will stop the sapping of the vitality of the race to 
be. The chances are very much in favor of the professor ending his 
task after pointing at icicles. He is to be partially excused, as he can 
go no further without the people. 

If the owner of the building finds public opinion so strong against 
him for allowing a dangerous nuisance to exist, that the public will com
pel him to remove the nuisance, he acts. The motive power for his action 
was the irate pedestrian, the public on whose heads the icicles had fallen. 

The motive power for political action comes not from the educator, 
or educated class, but from the laborer who is suffering from the icicles 
that have fallen on his head. Sometimes a mere icicle like being under
paid and overworked will stimulate the injured party. Again he needs 
to view his children suffering for food or medicines, sometimes su1fering 
from limitation of opportunity ; limitations due to environments that he 
cannot change; lack of work, dire want and a pride that refuses charity. 
All' these ways help him, the uneducated man, to go out and remove 
icicles. Sometimes if the icicles are left too long the laborer, the unedu
cated, the sufferer and revolutionist removes them and takes the roof 
off at the same time. 

JOURNALISTS. 

One large and important class has not as yet been considered-the 
authors, journalists and newspaper men. They have, like others, to 
earn their living. They are hired to supply news for a daily paper or 
to write editorials for a republican, democratic or independent paper. 

The paper owners desire control to secure legislation that will bring 
to them returns through new laws, grants and franchises; or, they 
desire judges that can be relied upon to kick the life out of any existing 
law that may become objectionable to themselves and associates. 

The hired man, wage slave on the job, is the scribe and he does 
just what he is told-as other wage slaves do. He is educated to do this 
and if he believes in it all the better for him. There are many cases 
of Democrats being hired to write Republican editorials and vice versa. 
This is as it should be, for they are the same thing ; still, it goes to show 
you that Sambo Scribe makes the kind of noise he is hired to make. 
The Republican whistles the tune with all the notes high notes. The 
Democrat has all low notes, but they both whistle the sante tune: Hi-le. 
Hi-to I Cap-i-tal, Cap-i-tal ! 

No one that has wandered even a short distance away from his 
own back door now believes a newspaper, and yet, when it suits his par
ticular views, he will read it as the truth of truths. These views have 
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been mostly formed for him by others who themselves have been 
interested in forming them. 

We have in a recent case a parade of thirty-five thousand people 
and that day every writer on certain news ( ?) papers was deaf, dumb 
and blind. This fact does not stop the general reader eagerly devouring 
as truths the news ( ?) printed by these sheets. 

Another writer for another daily temporarily and conveniently go# 
alum on his mind, or conscience, perhaps both; then was able to tell th~ 
reader that "six thousand people in a meeting at the Seventh Regiment 
Armory were somewhat disorderly and several were injured in the crowd
ing." That in a hall that the reader knows will seat fifteen thousand and 
hold many more standing. The reader knows this is false, but the next 
day after election, when the same papers tell him the Socialists lost, are 
now down and out, he believes it. He is a good Republican. It is a 
pleasure to him to believe this. Up to date, the average individual has 
contented himself by believing what pleaSes him. 

The time finally arrives when the sheet strikes an all but humorous 
key. It tells him money is now in circulation-plenty of work and 
prosperity for everyone. He tramps and wants and finally thinks. When 
he starts thinking he is lost-lost to the lines of capital. He is ordinarily 
safe and easy to handle, even half starved, but when he starts to think, 
he is lost. 

If you, dear reader, labor under the impression that the big daily 
and the associated press, from which the smaller papers secure their news, 
are fired by the saying of Wendell Phillips : "If a truth will not bear in
vestigation, let it crack," you are laboring under a sad delusion. 

The magazines are a decided improvement. Many of them have 
articles from time to time that are full of truths vigorously Ma.ted 
and likely to start the reader thinJcing. 

Reader, I shall have wasted good paper if I do not carry to you 
one truth. The truth that I want you to grasp is you must help yourself; 
to help yourself, you must think for yourself. This may require an 
effort at first, but will gradually become easier. Do not let an educated ( ?) 
class, w called, think for you. The · educated classes are hired by others, 
the capitalistic class, and teach you the things they want you to believe. 
Start ·thinking of the hard-knock icicles that fall on your own and • 
others' heads. 

Thinking, you will send representatives of your own class to make 
laws that will forever obliterate class. Thinking, you will find the man 
that today works without pay, without glory and wtih no immediate pros
pect of office, is worth at least a careful hearing. 

Has the man given time and study to social problems? Can he 
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answer all questions, or does he refer you to God for your answers, to 
difficult ones? Is the man working for you? You can answer this last 
question easily by putting another to yourself. If he is working solely 
for himself, would he not be better oft in some other party? 

Work together, but think for yourselves. If you think for your
selves, you ·will vote together, for you already know that your working 
interests are the same as those of your fellow workman. Remember 
you will receive only as much gruel from your masters and their hand
maids, the educated ( ?) classes, as they are compelled to give you. 

The man that refuses to think hinders not only himself but others. 
Don't hinder-help. "Labor for others," but look to yourselves_ the 
working class, for "God helps him who helps himself." 

s. G. GREENWOOD • 

• 
~ Under class civilization all literature as 
~ well as s~ience may be called toy work; it does 

not make for human progress directly but only 
incidentally. The sciences and iJtventions are 
exploited by corporations primarily for profit, 
and aD new discoveries merely broaden the 
field of exploitation and give rise to larger cor
porations. The toy literature and arts merely 
serve for the diversion of t~e same class; they 
affect the upper surface of society only and do 
not rise to the dignity of really human pro
ductions, because they are not participated in 
by humanity, nor is it intended that they 
should be.-Marcus Hitch in Goethe's Faust. 

~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
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Do We Need a "Labor Party''? Last month the Review published 

articles by Victor Grayson, Socialist Member of Parliament, and by 
William English Walling of New York, who has long been in sym
pathy with the socialist movement though not a party member. This 
month we publish a reply to :these ariicles by Robert Hunter, newly
elected member of the National Executive Committee of the Socialist 
Party of America. We also publish a brief statement by H . Quelch 
of the Social Democratic Party of England, which sums up the out
come of the whole controversy so admirably that a very few words of 
editorial comment will suffice to close the discussion for the present. 
Whether the Labor Party of England is a benefit to the revolutionary 
movement of the world is a question which most concerns English 
socialists and may safely be left fo them. But whether the Socialist 
Party of America should encourage the formation of a Labor Party 
here, and become a part of it, is a vital question to us. To this ques
tion the Review's answer is an emphatic NO. For the American trade 
unions today are as yet conservative rather than revolutionary. They 
are too much concerned with holding what little advantages skilled 
laborers still have over unskilled laborers, to realize that the important 
thing for the working class is to get control of the machinet:y of pro
duction and keep the full value of what t~ey produce. 

So long as the unions take this position, an alliance with them 
would be a denial of the revolutionary aims of the Socialist Party. 
It would be suicidal. It would show that we as a party deserved to die. 
It would put us on the scrap-heap, to be replaced by some new revo
lutionary party, made up of men with clearer heads and stiffer back
bones. What we need to do for the present is, so far as we are able, 
to make intelligent revolutionists out of our own members and all 
other working people, organized or unorganized, whom we can reach. 
If the result depended mainly on our propaganda, we might indeed 
despair. But the whole evolving process of capitalist production is 
working on our side. 

The Rebate Decision. Rebates are against the law. If you give 
or take one thousand dollars' worth of rebates, you may be fined 
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twenty thousand dollars. If you give or take a million dollars' worth 
of rebates, you may also be fined twenty thousand dollars. Justice 
is blind, she exacts the same penalty relentlessly from all offenders, 
large or small. This latest decision of the United States courts moves 
reformers to tears, socialists to smiles. It is one more illustration of 
a social law we are beginning to understand, namely, that whoever 
controls the means of production in a society must and will control 
the government of that society. It is not the bad laws, or unjust 
judges, that make possible the rule of the trusts; it is the trusts, born 
out of the evolving mode of production, that make the laws and the 
judges. This open avowal by the courts that the law can not bind the 
trusts is merely a sign that capitalism in the United States bas de
veloped so far that the trust magnate can come out into the open and 
laugh at the attempts of the little capitalists to hamper him. Raymond 
in the Chicago Tribune, commenting on this court decision, predicts 
that "big shippers will once more coerce the railroad corporations into 
granting them concessions, and the result will be that the little fellows 
will be driven to the wall. They will stay in that position until con
gress gives them relief, because under the present ruling of the court 
a way has been opened for indiscriminate rebating which the govern
ment cannot possibly prevent." We wiJth "nothing to lose but our 
chains, and a world to win," can await the action of congress without 
uneasiness. It may attempt to play another act in the "trust-busting'' 
farce, but this now seems unlikely, the farce is about played out. It 
will probably do nothing; in that case the trusts will grow faster than 
ever, the little capitalists and their politicians- will drop by the way
side, and the field will be cleared for the coming struggle between 
workers and owners. 

Trade Schools and Wages. The Exponent, Mr. Van Cleave's 
monthly, asks on what grounds we base our assertion in the February 
Review that trades schools will lower wages by placing skilled and 
unskilled labor on the same basis. It follows up its question with an 
argument on the increased productivity of skilled labor, from which 
it appears that the editor thinks or pretends to think that the wages 
of a laborer rise or fall in proportion to the value of his product. But 
they don't. They rise and fall in proportion to the cost of producing 
the laborer, feeding, clothing and educating him. The last item ac
counts for the existing difference between the wages of skilled and 
unskilled laborers. If several years of special training are required to 
fit a young man for a given trade, there must be some inducement to 
him in the way of extra wages, otherwise he would instead of taking 
the training go to work at once in some trade more easily learned. But 
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if the training of a skilled mechanic is to be made. part of the school 
training of every boy, machinists will be as cheaply produced and 
plentiful as bill clerks, and their wages will come down in proportion. 
For the rest, the Exponent is greatly mistaken in thinking that we in
tended to charge the capitalists with improper motives. It is populists, 
not socialists, who talk of the Conspiracies of Capital. Socialists think 
that capitalists and proletarians alike are made of one common day 
and act as circumstances forces them to act. The Exponent is doing 
a good thing in advocating technical schools; they will prove far more 
beneficial to the working class than the editor seems to realize. When 
all labor is skilled, industrial democracy will not be far off. 

Stick to the Main Issue. The whole question of "immediate de
mands" and municipal programs turns on what we as socialists really 
want to accomplish at each campaign. Do we want as many political 
offices as possible for our members? Or do we want to carry on such 
propaganda and educa·tional work as will make dear-headed revolu
tionists out of the working people who are now indifferent? Just 
how best to get the offices is a debatable question, but those who have 
pursued them most successfully have often laid great stress on the 
"dishonesty" of Republican and Democratic politicians and promised 
an honest and economical administration. Such a campaign may 
momentarily catch the votes of taxpayers whose small capital is being 
taken from them by "corrupt" office-holders and "lawless" corpora
tions. But let a socialist administration be elected by such votes, and 
let it start any radical action in the interest of the wage-workers, as 
for example appropriating money from the city treasury in aid of 
strikers or refusing police protection to strike-breakers, and how many 
of these votes would it hold when election day came around again? 
Meanwhile, the propaganda against "graft" has no interest for the men 
whom we must really count on when the final struggle comes. It 
makes very little difference to the wage-worker whether taxes are low 
or high. In fact, he is likely to be better off if the city administration 
is wasteful than 'if it is economical, for jobs are not so scarce. Tam
many Hall in New York and the Busse machine in Chicago are kept 
in power by wage-workers who see that their immediate interests are 
better served by the "immoral" politicians allied with big business in
terests than by the "moral" reformers who would cut off wasteful ex
penditures. What we need to emphasize in our propaganda, first, last 
and all the time is that the laborer using modern machinery gets 
back as wages only a small part of the value he produces. We need 
then to show him that by uniting with his fellow workers, organized 
industrially and politically, he can get all he produces. When he sees 
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that, he will care ·very little whether the wealth he has produced is 
"stolen" from one set of grafters by another set of grafters or not. 
What he will want is to keep it himself. If ten million American work
ingmen saw these things clearly, capitalism would not last long. The 
capitalists themselves, each eager for all he can grab today and to
morrow, are furnishing plenty of object lessons to help our propaganda 
along. So let us stick to the main issue, and results will come. 

Work Day Sunset Chant 

BY CHARLOTTE PoRTER. 

Gray-blue swims the air in the sky's upper height, 
Grey-blue flows the sea-dreaming river, 

Dull red glow the lights ere their hour to shine bright 
Athwart the blue stream where they quiver. 

The arm of the Working-Day strikes his last stroke, 
His forge-embers glimmer to Westward; 

The swart wolf-throat factories belch their last smoke, 
The trolley-kites screech t~eir prey restward. 

All day wolves and kites of Life's drudgers took toll ; 
They miss now a maintage far better,-

The skill of the Worker earns pay in his Soul-
The purpose to smite off Toil's fetter. 

And mixed with black forge-smpke puged pure, spiring high, 

His sigh for free joy in work soars to God's sky,
Lo, there! where the blue glows intenser, 
It breathes out that prayer in God's censer. 
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NOTES 

WILLIAIII·E•BOHN 

ENGLAND. Sociali1111 and Laborlsm 
once more. As was to be expected dis
cul8ion of the Portsmouth conference 
fills a large place in all the Euglish pa
pers. Coufusion, absolute bewilderment, 
is what one carries away from a flret 
reading of the contradictory reports and 
opinions. In the first place comes the 
London Daily News, e. g. and says : "We 
do not know whether Labor bas bad the 
more influence on Liberalism or Liberal
ism on Labor. But the substantial !den· 
tity of aim and even of spirit between 
them makes it easy to contemplate a 
harmonious co·operation between them." 
This conclusion is based on the modera
tion exhibited at the conference; the 
majority opposed the imposition of a 
tariff, favored an advance of the school 
age and did not demand state mainte
nance of children. Justice agrees with 
the conclusions of the Daily Newe-and 
so writes of "The PaBSing of the Labor 
Party ... 

But there is another side to the 
shield. Though the Labor Party execu
tive had ita way in the conference, its 
representatives are said to have admitted 
privately that much of the adverse crit
icism was justifted. This applied es
pecially to criticism of the parliament
ary group . No matter how the major· 
ity voted, the party leaders were touched 
to the quick-probably by fear-and 
good re11ults are already apparent. The 
stand taken by the labor group in the 
recent diecueeion of the unemployed 
problem has for the ftret time sent shiv
ers up the spinal cord of Tory and Lib
eral editors. The Daily Chronide con
cludes ita wail with the words, "The 

Labor Party is becoming more socialis
tic, and as it advances in that direction 
it draws further and further away from 
the Government." 

What is the truth that lies at the 
basis of the opposite conclusions of the 
News and Chronicle? There is no doubt 
of the fact that the Labor group had 
become meek as lambs; and no one can 
deny that its formal victory at Porta
mouth was complete. But some things 
seem to have happened at Portsmouth 
which do not appear in the reports of 
the balloting& At least the weeks 
since the conference have witneBSed a 
notable increase in the class·conscioua· 
ness of the Labor M. P.'s. Keir Hardie, 
talking on the floor of the House, got 
up the nerve to say : "One thing we can 
assure the House, that unless something 
be done this party will take action both 
in the House and in the country which 
it has never hitherto taken. We shall 
not accept this position without such a 
campaign in the country as will make 
the Government sorry for its great be
trayal of these poor, starving people. 
It is shocking to see the way the misery 
of the people can be played with for 
party purposes.'' Labor members Barnes 
and O'Grady spoke to similar purpose. 

It seems probabl!! that this impolite
n('SB is not the r('sult of a personal • 
change of heart. Much more probable 
is the supposition that these gentlemen 
have heard something-at Portsmouth or 
l'laewhere. As the present Government 
brcomes more and more shaky they are 
doubtless beginning to think of a possi
ble election, and the discontent among 
their constituents has penetrated to 
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them at last. If this is the true explana.
tion of recent develop~ents it would 
seem to show that the Labor movement 
is sound a.t heart. If it has been mis· 
represented in Parliament, that is what 
the proletariat long ago became accus· 
tomed to. 

AUSTRALIA.. :Miners on Strike. The 
trouble long brewing in the mines a.t 
Broken Hill baa finally resulted in a 
bitter conflict. The new year was ush· 
ered in with a. lock-out affecting 8,000 
men. The Broken Hill Proprietary Min· 
ing Company announced a. reduction of 
wages from Ss. 7~d. per day to 7s. 6d. 
The men refused to agree, and the lock· 
out followed. Tom Mann was already in 
charge of affairs and under his leader· 
ship the fight has been very effectively 
conducted. The company set a day for 
reopening the mines, but the pieketing 
has been so good that so far not a strike· 
breaker has gone to work. 

The mining properties ha.vc been forti· 
tied and the whole region baa taken on 
the aspect of war. The local police foree 
seemed inadequate, so the federal govern· 
ment was appealed to. A.nd the response. 
to this appeal has taught Australian Ia· 
borers a lesson. It will be remembered 
that some time ago a Laborite statesman 
became premier. This fact was hailed 
even in some socialist papers as a. victory 
for labor. Now comes the sequel. .At 
the order of the La.borite Prime Minister 
national troops were hurried to the scene 
of the strike, and there they are now, 
so!]le five hundred of them. 

The military power stops at nothing. 
On Saturday, January 9, a detachment of 
unionists was marching to take its tum 

• at picket duty. Without warning it 
was attacked by a squadron of police 
a~d twenty-six, Tom Mann among the 
number, were carried to jail. They were 
soon released on bail, but then the object 
of the attack bceame evident. Comrade 
Mann was set at liberty only on condi· 
tion that be refrain from making public 
addresses. The mid was for the sake 

of preventing freedom of speech. .At Jut 
report the ftght was. still on. 

GERIIA.BY. Party Organisation. At 

the last annual convention of the Social 
Democrats a eommittee was appointed 
to revise the party constitution. Thit 
committee has just published the reaultl 
of ita labors. The only importallt 
changes suggested are in the direction of 
increased recognition of women. If the 
revised constitution is accepted all loeal 
organizations i~luding women in their 
membership will be required to elect at 
least one woman to the executive com· 
mittee. More than this, the women are 
to be represented on the na.tional exeeu· 
tive committee. This will mean more 
than a similar provision here in ..America, 
for in Germany the powers of the execu· 
tive committee are very considerable. 
The evident intent of the new departure 
is to increase the enthusiasm for propa· 
ganda. among the women workers. It 
baa been provided that all women com· 
rades are to receive free subscriptiODJ to 
Gleichheit, the weekly paper devoted to 
their interests; and the women elected 
to office will be expected to devote their 
energies especially to work among the 
members of their own sex. 

Unemployment. Berlin is repeating 
the experience of London. There, it will 
be remembered, though the unemployed 
swarm through the streets and opeD 
places, the government stands ready to 
prove that eonditons of labor are really 
not at all bad. There may be ,. few 
out-of-works, but they could find jobs 
if they wanted to; so what is there to 
get excited about f The Prusaian gov· 
emment is not to be outdone in this 
matter. The unemployed may make u 
much noise as they please, official statis· 
tics prove that in Greater ·Berlin there 
are only 23,670 out of work. But tbe 
publication of these figures gave German 
Socialists a chance to give proof of the 
splendid perfection of their organizatloJL 
Forty thousand comrades were detailed, 
in connection with ten thousand repre-
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aentativea of the labor unioDll, to make a 
systematic canvau .of the city. They 
aecomplished this task in one day, Feb· 
ruary 13, and the results were publlabed 
soon afterwards in Vorwaerts. The num· 
ber of unemployed turned out to be 101,· 
300. This me&Dll that one worker out 
of six is doomed to starve or depend on 
charity. 

HOLL.AlfD. Special Party Convention. 
Ever since the regular convention of laet 
year the Dutch Socialist Party baa bad 
a problem on ita banda. In Holland, as 
in moat countries, there are two wings 
of the movement, the Revisionist and the 
Marxist. The Marxist wing baa been 
represented by a journal called the Trib· 
une. This publication baa laid itself 
open to the criticism of hindering the 
party in ita development. On one oc· 
casion the matter became so serious as 
to be taken up by the national execu· 
tive committee. The subject of unem· 
ployment bad been under discussion in 
the Dutch parliament. The socialist 
group bad made the most of the occ&· 

sion to present the needs of the working· 
class. The party leaders thought the 
moment a capital one for propaganda 
work; nothing could serve better than 
the parliamentary debate to attract the 
attention of the workers and increase the 
inftuence of the party. But the editors 
of the Tribune, it is claimed, gave their 
attention entirely to the criticisms of 
party tactics; they not only failed to 
utilize the opportunity of the moment, 
they even neutralized the efforts of their 
comrades. The executive committee of 
the party tried to arrange the matter 
by obtaining from the Tribune editors 
a promise of different behavior in the 
future. But this arrangement failed, 
and so the special convention was ca11cd. 

The convention settled the matter by 
arranging for the representation of the 
Marxist group on the staft' of the oftkial 
organ, Bet Volt. The former editors of 
the Tribune, Henriette Roland-Holst and 
F. M. Wibautare, are to take charge of 
a supplement to this paper. The under· 

standing is that they are to have abeo· 
lute freedom of speech and a voice in 
the general administration of the pa· 
per. It will be interesting to eee bow 
this arrangement will work out. The 
insistence on regularity and subordina· 
tion Is characteristic of the movement 
in Holland. 

RUSSIA. What baa become of the 
Revolution? It Is difticult to get any re· 
liable information as to the state of the 
R011ian revolution. So disorganized are 
the socialist parties and so perfect the 
censorship of the press that the Rus· 
sians themselves do not know what to 
expect. Refugees lately arrived in this 
country know little more of the real 
condition of affairs than we do. 

The disorganization of the revolution 
is attested by the recent convention of 
the Social Democratic Party. Three 
years ago the convention of this party 
was attended by some three hundred 
delegates; this year only eighteen were in 
attendance. A number of others were 
elected and actua11y started for the place 
of meeting, but they were intercepted by 
the authorities and hanged. And the 
sociaUst organization is not the only 
one to suffer. The 11.ncient Russian com· 
munities are practically destroyed; the 
universities are lifeless; labor unions 
are strictly forbidden. Even business 
corporations carry on their operations 
in fear and trembling. 

In a recent number of Le Mouvement 
Socialiate M. J. B. Sherao gives an in· 
tereating exposition of the causes which 
have led to this result. Of course it 
has been generally understood that the 
Russian revolution, like several others 
of recent years, is a hybrid affair. In 
the first plaoe, it is largely bourgeois. 
Russian buslneBS men feel themselves 
hampered; means of communication are 
inadequate, and the government is given 
to ruthless and arbitrary regulation of 
private matters. These business men, 
through the Zemstvos, have tried to 
bring about a "reasonable" revolution; 
their ideal baa been consti utional 
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monarchy. The Social Democrats, of 
· course, want a real revolution. But they, 
at least the leaders of them, are mostly 
intellectuals. They have been educated 
in Western Europe, and their revolution
ism is largely a protest against the re
strictions placed on their intellectual 
life. Now these Social Democratic lead
ers, according to M. ~verac, · have 
thought best to join forces with the 
bourgeois malcontents. In this way they 
have thought to establish a bourgeois 
regime, so that they might have that to 
"fight instead of the bureaucracy. But as 
the Social Democrats have grown impa
tient "the interests" have become timid. 
And worse than this, the Socialists have 
failed- to get hold of the people. The 
induetrial proletariat is naturally in 
the minority in a country as undeveloped 
as Russia, and the task of organizing it 
is a difficult one. For this task the in
tellectualist leaders have been unfitted 
both by temperament and the nature of 
their tactics. The work of the most 
brilliant leaders has gone for little; ''they 
have preached in the desert." Therefore 
the revolution baa failed. 

But those who know the facts tell us 
that there is in Russia abundant prom
ise of a real proletarian uprising. The 
labor movement must in the nature of 
things be revolutionary. As soon as it 
gets under .way we shall have a real rev
olution, with its roots deep in the needs 
and determination of the majority. 

PERSIA. Still another Revolution. 
The disconnected reports whieh occasion
ally get into our dailies give no idea of 
the magnitude or importance of the re
volt now under way in Persia. As far 
back as 1848, largely under the inftueace 
of the Rabist religious movement, the 
Persian peasants set themselves against 
the old feudal regime. Soon after this 
their great Shah, Nassr Eddin, freed the 
serfs and instituted other impor
tant reforms. But while this did away 
with the old form of tyranny it brought 
on the new. The freed serfs no longer 

had a claim on the land and were tha~ 
thrown on their own ~- Forelp 
machine-made wares were introduced, 
and native industry came to a st&Dd· 
stUJ. The freed serfs found their Jut 
state worse than. their 1lrat. 

For years past a revolution baa been 
preparing. The successor of Naasr Ed· 
din waa a weakling, and the abu.e~~ of 
his government soon became unbearable. 
The RU88ian revolution and the Ruaao
Japaneae war added fuel to tbe fire. 
FinaUy, iD 1906, the royal palace wu 
stormed and the Shah forced to grant a 
constitUtion. In 1907 his son. Mahmed 
Ali, mounted the throne. From the tim 
he waa determined to put an ead to the 
constitution. Last June he put a Rua· 
sian general at the head of his army and 
ordered an atta.clt on hi1 parliament. For 
the moment this coup seemed sucoeasful; 
a large number of deputies were mas· 
sacred. 

But this event was the signal for a 
wide-spread uprising in the provinces. 
This movement baa not yet reached ita 
climax. At its beginning it waa Jed by 
representatives of the clerical and old 
feudal factions. But these have grad· 
ually been shaken off. Now there are 
two clearly defined forces fighting for 
the mastery. On the one hand there is 
the Enshumen Ialamie, representing all 
the reactionary elements, the Shah, the 
clericals, the landed and business aristoe· 
racy; on the other there is the EJIIhu· 
men :MiDi, representing the peasants and 
dispo11ed laboring class. The de· 
mands of this latter party are pretty 
much the same as those made at the time 
of the French revolution, liberty, equal· 
ity, etc. The one tangible thing that ia 
being striven ·for is a solution of the 
agrarian problem. 

The revolutionists have established a 
sort of provisional government at Tibria. 
The Shah receives the support of the Eng
lish and Russian governments, but thUJ 
far the revolution has gained strength
Ita final · triumph seems probable. 
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FRANCE. S trike of Government E m- C. G. T. or demanded the condi t ions of 
ployes. At t he present writ ing (March 
20) t he paper s r epor t a monster strike 
of governmen t employes in and about 
Paris. It started wit h post office teleg
r aphers, bu t now includes practically a ll 
bra nches of t he postal, telegraph and 
telephone ser vices. Paris is nearly cu t 
off f rom the world, and t he r esulting in
convenience a nd suffering are almost un
paralleled. 

I shall not try to compete wi th t he 
daily papers by gn ' ll1g a n account 
of th is conflict. But I should like to 
keep t he readers of t he Review r e
minded of one thing. This strike is 
par t of a bit t er wa r between t he gov
ernment of l\L Clemenceau and the Con
federation General de Travail. It is 
vastly more sign ifican t t han a mere 
struggle over an a djustmen t of wages 
or hours. The Confederation General de 
T ravail is a revolut ionary organization . 
Among it s member ship the socialists 
may be regarded as t he conser vatives. 
From the beginn ing M. Clemenceau has 
made war on this organization. The 
massrucre of Cha.veil is still fresh in our 
minds. 

For a long time t he governmen t em 
ployes have been organizing a.nd co-oper· 
ating with the C. G. T . Naturall y M. 
Clcmenceau has set himself against t his. 
He has taken the same ground as t he 
Germa n government, t hat discontent 
among servants of t he state is a sor t 
of t reason . This attit ude is emphasized 
hy the t hreat to call out t he employes 
as members of t he milit ia and t h.eu 
order t hem to wor k as par t of t heir 
mili tary service. In a count ry where 
t he governmen t is taking over one in
dust ry after a nother this is very sig 
nifican t of one of t he tendencies of capi 
talism. Noth ing could show more con 
clusively the di fference between state 
capitalism and socialism. 

Tlu-ough M. Simyan, und-er -secretary 
for Post and Telegraph , t he Clemenceau 
government has arbitrarily d is,charged 
employes who aJiied t hemselves with t he 

labor standardized by the ·Confederation. 
Dur ing the month of February there oc
curred a bitter debate in the Chamber of 
Deputies on t he subject of t hese dismis
sals. A bill was introducecl providing 
for the reinstatement of t he discharged 
employes. The socialists threw all t heir 
influence in favor of the measure, but i t 
fai led to pass. Things have gone on 
f rom bad to wor se, and t his present 
strike is the resul t. At presen t i t looks 
as if t he striking employes would win. 
But whether t hey win or lose th is is 
but one battle in t he bitterest war yet 
waged between capital and labor. The 
worker s of other countr ies should watch. 
t he t urns of this confl ict closely ; for 
what passes in Paris- now will come to 
pass in other countries before industrial 
evolut ion has gone on much furt her. 
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® 
BY MAX 

The decision of the Court of Appeals 
in the District of Columbia to the effect 
that the "unfair list" of the A. F. of 
L. is illegal, but that Gompers, Mitchell 
and Morrison were within their rights 
in "mE>ntioning, referring and writing'' 
about the Bucks stove case, makes it a 
safe guess that the three labor officials 
will not serve their terms of imprison-

• meant pronounced by Justice Wright. 
The decision also shows that capital

ism and its courts and politicians are 
foxy folks. They realize that to incar
cerate three such prominent Individuals 
as Messrs. Gompers, Mitchell and Morri
son would arouse widespread agitation 
and perhaps force Congress to grant 
some form of remedial legislation. So 
what do the shrewd gents do but destroy 
the "unfair list" and outlaw the boycott 
and leave for further consideration the 
question of how far "mentioning, refer· 
ring and writing'' may go before it con
stitutes boycotting. 

In the meanwhile the obscure labor 
official or the picket line will not be 
treated quite so leniently, but will be, as 
they have been in numerous instances, 
thrown into jail for contempt of court 
at the slightest provocation-and the 
agitation will be mostly local and do 
capitalism no harm. 

It is possible that the higher court 
will re~rse the appellate division and 
order the Wright decision earried out, 
but it is hardly probable. 

The judicial axe baa fallen again. For 
the third time our Canadian brethren are 
indictei for damages. The journeymen 
plumbers are well organized all over the 
North American continent. It is a dif-

s. H .AYES 

ficult matter for ".be bosses to obtaia 
scabs when a controversy arises with 
their men, and so the former are hitting 
upon thll scheme to appeaJ ·to their capi
talistic courts for damages if their em
ployes display a &treak of disloyalty 
and walk out on strike. In Wmnipeg 
the journeymen plumbers exercised tbeir 
right to quit work and picket and they 
were promptly sued for allege! damages 
sustained by the bosses. The unionists 
lost in the lower court and the case was 
carried up to ·.the Court of Appeals, 
which tribunal has just handed down a 
decision not only restraining the Plum
bers' Union from picketing, interferiug 
with their employers' busine88, and 10 

forth, but granted $25,000 damages to 
the master plumbers who brought the 
suit. Moreover the court decreed that 
each member of the union may be aa· 
&eBBed individually and that the property 
owned by such members may be attached 
to satisfy the judgment. 

As a whole, the international union 
membership in Canada has been just 
about as negligent in political matters 
as the workers on this side of the line. 

· Probably this jolt will arouse them to a 
realization of the fact that they are no 
more immune from judicial sandbagging 
than are we who reside in "the greatest 
and first country on earth" and are still 
dazed from the sma_shing blow admin· 
istered by the United States Supreme 
Court in the hatters' case. 

810 

It is generally believed that the wage· 
cutting campaign begun in the iron luld 
steel industry will spread. • By the first 
of next month the steel barons will 
probably have decided among' themselves 
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just how much to mulct from the work· 
era in their mills, and then the shearing 
proccu will begin at the metalliferous 
mines and probably on the ore docks, 
ships and railways. It is improbable 
that the iron and steel workers will re· 
sist. The trust ensnared a good many 
of them in a stock: jobbery, by taking 
them in aa "partners;" and those labor 
stockholders will not want to walk out 
and see their "values" depreciate. It 
bas been their policy to aa ve at the 
spigot and waste at the bung so long · 
that they cannot overcome the habit. 
Not to exceed 10 per cent of the em· 
ployes in the trust mills are organized
they thought they would get rich quick, 
like their masters, by saving the money 
they paid for dues and invest ·it in wa· 
tered stock. Besides, they w<!-uld be per· 
mitted to work and earn the smiles of 
Bro. Carnegie and the rest of the plutes 
as they tickled each other in the ribs 
and discuased "our partners." 

Just what succeBB the workers will 
have in resisting reductions when the 
fever spreads into other industries is 
problematical. It will p~b&bly be a 
year or two before some of the organi· 
zatious wiU be asked to come to a lower 
wage level, and the present tarifr ma· 
nipulation will have an important bear· 
ing on the general situation. The out· 
look is none too reassuring, and some of 
the organizations that are now fairly 
well intrenched behind agreements will 
do well to keep wide awake and leave 
no atone unturned to solidify themselves 
and be prepared to meet the issue when 
it is raised. 

One of the bitterest contests that has 
ever been waged between organized work· 
era and employers is about to be pre· 
cipitated on the Great Lakes. In fact 
the struggle Ia already well under way. 
As has been mentioned in the Review, 
the ship owners, led by the United States 
Steel Corporation, declared against rec· 
ognition of or treating with any union 

of workers. The employers announoed 
repeatedly that they would operate on 
open shop linea-in theory to discriminate 
neither for nor against the unions, but 
in actual practice the system is antag· 
onistic to labor organization and places 
a premium on non-unionism. 

For example, during the past month 
those engineers who signed an open shop 
agreement with the Pittsburg Steamship 
Co. (the trust's fleet) and a large inde· 
pendent concern were convened in Cleve· 
land and entertained in splendid style by 
the trust magnates, and there was much 
pulling and hauling between the latter 
and the union officials to line up the en· 
gineers, with the result that the trust 
was signally triumphant. Class lines 
were never more sharply drawn. Coulby, 
the trust spokesman, gave the engineers 
to understand very plainly that they 
must surrender allegiance to their union 
or be barred from employment on the 
combine's ships, and the union officials 
were equally frank in declaring that the 
men could not sign open shop agreements 
and remain members of the organlza· 
tion. 

So the battle is on and it is bound to 
rage more fiercely as the opening of navi· 
gation approaches. In creating a divis· 
ion among the engineers the vessel own· 
era believe they hold the key to the sit· 
uation. The engineers are the moat im· 
portant men on board ship and the bosses 
claim they will have little trouble in 
breaking in enough "rouatabouts"-aail· 
ora, longshoremen, etc.-to give them ab· 
solute mastery of the lakes. But the 
aea~en, longshoremen and kindred crafts 
have announced that they will not per· 
mit their organizations to be shot to 
pieces without resisting to the utmost, 
and to prepare for the fray meetings 
have been held at all the porta during 
the past winter and every method known 
to the membership has been adopted to 
strengthen their lines. 

In order to partially recompense those 
workers who desert from the unions for 
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the los>~ of benefits to which they are 
entitled, the vessel owners have intro
duced a sort of "welfare" plan. Head· 
quarters are being established at all the 
principal ports, where the employes will 
be registered and duly indexed; while 
waiting for work the men will be fur
nished with books and papers, soap and 
towels, ete., and if any lose their lives 
while in the employ of the combine their 
heirs will condescendingly be paid a small 
sum of money, just about enough to in
sure decent burial and prevent the wage· 
slaves from being consigned to Davy 
Jones' locker or Potter's field. • 

Some 50,000 men will be affected by 
this contest that is being deliberately 
forced upon the marine worken by cen· 
tralized capitalism, and the progresa of 
the struggle will prove moat interesting 
when it begins in earnest. It is worthy 
of note that the marine unions are, from 
the socialist point of view, the most con· , 
servative and unprogressive in the fam· 
ily of organized labor, and this concli· 
tion once more demolishes the theory 
that capitalism will tolerate and en·. 
courage pure and simple unionism in 
order to resist the encroachments of 
socialism. Recent developments demon
strate that capitalism will do nothing 
of the sort. .All unions look alike to the 
profltmongers, who understand their class 
interests, and they are not much con· 
eerned at this juncture what economic 
and political views union people bold. 

The Rev. Charles Stelzle, "labor com· 
missioner" of the Presbyterian Church, 
b&s at last come out in his true collor
and it is not red, but rather a yellow 
hue. The Rev. Mr. Stelzle has been a 
regular visitor to the annual eonven· 
tiona of the .American Federation of lA· 
bor for a number of years, and was al· 
ways granted the courtesy of delivering 
an address to the delegates, which was 
uniformly listened to with interest and 
respect by conservatives .and radicals 
alike. The reverend gentleman, repre· 

Sl•nting a great .religious organization ill 
a fraternal way, professed sympathy 
with every movement that tended to up
lift the working ~lass, taking a broad 
and general view and steadfastly ignorin£ 
the various divisions of the labor army 
that are not always in agreement as to 
the beat programs in industrial and po
litical affaire. Mr. Stelzle w~aed elo· 

'quent and enthusiastic in apeoohes, iB 
and out of conventions, while deaenO. 
ing the growing power of the orga.uhed 
workers of the whole civilized world 
marshaled under the dual bannen of 
trade unionism and socialism, and he wu 
particularly effective in referring to the 
millions of laboring people in Europe 
who pledged allegiance to the IIOCialiat 

• movement. It was quite the wise and 
politic thing for the Rev. Mr. Stelzle to 
do, even though his position waa not 
altogether original. His special m.iasion 
was to establish friendly relations be· 
tween the Presbyterian Chureh and or· 
ganized labor and to neutralize, and, if 
possible, overcome, the prejudice in the 

. minds of the workers towards religiOUJ 
organizations. 

Supplementary to his addreasea before 
labor bodies, the Rev. Mr. Stelzle baa., 
for several years, sent weekly letters to 
the labor presa in which be defended the 
union cause before the rank and ate of 
the readers, and sho~ how the latter 
were following in the footsteps of the 
lowly Carpenter of Nazareth and llil 
union of apostles, and adroitly demon· · 
strated, to his own satisfaction at least, 
that the church is also in the upliftiDg 
game and should be supported by the 
laboring people. 

But something must have gone wroag 
with this church politician. After all 
of his display of impatience and he 
scorn at the petty details that were I1IJI" 
posed to be respont~ible for divided opiD· 
ion in the labor movement, the revereud 
gentleman, apparently speaking as the 
mouthpiece of the Presbyterian C!lurcll, 
is very eoolly and deliberately sendiag hll 

I 
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weekly bulletins to the labor press load
ed down with all of the old, wom-out, 
exploded objections to socialism. Not a 
single new thought is expressed in his 
effusions that have been worked off on 
his typewriter in serial form for sev
eral months. It's the same weather
beaten truck about the early Christians 
not having been socialists (which no
body disputes), that the church should 
not take a stand against wage-alavery 
(as it didn't aqin11t chattel slavery), 
that the advocates of socialism are a 
small minot:fty, anyhow, that socialism 
is impractical, would destroy incentive, 
etc., etc., ad nauseam. 

It has been well l!aid that fools rush 
in where angels fear to tread, and it 
seems to be equally true that when there 
is nobody else to do dirty work you can 
get a preacher. Just at a time when the 
whole world is talking about socialism, 
when labor is feeling the iron heel as it 
never did in any age and is looking with 
hope to the socialist movement, and 
when the plutocratic despollers are be
ginning to read the handwriting on the 
wall, up jumps a pulpiteer and advises 
us to tum to page 4-11-44 and sing a few 
hymns, forget all things earth earthy 
and prepare to enjoy a front seat in 
kingdom come. 

Nay, na-y, SteWe, the socialists may 
be a small minority just at this writing, 
but they cannot be accused of being a 
lot of ninnie&. The &ocialists are en
gaged in a world-wide struggle against 
a &y&tem and the powerful rulers who 
are entrenched behind it, and a preacher 
more or less, who may be operating a 
religious commission bouse, will not cut 
much figure in the long run. The aatis
faetory feature of this denouement is 
that the Rev. Charles Stelzle, ex-ma
chinist, has taken his logical position 
voluntarily. He occupied a position 
unique in the labor movement and en· 
joyed the good will or was at lea&t tol
erated by the radical and conservative 
elements alike. But like many another 

individual the supposed importance of 
his job swelled his bead until be became 
imbued with the hallucination that it 
would make him still more popular by 
taking a kick at the minority. Nobody 
disputes Mr. Stelzle's right to formulate 
his own opinions, but it does seem rea
sonable that before he makes public 
statements about a movement· that is 
international in scope and challengea the 
best thought of the age a man holding 
the important pasition that he does 
ought to know something about that 
movement, the reason for ita existence, 
why it ought not and cannot prevail and 
present intelligent criticisms generally, 
instead of resorting to the same old 
twaddle that has been mouthed for years 
and in the face of which Boei&liam baa 
been growing steadily and surely. 
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Few men have ever served the Social
ist movement with greater courage, de
wtion and ability than Morris Hillquit. 
!lilt aervices have been most varied and 
ntlJ81110U8, displaying astonishing versa
tility. ma latest service to the move
ment tak• the form of a volume of 
356 pages, -titled Socialism in Theory 
and Practice, ~ issued by the Mac
millan Company. 

The title of the book is a most allur
ing one. It holds out &o the prospective 
reader the promise thafl la ita pages may 
be found a statement of aodern Social
ist theory and its practical applica.tion 
to the State, and my friend Billquit ia 
to be congratulated upon ita lavention. 
But, even at the risk of being misun
derstood, I venture to express the opin
ion that the book does not quite meet 
the legitimate expectations to whloh the 
title gives birth. Admirable aa It is, 
considered as . a valuable contribution 
to our literature, one lays down the 
volume with the feeling that the 
promises implied by the title have not 
been wholly kept. The book does not 
contain that systematilo, closely rea
soned statement of modem Socialist 
theory, philosophical and economic, 
which the title seems to promise the 
reader. But this is a criticism of the 
fitness of the title for the book merely, 
and to say that the title does not quite 
accurately describe the contents of the 
book is not a disparagement of the book 
itself. 

The book naturally divides itself into 
three parte as follows: The first deals 
with the Socialist philosophy and move
ment; the second deals with Socialism 

SPAftQO 

and Reform, or the practiel\1 methods 
and achievements of the movement; the 
third, which takes the form of an Ap
pendix, gives a brief historical aketdl 
of the progress of the movement in vari-
ous countries. · 

Our author begins the first part of 
his work with an interesting and sug
gestive discussion of "Socialism and !Jl
dividualism," in which be points out 
the abstract and a priori nature of the 
individualist philosophy, and shows 
that, both politically and industrially, 
the development of mankind ha.s beea 
toward greater socialization and in~ 
dependence. From this point, by u 
easy and natural transition, he proeetda 
to consider briefly the position of the 
individual under Socialism, contending. 
naturally, that not less but greater in· 
dividual liberty than existe today would 
be possible. Mr. IDUquit points out 
that the "collective" ownership ud 
management of the economic forces 
11,11d processes, whieh Socialism impliea, 
does not necessarily imply "state" OW'Il· 

ership and management. His concept 
of the Socialist State includes individual 
production, voluntary co-operative en
terprises, with or without state control, 
as well as state ownership and mau.ge
ment. In this, of course, our author ia 
taking a position common to all the lead
ing exponents of Socialism throughout 
the world today, and wholly at variance 
with the mechanical concept common to 
the older Socialists, and still held by 
some of our comrades. 

The one weakness of this chapter caJ1s 
for comment, especially because it ia more 
or less marked in the aubaequent chap-
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ten: Mr. Hillquit does not, as he might 
have done, lay down certain fundamental 
principles of Socialism and from them 
develop his case. True, he does this in
cidentally, but it is not the dominant 
feature of his method. He denies or 
affirms as the case may he, and quotes 
the opinions and statements of other 
writers, but only ineidental1y does he 
resort to the method of reasoning from 
fundamental principles and of saying: 
Here is an objection, or fear of Social· 
ism, which many persona entertain. To 
judge its validity, let us take this fun· 
damental principle of modem Social
ism and see whether it justifies the ob
jection or fear. That method, in my 
opinion at least, would have resulted in 
a stronger piece of work, and it is a 
method for wb+ch Mr. Hillquit posaesses 
special aptitude. But then, each writer 
must choose his own methods, and may 
properly claim that his work must be 
judged upon its own merits without 
reference to methods which he might 
have employed had he chosen, but did 
not. 
· Some thirty pages devoted to "So· 
cialiam and Ethics" are ·specially Inter
esting. This braneh of the subject which 
has been so largely neglected is, of 
ceurse, by no meanl5 adequately covered 
by auch a brief sketch. But our author 
baa given us a most illuminating and 
suggestive treatment of the subject in 
small compass which cannot fail to be 
of great help to a large number of 
readers. The relation of the economic 
interpretation of hi~Story to ethical con
cepts is indicated rather than fully ex
plained, but the indication is clear and 
definite. Much the same may be said 
of the chapter "Socialism and Law," in 
which the author shows the Influence of 
economic conditions in shaping juris
prudence and gives his reasons for ~
lieving that with the socializa.tion of 
industry legal interference with the life 
and liberty of the individual citizen 
must be reduced to a minimum. 

Perhaps the chapter of greatest value 
in part one of tho volume Ia that on 
"Socialism and the State.'' Doubtl88s 
many Socialists who are obsessed by 
the old mechanical concept of Socialism, 
and many non-Socialists similarly &f~ 

flicted, will consider that Mr. Hillquit 
has made many conC88aions to hia op
ponents and unduly moderated hia So· 
cialism. His Socialist State does not 
represent a clear-cut departure from the 
existing State, a eha.nge u marked as 
the night from the day, but an orderly, 
necessary development out of the pres
ent; not a terrific jump, but an orderly 
progress. As already. indicated, he re
gards the persistence of private property 
and industry as both possible and prob· 
able; he believes the transformation 
will be gradual, complicated and diver
sified. So far as we can conceive it to
day, the "Socialist State" Ia ~othing 

but the present atate with aueh modi
fications as the realization of the pro
posed Socialist reforms necessarily im
ply, says our author. 'While he regards 
the old motto of Louis Blanc, "From 
each according to his abillty, to each ac
cording to his need," aa a desirable 
ideal, Mr. Hillquit does not regard it as 
likely to be attained for a. long time, 
e\·en after society baa entered an epoch 
of Socialism. Money, he thinks, will 
be retained, and, most likely, wages as 
the method of remunerating la.bor. He 
even contemplates with equanimity, the 
possibility of monarchical government 
being retained, as by the way, Ferri and 
others have done before. 

Mr. Hillquit brings the first pa.rt of 
his book to a close with a chapter on 
"Socialism and Politics," mainly devoted 
to a demonstration of the dominance 
of political institutions by class inter
ests, and then plunges into a discussion 
of the relation of Socialism to various 
politica.l and social reforms. In rather 
more than a hundred pages, he tells 
much of the practical achievements in 
industrial and social reform by the So-
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cialieta in various countries, and out· 
linea the Socialist attitude toward many 
of the reform movementa which have 
from time to time attracted great at· 
tention. Theee ehaptera are rather 
sketchy and inconclusive, but they bring 
together for the ftnt time an astonish· 
ing amount of information of a moet 
valua.ble and important kind. The hie· 
torical appendix ill likewise of oonaid· 
erable value to the actift Soclaliat and 
to the student of Socialiam. 

It is impoaaible to adequately review 
such a book aa thi11 within the limite 
of a single notioe in these pages. The 
description of it here given conveys 
only a faint notion of the acope and con· 
tent of this very useful addition to our 
literatura. Ita purpose will be ae"ed, 
however, if this review induces the 
reader to secure the book and study it 
with the careful attention it merits. 
Produced in the midst of a life of re· 
markable activity, written in the in· 
tervala of a busy professional practice 
and an astonishing amount of Soclaliat 
work of many kinds, the book abowa 
many marks of hurried preparation. 
There is an absence of that charm of 
literary art which is always such a wei· 
come feature in a book devoted to such 
serious and vital matters. Still, when 
these things are freely admitted, it re· 
maina to be said that Mr. Billquit'a 
book is one of the most notable contri· 
butiona to American Socialist literature 
yet made. It is a volume which every 
Socialist will need to study carefully, if 
be desires to keep abreast with the best 
Socialist thought of the time. 

The many reader\! of this Review who 
have bad the good fortune to bear Clar· 
ence Darrow's lecture on The Open Shop, 
and all who are familiar with hia lit· 
erary work, will welcome the attractive 
pamphlet in which the lecture baa been 
published by Charlol& H. Kerr & Com· 
pany. Darrow never minces matters: 
his candor is u charming as hie atyle. 

There are few writen today who excel 
Darrow in the matter of literary atyla. 
Hie English ill simple, pure and atroag, 
like Bunyan's and J(lhn BeldeD'a. ODe 
tunas from the artiftci&llty of 1IIG8t 
modem writing to such writing u eomee 
from Darrow's pen u the traveler in tile 
desert turna to the ouia. 

The case for the policy of the 1n4le 
unions in delll&llding the cloaed shop hu 
probably never been ao clearly and eo
gently stated u by Mr. Darrow in WI 
pamphlet. Recognizing the c1ua di· 
vision in eapitaliat society, the autllor 
does not make the mistake of J'eltiltr 
his case upon abstract ethical argameat. 
He recognizes that the inetltuttoo of 
trade unionism aDd ita policiee are tile 
product of the material faeta of life, 
of the experience of the workers Ill tlleir 
struggle. Clau oonacioumeea may not 
represent the highest imaginable ethic, 
but it represents the highest yet attain
able. Every trade unionist and every 
Socialist should read this pamphlet, Ulll 
ita wide distribution cannot fail to do 
much good. Incidentally-even iDeoD· 
sequently-I am tempted to add that 
my friend Darrow must find it di81ealt, 
in face of this pamphlet, to justify hia 
remaining outside the Socialist raub, 
where be belonga. 

Of all the poems called forth by the 
'J,incoln centennial-and their number 
is legion-the Ode by James O(ipeueim, 
which appeared recently in "Collier'• 
Weekly," strikes me as being pre-emi· 
nently great and likely to last long 
after moet of the great flood of nne 
in which it was bom baa been fcqot· 
ten. Oppenheim is a re&1 poet Ulll a 
great one. Also, he ia a good 8oeialiiL 
He chooses his themes from the great 
social struggle u almost no other poet 
baa done. He is a very young maD II 

yet, and his fame has been largely COD· 

fined to the artistic few. It aeemed for 
a time u if be was in danger of beeom· 
ing "a poets' poet" merel7, bat tllat 
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danger is paasing away. He is ftndlDg 
his range, winning the love and admira
tion of an ever widening circle of read
ers. Keep your eye upon James 
Oppenheim! Unless I miss my guess 
utterly, ·he will give us the ftrst great 
American expression of the social revo
lution in verse. 

How many of the younger men and 
women of today read Plato, I wonder! 
Of course, it's terribly old-fashioned to 
read The Republic in this age when a 
new geniua is discovered each twenty
(.our hours, if we may believe the pub
lishers of books and the professional 
reviewers. When there are so many 
voices assuring one in strident tones 
that he is hopelessly behind the times 
unless he is one of the seven-hundred
and-sixty-three-thousand or so readers 
of tbe latest sensation, "The Lady with 
the Cinnamon Hair," it is difficult to 
muster courage enough to be content 
with the great masterpieces which have 
come to us mellowed by years. And 
more's the pity! Why should one have 
to gorge one's self out of the muddy 
torrent of the hour, rather than drink 
quietly and peacefully out of the great 
deep, crystal lake, stored by· the cen
turies? 

These reflections come from a read· 
ing of the latest installment of Aler
ander Kerr's translation of the immortal 
work of Plato, just published by Charles 
H. Kerr & Company. From time to time, 
as the separate books have appeared, 
I have read them with great joy and 
satisfaction, glorying in the clear, 
strong, beautiful English of the transla
tion and. its faithful preservation of 
Plato's spirit and thought. Familiar 

. with the renditions :>f Spens and Jowett, 
and consequently always judging Profes
sor Kerr's work by high standards, the 
sense of freshness and strength and 
beau\y of diction derived from reading 
it was all the more remarkable. Be
cause of the. name of the translator, I 

had taken it for granted, without in
quiry, that he must be a brother of our 
editor-ln-dlief. Judge of my IIUI'prfse, 
therefore, when I leamed from a recent 
letter that the relation is not that of 
brothers, but of father and son, and U.t 
Professor Kerr is eighty yeara of age I 
One imagines the venerable scholar in 
the late evening of his long life, dwell
ing with Plato and finding Joy in ren
dering the beautiful Greek :maaterpiece 
into English. Five book...-..bout one-half 
of the work-have been published thua 
far, and it Is to be hoped that the 
evening of Professor Kerr's life may be 
prolonged until he can write "Finis" 
upon tbe labor of love which briDga 
sweetness and joy to his sunset years. 

Fight for your Life! Is the some
what sensational title of a volume by 
our brave and beloved comrade, Benja
min Hanford, recently published by the 
Wilshire Book Company, New York. The 
volume consists of a number of propa
ganda articles which have already at
tained some popularity tbrougb publica
tions in the Socialist press, togetller 
with some new matter. The articles 
are all brightly written and each is cal
culated to make an impression upon 
the mind of the average workingman. 
Mr. Hanford bas a style admirably 
adapted to this kind of literature. The 
eloquence, the facile expression, the 
knack of putting his thoughts in sim
ple, homely English, which for so many 
years characterized his work u a pub
lic speaker appear at their best in this 
well printed little '\'olume. The book de
serves wide circulation for propaganda 
purposes. 

My friend, Dr. William H. Allen, ren
ders the nation valuable service by the 
publication of his book, Civics and 
Health, which bears the imprint of Ginn 
and Company, Boston, the well-known 
educational publishers. This volume of 
four hundred pages is a text-book, de-
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signed to teach the principles of hygiene 
in their large, social aspects, and the pre
vention of human incapacity and waste. 

Dr. Allen here sets forth in plain, lay
man's terminology, the standards of pub
lic. health which ought to be aimed at by 
all good citizens, desctibes the prevailing 
conditions, so far from ideal, and sets 
forth what is being done to meet such 
conditions in the United States and 
various European countries. He describes 
with some detail and much valuable sug
gestion the existing agencies for dealing 
with the problems of public health and 
aims to awaken in the minds of his read
ers a determination to make good use of 
them. The book is one of great practical 
value, especially to teachers and parents 
and others responsible for the oversight 
of Children. 

The Physical Basis of 

Mind and Morals 
A new edition of this valuable book by 

M. H. FITCH, entirely rewritten and 
greatly enlarged, has just been published. 
It contains 414 large pages, including a full 
alphabetical index. The subjects treated in 
this work are: 

I. A Short Outline of the Principle of 
Evolution. 

II. Charles R. Darwin, the Exponent of 
Evolution. 

Ill. An Interpretation of Herbert Spencer's 
Philosophy. 

IV. The Rhythm of Motion. 
V. Human Knowledge and Its Limitations. 

VI. The Phenomenal Ego. 
VII. The Materialistic Basis of All Things. 

VIII. Natural Morality. 
IX. Llmilallons and Impediments. 
X. Summary. 

Mr. Fitch wrote the first edition of this 
book without previous knowledge of our 
socialist literature. and as the result of a 
thorough study of the generally recognized 
writers on physical science. he arrived at 
practically the position held by Marxian 
socialists. In revising the book he has 
referred to the works of Engels, Dietzgen, 
Labriola and other socialist wri1ers. and in 
its new form his own work will help many 
socialists to a better understanding of the 
scientific foUndations of socialism. 

Cloth, tl.OO po,.tvatd. 

Charles H. Kerr & Company 
153 East Kinzie Street, Chicago. 

TOBACCO BABI'J:', Why take harm
ful drugs? Cure yourself at home. I will 
gladly tell you how. Write me. J. Ed
ward Cook, Wichita,_ Ea.n. 

Men Wanted Quick IY. :~,, 18r~~ri~:u~: 
to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc. $2!5.00 a week. 
$60.00 expense allowance first month. No experience required. 
GLOBE ASSOCIATION, 2211WAB.ASH BLDG., CHICAGO 

POCKET LIBRARY 
OF SOCIALISM 

Sixty of the Best Short Books on 
Mocfern International Socialism. 

Five Cents Each Postpaid. 

1. Woman and the Social Problem, MayWood Simons. 
2, The Evolution of the Class Struggle, W. H. Noyes. 
3. Imprudent Marriage'!! Robert Blat<;hford. 
4. Packingtown1 A.M. ::>imons. 
6, Realism in Ltterature and Art,. f:larence S. Darrow. 
6. Single Tax vs. Socialism, A • .M.. Simons. 
7, WageLaborandCapital, Karl Marx, 
8. The Man Under the MaChine, A.M. Simons, 
9. The Mission of the Working Class, Charles H. VaiL 

10. Morals and Socialism, Charles H. Kerr. 
11, Socialist Songs, Compiled by Charles H. Kerr, 
12. After Cal!ltalism, What? Wm. Thurston Brown, 
13. Rational Prohibition, Walter L. Young, 
14. Socialism and Farmers, A.M. Simons. 
15. HowiAcquiredMyMtllions, W.A.Corey. [jlorts. 
16. Socialists m French Munici alities, [fromoffictalre-
17, Socialism and Trade Unio Max S. Hayes, 
18, Parable of the Water Tan rd Bellamy, 
19, TheRealReligiono!Toda m. Thurston Brown, 

~f: ~~:-ir~s'f o!~~~~~~g,~Y!~il.>v~r~n-
~~: ~~:nxi:~t t~~cii~i~f\~f1~:~ ¥~~~~[;;~~~~. 
24, What the Socialists Would D~ A. M. Simons. 

~~: fn~:!g!:i.:'~e ~~~~~~~~S . .£\~f~~~ ~-Kerr. 
27. The Relation of Religion to Social Etgics, Brown, 

~~: ~~s~~~'::J'f~~~!fi~~~·d:I;ro~~~!~hire. 
30. A Sketch of Social Evolution, H. W. HoydMackay, 
31. Socialism vs. Anarchy, A.M. Simons. 
32. You and Your Job, Charles Sandburg. 
33. The Socialist Yarty of America, Platform; etc. 
34. The Pride oflntellect, Franklin H. Wentworth. 

~:: 1~"/h~!~f~~~I~v;;~~:~iP~ie~k~:~~?;_s. 
37. The llingdom of God and Socialism,__R. M. Webster 
38. Easy Lessons in Socialism, W, H. Leffingwell. 

:~: ~~~~~I~~J"-lJ~i~~:~~Wihfa~r j;;~f~a~~~~.mons, 
41. A Socialist Catechism, Charles E. Cline. 
42. Civic Evils, or Money and Social Ethics, C. H. Reed 
43. Our Bourgeois Literature, Upton Sinclair. 
44. The Scab, Jack London. 
45, Confessions of a Drone. Joseph Medill Patterson. 
46, Woman and Socialism, May Walden. 
47. The Economic Foundations of Art A. M. Simons. 
48, Useful Work vs, 1J seless Toil, William Morris. 
49. A Socialist View of Mr. Rockefeller, John Spargo, 
50. Marx on Cheapness translated by R. "R. LaMonte, 
bl. From Revolution to Revolution, George D. Herron. 
62, Where We Stand, John S_pargo. 
03, History and Economics. J, E. Sinclair. 
54, Industry and Democrac}i Lew'IJ. Duncan, 

· :g: i~~~~~fc ~!r~fi~~?'i>aui r:itar~~n. 
57, What Socialists Think, Charles fl. Kerr, 
58, Shoes, Pigs and Problems Evelyn Gladys. 
69. Why a Workingman Shoul~ be a Socialist, Wilshire. 
GO. Forces that MakeforSocialisminAmerica, Spargo. 

These books contain 32 pages each, and 
are exactly the right size and weight to 
mail in an ordinary envelope along with 
a letter without making extra postage. 
A full set of the sixty books in a strong 
box will be mailed to any address for 
One Dollar. No reduction from the regu
lar price of five cents each in smaller 
lots. 

CBABLES B. EEBB BG COliiiPA:IIY, 

153 Elnzf.e Street, Chicago. 



INDIANA STATE CONVENTION. 
Mr. L. H. Mare,y, who represented the 
publishing hous·e at the Indiana State 
Convention held last month at Indian· 
apolis, returned with a most glowing re· 
port of the growth of the revolutionary 
spirit in that state as reflected at the 
Convention. Over two hundred dele
gates attended besides a large number of 
visitors. Local Kokomo, which is 
largely composed of steel workers, char
tered a special interurban car, went early. 
and made a strong showing. Local South 
Bend was entitled to nine delegates and 
they were all there and unanimously 
supported their candidate for State Sec
retary, Comrade James W. Palmitier. 
Among the Ft. Wayne delegation were 
Comrades Drake and Johnson. Other ac· 
tive workers in the state whom we re· 
call were McDaniels of Crawfordsville, 
Noftsker of Delphi, Habig of Kokomo, 
Reynolds and Oneal of Terre Haute and 
many others. The Indianapolis com
rades entertained t:ne Convention in a 
fine hall, which was greatly appreciated 
by all the delegates. Indianapolis is one 
of our best cities. Big things may be 
expected from her this coming year. The 
Young People's Socialist League is al· 
ready a healthy and precocious infant. 
The League has new headquarters; is 
starting a library and sent in a big 
bundle order for the R:eview. One of our 
Standard Socialist Libraries is going to 
Local Delphi and one to Local Kokomo, 
besides bundles of the Review every 
month. The March number of the Re
view was enthusiastically received every
where and made many new friends 
throughout the state. 
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WORKINGMEN STAY FROM THE 
TREADWELL MINES, Douglas Island, 
Alaska, is the headline of a notice we 
have today received from the President 
and Secretary o:f the Douglas Island 
Miners' Union, W. F. M. The notice 
reads: The strike is still in progress and 
hundreds of sturdy, honest and true 
miners are still struggling for an 8-hour 
day and living conditions. . • 
Workingmen don't listen to a slick
tongued liar or employment shark who 
will tell you there is work on Douglas 
Island for you. Stay away 
from the Treadwell Mines where human 
life is valueless and men are maimed 
and crippled for life. . . • The strike 
is still on. . . Anything to the con· 
trary brand as a falsehood. Douglas 
Island Miners' Union, No. 109." 

MRS. GEORGIA KOTSCH, Secretary 
of the Women's Socialist Union in Qak· 
land, Calif., writes an interesting article 
entitled Socialism and the Child, in the 
Mirror of the World. Mrs. Kotsch says 
in part: 

"In our horror and indignation at the 
spectacle of tender little children work
ing their lives into profits for the mas
ter class we, as socialists, almost ignore 
the fact that there are other children 
and that they also have claims to at
tention. 

"A great socialist literature, the prod
uct of the greatest, the most a·dvanced 
brains of our time, has been penned
for those who can assimilate it. Lengthy, 
learned, logical articles on surplus value 
and unearned inrrement have been 
launched at the unlettered heads of the 
proletariat-those who 'have to spend 
so much time making a living that they 
have no time to ilve'-or think. Im· 
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pasaioned soap-box orators strive and 
strain at the task of 'educating' men 
whoae stunted mental attitudes are well 
nigh llxed through years and eramped 
conditions. 

''We in America have plunged with such 
conlldent optimism into the socialist idea 
and work. We have buoyantly pro· 
claimed 'we will win in 1908,' and now 
'we wiD win in 1912.' We are aeientillc 
-we about it from the housetope, ao 
there can be no doubt of It, and to prove 
it ~ are going to have the revolution 
before we have the evolution. 

"And while we pnah and pull, persuade 
and perspire at the practically impoasible 
task of atraifbtening trees, wily capi· 
talism Ia qwetlf and eaail,. bending 
twigs." 

It behooves socialists to organize chil· 
dren's cluaes, and, we suggest that those 
in charge hunt up some of the excellent 
works of Dr. John Dewey, the foremoet 
writer on modem pedagogy, at the pub· 
lic libraries, and try to follow hia ideas. 
His theory is directly in line with the so
cialist idea tb&t we leam by DoiNG in· 
stead of by CRAlDfiNG. The stories 
of the Cave People, started in this Issue 
of the Review by Mary E. Marcy, are 
good suggestions to begin on. Every 
child Ia interested in anthropology. Thoee 
starting children's classes can get aug· 
gestiona by addreuing the International 
Socialist Review. 

THE PLEBS JU.GAZil'fE. We are in 
receipt of the first number of the Plebs 
Magazine. The avowed object of this 
journal is to ''bring about a definite and 
satisfactory connection between Ruskin 
College and the Labor :Movement." The 
little magazine ia brought out in very 
attractive style and promises to prove 
of great value to the students at Ruskin 
College, who are among the beat book 
buyers of sclenti1lc socialist literature 
in England. 

A II ODED W A.R CHARIOT. The 
Paris City Government has prollted by 
the put and has anticipated any future 
working-class uprisings, by uaembling 
~~veral modem inventions into a new 

device to be ueed for the immediate aad 
efficient extinction of any demonatl'&· 
tion tltat may be made by labor orgaui· 
zationa in the streets of that city. 

The device is a steel protected au~ 
• mobile. Steel guards the wheels and 

tires and also protect& a computment 
encloeing a rapid 1l.re machine gun ud 
the men who operate it. 

While the true mission of the mecbw 
ia, of course, concealed by the govern· 
ment, to thoae who know the aigni1icaDce 
of all such devices, it can have but one 
use. It is an instrument in the bauds 
of the capitalist claaa to quell uprising~ 
of their wage-slaves. 

It will in many ways resemble the 1l.re 
department, except that it de&la with 
men wtead of fire. 

The machine will be placed where it 
can be called at a moment's notice, to lo
calities where it is needed, there to oc· 
cupy a position of vantage at erose 
streets where ita deadly guns ean be 
trained in any direction. 

Ita designs admits of no other use 
than that of street fighting and it ia 
expected to fulllll the purpose for which 
it was created, with neatneu and dis· 
patch.-R. B. Tobias. 

WAR-A PROPHECY. The average 
wage of a worker will buy back but a 
fraction of the equivalent of hia produet 
and the portion of aociety'a product un· 
consumed at home must be sold in a for· 
eign market or overproduction results. 
I am uncertain if the panic of '93 was 
caused by this underconsumptlon or b;r 
misguided people like myself aaving 
money to go to the Fair, thereby nearl;r 
swamping it, but in the next fourteen 
years millions of workers will 4nd jobe 
shooting their fellow workers and de· 
etroying propert;r, thus restoring ocm· 
lldence and enabling their masters to ob- · 
tain greater prodts. Proaperit;r wu 
maintained by tiKI Chin&.Japane11, the 
Boer-British, the Spanlah·American, the 
Philippine and Rusao·Japaneae wan, 
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for the nations engaged transferred 
their aDd our surplus of goods into in· 
terest-bearing debt for us and our de· 
seendants to pay. 

The "late panic" that is still with us 
and dominates the economic situation 
like storm clouds above a hayfield, is 
threatening to plunge this nation into 
greater depths of poverly, despair and 
degradation than ever. U we guide our 
feet by the lamp of experience, if we 
judge the future by the past, we can 
come to but one conclusion. There is 
too much food and too much hunger, too 
much clothing and nakedness, too 
many goods and too mBDy unemployed, 
and these must be disposed of to the 
extent of allowing business to proceed; 
other means exhausted, the next move 
is to eell these goods to the future by 
means of war-and bonds. 

The question of an opponent is easily 
eettled. Japan has taken into govern· 
ment control salt, tobaeco, matches, aUk, 
r.aUroads, etc., it is aiding all kinds of 
factories, colonizing Manchuria, putting 
in 1lour mills; in short, it is capturing 
"our" Oriental markets, besides directly 
injuring some of our trusts. The latter 
naturally feel hurt at such inhumanity, 
ingratitude and independence, and have 
1looded our subservient newspapers with 
adverse criticism upon Japan and the 
Japanese until "we" are ready to believe 
the next chapter-Japan has forced us 
to arm our working class to shoot down 
oar yellow comrades that are criminally 
engaged in earning a living the beet they 
may, forced us to shoot humanity, etc., 
into these oppressors of the American 
trusts. 

Then we put our unemployed at work, 
we destroy millions worth of property, 
make countless widows and orphans, get 
the bloody wheels of industry to hum· 
ming, get more bonds to earn interest 
for, fund our panic for the next genera· 
tion, so our maaten can am&ll8 wealth 
and repeat the cry, "Aprea nous le 
deluge!" 

Don't you like the picture f A ma· 
jority voted for the party that had its 
contributions furnished by the master 
class (whether they voted R. or D.), and 
the method is so easy, so bloodleBB, so 
logical, so profitable for the masters, 
who can doubt they will do this awful 
thing f It would even insure them in 
power some time yet, put off hard times 
till they have 1llled their pockets, and 
the "victorious" general could succeed 
Taft! 

Let me repeat, though, you working· 
men have nothing to fight for. Many of 
us, the Japanese being a cleanly people, 
could only lose our share of .America by 
a charge with scrub brushes and soap 
sudal When doge fight over a bone, the 
bone ia quiet. The right to exploit you, 
the bone of contention, should not ar9use 
you to take aides; if you must be akin· 
ned, the shape of the knife or the color 
of the skinner matters not at alL Let 
those who have something to gain or to 
lose do the fighting. Let us take a de· 
termined stand against war; even a 
working claBS victory baa no lasting 
foundation.-E. Francia .Atwood, .Aber· 
deen, S.D. 

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS. 
whenever you can. Write and inquire 
about things advertised and bear in mind 
that every order is a boost for the Review. 
More advertising will mean a still bet· 
ter Review with which we shall be able 
to reach a greater number of people, 
to bear them the message of Socialism. 
We think our present advertisers de· 
serve our personal endorsement and we 
mean to accept only those that we be· 
lleve have something of value to offer our 
readers. .Ae soon aa our advertisers find 
the Review pays, they will tell their 
friends, and by and by our inoome from 
advertising will be sufficient to enable 
us still further to improve the Review. 

NEW ZEA.LAlQ). The Evening Poet 
of Wellington, said to ·~ the ablest con· 
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aervative newspaper in New Zealand, 
l!aya in an issue lately received: 

Mr. Tregear is usually classed in New 
Zealand as a socialist. Whether he be 
technically a "comrade" we know not; 
but American socialists-at any rate, of 
the front rank-apparently withhold 
from him that affectionate prefix. Com· 
rade Robert Rives Lamonte, who at the 
request of Comrade Kerr, editor of the 
International Socialist Review (Chicago), 
baa devoted eeven pages of that lively 
monthly to the demolition of Mr. Tre
gear's defence in the .Arena of the Com
pulsory Arbitration Act, describes him 
as "that genial and kindly romantic 
philosopher, the Honourable Edward 
Tregear," and further on accuses him of 
"juvenile credulity and optimism." 
Comrade Lamonte, who writes from New 
Canaan, Connecticut, baa lived in New 
Zealand, and faa fallen under the spell 
of the country. His own New Canaan 
apparently falls short of the "Paradise" 
of New Zealand, where, "except in the 
far South, ice more than an eighth of an 
inch thick is as much of a rarity as ben's 
teeth. Grass, and such rank green, 
GREEN grass as Americans never 
dreampt of, furnishes abundant pasture 
te~ months of the year • • •. It 
would require mighty skilful legislation 
to make such a country anything but 
prosperous. I doubt if Bryan and Roose
velt together would be able to do it." 
Comrade L., with all his eccentricities, 
writes with the surer touch of one who 
has been on the spot, and escapes the 
blunders of the man who discusses sub
jects with which he has no personal ac
quaintance. Even from Mr. Tregear'a 
own article in the Arena he is able to up
set his eulogy of compulsory arbitration 
under the Act. Mr. Reeves, as the au
thor of the Act, be classes with the 
Secretary of Labour, an "idealist schol
ar," "a gentleman of great cultivation 
and a poet of signal distinction. He 
longed for industrial peace, and knew 
nothing of the class struggle.'' Com· 
rade Lamonte is one of the militant 
• • • group. Nothing, he is convinced, 
can be done till Labour-Socialist poa
aeBBeB itself of the sledge-hammer, and 
seta about to sm:1ab things generally. 
He writes well and forcibly, and has a 
keen eye for the fallacies of the milder 
sections, who believe in that "anthropo
morphic God," "an impartial State dwell
ing far removed from the petty sordid 

disputes of poor humanity in a reaJa 
of abstract justice." "One of the 1ront 
and saddest results of the Aet" ia that 
"by accustoming the workers to rely 
on the paternalism of the Liberal GoY· 
emment it baa almost completely under
mined and destroyed the militaat eelf
reliance of the working cla.sa." "N
Zealand," he significantly eaye. "baa only 
been able to pursue these DOlieies by 
continuous money-borrowing.,; He tellt 
us that the Government can not be im
partial when "it can not otrend either 
the Union Shipping Oompa.ny or the 
Money Lenders of Lombani street witJa
out committing suicide." Brideatly 
there is a wide gulf between the Reevs
Tregear and the Lamonte aocialisms.. 

THE PARIS COIIKUliE. At a eoa
cert and dance held in the Labor Temple, 
Toronto, by the Socialist party, the fol
lowing resolution, was unanimoaaly 
passed: 

"Whereas, Thirty-eight years ago to
day there sprang into existence the first 
working claBB government in the history 
of the 'civilized' world, a govemmenc 
which was only crushed out of existence 
by the combined forces of the GermBD 
and French governments in a bloody 
massacre of upwards of thirty thoWI&nd 
men, women and children of the work· 
ing class; and 

"Whereas, Today in Paris and 
throughout France thousands of workers 
are participating in a general strike 
against the oppression of the capitalist 
government of France; be it therefore 

"Resolved, That we, socialists of To
ronto of aU languages, send a message of 
fraternal greetings to our fellow work· 
era in revolt in France and throughout 
the world and bid them take eourqe 
and continue the struggle untll wage
slavery is abolished and the workers 
are in poaseBBion of every force now 
used to keep the workers in misery and 
subjection; and be it further 

"Resolved, That copies of this reao· 
lution be sent to the Western Clarion. 
Vancouver, The International Socialist 
Review, Chicago, and L'Humanite, Paris.• 

CHAIN-GAl'fGS, AND GAKBLING
The cbain·gang is a penal ogre, a pluto
cratic outrage, a perfidious obliquity, 
courting oblivion. 

Ia race-track gambling lmmoralt 'J.'hm 
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CO~E~DESI 
Ld uss~nd 40 handsom~ volum~s of th~ Imp~rial Encyclop~dia 
and Dictionary to your hom~ FREE. Positively FREE on this 
Sp~cial Off~r to th~ Stud~nts of Socialism 30c ON THE DOLLAR 

Comrades, this is a wonderful opportunity. We want 
to send you this magnificent work. We want you to 
see it. And this is the reason WHY we want you to 
see it: WE ARE OFFERINGTHIS WORK AT 3DcON THE DOLLAR 
positively at 30 cents on the dollar, because the 
books are slightly rubbed. You can scarcely notice 
the rubbing, and we want to prove to you that 
you can scarcely notice it. That's why we want to 
sen\1 you the work free prepaid to your home. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Comrades, this offer is made here in the Beview 
especially for you. Mr. E. C. Howe, whose duty it 
is to protect each and every reader against all 
frauds, has seen this marvelous bargain-has told 
us that he wanted to place the opportunity before 
Beview readers first of all. 
SO MERE IS TME OFFER 
40 volumes of the most useful, the most educational, 
the most valuable work in all literature,at 30 cents 
on the dollar-and sent to your home, all charges 
prepaid, for a positively free examination. Social
ism-Science--Philosophy-anything you wish to 
find is here. You have but to turn the pages and 
the information is before you-information on every 
subject. A WHOLE UNIVEBSITY EDUCATION. 
It is the very clima:a: of all encyclopedias, an authori
tative reference library which brings into your home 
all the benefits of a college-all the best thoughts 
of the keenest minds of America and the world. 
And yet on this great special Beview sale this work 
goes at 30 CENTS ON THE DOLLAB 

THE IMPERIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA AIID DICTIONARY 
is the only work of the kind issued in convenient 
sized volumes. It is the only work that includes all 
dictionary words with their definitions, pronouncia
tions, derivations and synonyms, all under a single 
alphabetical arrangement. It pronounces every word 
-historical, biographical, geographical and scientific. 
It covers a wider range of topics by hundreds, than 
does the largest of all other encyclopedias. Incom
parable for information about any word-thing-per
son-place-'--or event--28,000 pages of learning-
7,000 illustrations. 

Comrades, you owe it to yourself to gain all 
the knowledge you can. You owe this not alone to 
yourself, but to the CAUSE 0!' SOCIALISM. And 
the Imperial Encyclopedia and Dictionary is a verit
able store house of knowledge filled with the har
vests of master minds. 

GILBERT 
PUB. CO. 

cou~o"~'tb::n:en~r~o~~~eyTheJ~~t v~~~ B~8d Jacks 0 n 
umes go to you prepaid. It doesn't v ·• Dept. C, 

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS WITH 
COUPON BRINGS THE SET TO YOU 

cost one cent to examine these Chicago,.nl. You 
h . may send me, pre-

book.s in your home. T ere ts paid, for !'BEE ex
nothmg for you to pay. We take amination,one slight
all the risk. We send these ly rubbed set !rope
books to you willing-gladly. rial Encyclopedia and 
We ask you to gi:'e us the Dictionary in heavy 
opportunity of sendmg them English cloth binding. If 

to you free-transportation charges prepaid. satisfied, I will send you 
COl\llBADES, ACT AT ONCE. Mr. Howe wants you $1.00 within ten days after 
to see this magnificent .work. We want to show you receipt, and $2.50 per month 
that the books are not mjured, only slightly rubbed. thereafter for 14 months this 
Yet they go at this special sale at 30 cents on the being 30 cents on the dollar. 
dollar. Positively sacrificed, almost given away If not satisfied I will notify 
for only $1 after free examination and then only you within ten days. 
$2.50 per month for 14 months. As you will 

'See when the books are shipped to you this is 
scarcely more than the cost of publication. 

0 .............. 0 •• ••••••• 0. 

Send the coupon. 
GILBEBT PUBLISHING CO., 

28 Jackson Blvd., Dept. C, Chicago, Ill. 
• •• 0 •• •••••• 0. 0 ••••••• , •• 
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the chain-gang is inhuman. 
The red-light district pernicious: the 

chain-gang is pestilential. 

All punishment should be remedial. 
The chain-gang is retrograde. Who are 
on the chain-gang, and why! World 
victims! Centralized capital, and im
proved methods of production, force 
them year by year, month by month, day 
by day, into the New Grand Army of 
"out-of-works." 

Every city bas its quota. International 
charity is futile. If they chop wood, 
the wood already chopped will not be 
sold. The farmer will re-travel the 
"tote-road" with the load. They are 
a product of capitalist society, and can't 
be absorbed under existing methods. 

The flotsam and jetsam; the derelicts, 
the output of the slums, the out-of
work artisans from ·other countries are 
cajoled hither. By whom f Unscrupulous 
steamship companies who placard Eu
rope with untruths. Bleeding thousands 
to keep up dividends. Then railway 
companies advertise to the uttermost 
parts of the Union-dividends and profits, 
and behold-a chain-gang! 

"It's a'ga.mbl-it's business-it's com
mercial thuggery-holdups endorsed by 
evil," wrote Huxley. 

At all events they spring from the 
same source. Production for profit in
stead of use. That's all there is to it, 
excepting that the unemployed rich are 
not put on the chain-gang. They can 
gamble as they please, their chess-men 
being human lives and human destinies. 

JACK WooD. 

COTTON'S WEEKLY. This it~ a new 
Socialist publication, issued at Cowans
ville, P. '-!., Canada, edited by William 
U. Cotton, B. C. L.; member of a well
known law firm in Montreal, and a suc
cessful speaker and worker in the cause. 
The subscription price is $1.00 a year, 
and every Canadian reader of the Re
view should write for a sample copy. 

Good Printing 

If you need printing e..t e..D, 
you need -ood prtntJng: 

the other kind ts 
worse than none. 

Our buineu Ia pllblilldngJ we 'baft 
no printing' omoe of our OWD, &Del far 

H't'eral fe&rl we h&ve been obligecl to n
fuae any orden for printiDg. 

Now, however, n h&ve macle U'IIUII8· 
menta with OD!l of the but priatiq 
houaea in Chicago, empl01bag UDioa labor 
exclusively, to give aanful &tteDtioa to 

every order received through ua. 

No job fa too l&rge and DO job too 
small to be handled here. If 700 wui 

ten thoUIIoJld boob, or ftve hundred bui
neu O&rds, write ua & letter giviJic tile 
neoesaary particular.; we will t11nl OftJ' 

the letten to our printen and 70U will 
get an eatim&te of the cosL We bow 
from our own experience th&t you will 
be pleued with the work. 

Incidentally, b7 placing your order 
through ua you will help the :amew. 

ADDil.ESS 

Charles H. Kerr & Co 
(Co-operative) 

I 53 Kinzie Street - Chicago 
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PUBLISHE-Rs' 
DEPARTME-NT 

A WORKING-CLASS PUBLISHING 
HOUSE. 

The International Socialist Re-

need no co-operation on their part and 
that some one is growing rich out of the 
business done by the publishing house. 
We know of no better way to correct 
this impression than to publish the, ac
tual receipts and expenditures for a 
month. Here they are: 

Receipts and Expenditures, February, 
1909. 

Receipts: 
Cash balance, ]'eb. 1 .•.•...... $ 352.52 
Book sales ................... 1,317.27 
Review subscriptions and ·sales 603.15 
Review advertising. . . . . . . . . . . . 112.50 
Sales of stock ........ , . . . . . . . 188.83 
Loan from Capital City Bank. . 5'00.00 
Loans from stockholders .. , . . . . 553.00 

Total . . . . . . ......... $3,627.27 
l<::Xpenditures: 

Manufacture of books ......... $ 647.16 
Books purcha,sed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 351.93. 
Printing February Review .... . 
Paid on bill for Nov. Review .. . 
Department work, Review .... . 
Wages of office clerks ........ . 
Charles H. Kerr, Pre'l., on salary 
Mary E. Marcy, Sec., on salary. 
Postage and expressage ...... . 
Interest ................... . 
Rent ...................... . 
Taxes ..................... . 

654.23 
100.00 
25.00 

372.30 
85.00 
60.00 

330.41 

view and the books published in connec
tion with it are not the property of any 
capitalist or group of capitalists. They 
belong jointly to over two thousand 
working people, most of whom hold just 
one ten-dollar share eacbi. The only 
large holding is that of Charles H. Kerr, 
who owns at present 705 shares. But he 
is not a capitalist, for the stock pays 
no dividends and he has no other prop
erty. All he had went into this publish
ing business long ago, and he depends 
on his wages for a living. The directors 
fixed these wages at $125 per month, but 
when every dollaf in •sight is urgimtly 
needed to pay for printing and buying 
books, he does not draw the full amount. 
This was the case last mont·h, as will be 
seen from the statement printed a little 
farther on. Mary E. Marcy, the Secre
tary of the publishing house, who in ad
dition to her writing for the Review at
tends to most of the editorial and busi
ness correspondence, was voted a salary 
of $75 a month, but has not drawn it in 
full. The office employes, of whom eight 
are regularly on the pay roll, get the 
"value of their labor-power," and get it 
promptly. The printing and binding 
are done outside our office, by contract 
with firms employing union la·bor, and · 
we dis•oount nearly all our bills, keeping 
our commercial credit good. 

Miscellaneous expenses ....... . 

14.50 
7'0.00 
67.43 
66.55 

Because our work has been growing, 
and because we have not, like some so
cialist publishers, kept up a constant 
stream of frantic appeals for help, some 
of our•friends seem to imagine that we 

825 

Advertising . . . ............. . 69.59 
Loans returned to stockholders. 364.13 
Cash balance F·eb. 28 ........ . 349.04 

Total . . . ............. $3,627.27 
The book salP.s for February were 

about $700 lef:!S than usual, while our 
bills for printing new books were as 

• 
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heavy as ever. The falling off was 
largely due to the after-election apathy 
among party workers generally. Scarcely 
any traveling organizers were on the 
road, few locals were holding meetings, 
and few pamphlets were being circulated, 
our sales being almost entirely of ·books 
in cloth binding. On the other hand 
there is plenty of encouragement in the 
Review receipts, which amounted to 
$715.65 as against $338.39 a yea.r ago. 
Every one says the Review is immensely 
improved. Subscriptions are coming in 
faster than ever, and from now on we 
can pretty certainly count on some $200 
each month from news stand sales. But 
we need two thousand new yearly sub· 
scriptions each month to keep the Re· 
view up to the standard we have set 
for it. 

More Capital Needed. The Appeal to 
Reason, which until lately has supplied 
more cheap Socialist pamphlets than 
any other house, loas turned over its 
book business to us. It will close out 
its old stock of books, but will print no 
more and buy no more. Probably half 
the Locals in the United States have de· 
pended on the Appeal for their books. 
We must now supiJly them with what 
they need. That is why we have gone 
on printing books in spite of the small 
sales last month, even though it com· 
pelled us to borrow from a bank. And 
that is why for the next two or three 
months we must go on printing books 
faster than the sales will pay the bills. 

The capital for this purpose ought to 
come in at once from the sale of new 
stock. We have two thousand shares to 
sell at $10.00 each. No dividends are 
paid, but the purchaser of a share can 
buy our books as cheaply as the largest 
bookseller can buy them. A live Local 
can earn the price of a share several 
times over during a year by selling books 
at meetings, in the open air, in halls, or 
both. And the books will be more ef· 
fective propaganda than the speeches. 
Whether your Local holds a share of 

stock or not, buy one yourself. It will 
give you books at bottom pricea wlam 
you want them to read, to give away ar 
to sell, and your ten dollars will be aim
ply your fair share toward the work 
that the reat of us are doing. U yw 
can possibly spare ten dollars all at ouet, 

send it along. We will send you at o:aee 
a fully paid ceriificate, and will throw 
in a year's subscription to the Review. 
If you can't spare the $10, send a dol· 
Jar a month; you can buy books at eGIR 
while making your payments. 

AN INCOME FOR LIFE. We han 
had many l~tters from comrades ad· 
vanced in years, who needed all the ill· 
come they could get from what little 
property they had, but wanted to help 
our work along. A few have promi.eed 
to bequeath money, but only one, eo far 
as we know, actually carried out his 
intention. We now have a definite plaa 
whieh will make it easy for such com
rades to ca.rry out their wishes, aDd at 
the same time will help the publishiDg 
house now, when the money is moat 
urgently needed. To any socialist over 
sixty years of age depositing one thou· 
sand dollars with us, we will agree to 
pay six dollars each month duriug his life 
time, with the understanding that the 
principal is not to be returned, and that 
upon the death of the depositor we sh&ll 
have no further liability. We can 111e 

on this plan a total of ten thousand 
dollars only, and to any one ready to 
comply with these terms we will give 
plenty of evidence aa to our financial 
responsibility. 

New Privileges for Stockholders. We 
have decided to allow stockholders a dis· 
count on the books of other publishers 
which \\'e keep on hand. This supply 
will be increased a'l fast as the neces· 
sary capital is available. Of course we 
ean not allow the same diacount as on 
the books we publish ourselves, for few 
publishers allow even the largest deal· 
ers as much discount as fifty per cent. 
But we have a few very attractive of· 
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fen to make right now to our stock
holders and those who subscribe for 
stock. 

We have bought several hundred cop
lee of a beautiful imported edition of 
Buzley's Lectures aud Euaya, 50 cents, 
postpaid. We will sell it to stockholders 
at 30 cents; postage 7 cents if mailed. 

We have a handsome edition of Tur· 
genieff's novels in ei~ht volumes, 60 
cents eacll. Uniform wtth them we have 
Darwin's Descent of Man, Darwin's Ori
gin of Species, Spencer's First Princi
ples, Spencer's Data of Ethics and Hal
lam's Middle Agee. Our stockholders 
may buy these at 40 cents a volume, 
postage 10 cents extra. · 

We have also William Morris's poems 
and Walt Whitman's poems, uniform in 
style with the books just described, at 
the same prices. 

We have copies of Jack London's Call 
of the Wild, Son of the Wolf, The Sea
Wolf, Daughter of the Snows and War 
of the Classes, which our stockholders 
may buy at 50 cents, postage 12 cents; 
others pay 75 cents. In the same edi· · 
tion at the same price we have Bellamy's 
Looking backward, Hunter's Poverty 
and Sinclair's The Jungle. 

Salisbury's Car:eer of a Journalist is 
a book of truth stranger than :tlction, 
bubbling over with inside facta about tbe 
daily newspapers from which moat peo· 
pie take their opinions. Price $1.50, to 
our stockholders 75 cents; postage 15 
cents. We can make the same prices 
on The :Money-Changers, by Upton Sin
clair. 

No room for more about books of other 
publishers this time, but we are prepar
mg a new catalog that will be far more 
complete than anything yet. 

Socialism Made Easy. We never could 
understand why it was that books writ· 
ten with a clear understanding of So
cialism were generally hard reading, 
wbile most of the books in easy, popu· 
lar style were full of small-capitalist no
tiona that made their propaganda value 
doubtful. We always believed some one 
some time would write a readable book 
g~vmg what proletarians call the 
"straight goods." James Connolly has 
done it. 

Socialism Made Easy is a straight 
talk to wage-workers that will do more 
to start them at clear thinking than any 

other book we know of. It aticka to 
plain concrete facta, and does not teach 
things that must be unlearned later on. 
Paper, tOe.;· to stockholders 6c., post
paid. 

LESSON OUTLINES IN THE ECO
NOMIC INTERPRETATION 01' HIS
TORY, by Lida Parce, fa a aeries of 
aystematic leaaona which will be of great 
aBSfatance to inexperienced teachers who 
wish to present the fundamental ideas 
of socialism to young people. The :tlrst 
lessons in this course deal with primitive 
man. If :Mrs. Parce's book, along with 
Morgan's Ancient Society and Engela' 
Origin of the Family, can be put into 
the hands of a teacher, and the children 
are given the Storlee of the Ol.ve People 
which start in thla month'a Review, u
cellent work can be done. We will mail 
Mrs. Parce'a "Outlines" to any addre11 
for 25e or to a stockholder for 15c. · 

A GREAT WORK NEARLY COM· 
PLETED. Marx's Capital complete has 
been in the .possession of German aoclal
iHts for many years, and the first volume 
was translated into English long ago 
and baa passed through many editions. 
The second volume could not be had un· 
til two years ago, when we published a 
translation by EmeRt Untermann. Two 
thousand copies have been sold, and a 
new edition is ready. Mr. Untermann 
has finished a translation of the third 
and largest volume, over 1,000 octavo 
pages, and the final proofs are now be
ing corrected. We now expect to pub
lish the volume during May. The labor 
of translation has been paid for through 
the generosity of ~:ugene Dietzgen, and 
we are thus enabled to publish at $2.00 
a volume, with our usual discount to 
stockholders, a work whieh would ordi· 
narily have to be sold at $5.00 a volume. 

SPECIAL OFFER. We must rafae 
two thousand dollars within the next 
few weeks to pay the bill for printing 
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this third volume. It is also a matter 
of urgent necessity to add several thou
sand names to the mailing list of the 
Review at once. We do not need to 
make a profit, for we have no dividends 
to pay. So for six dollars, the retail 
price of the books alone, we will send by 
express prepaid the three volumes of 
Capital, and will also send the Review 
one year to six uew names. If you want 
to order the books but have not time at 
once to secure the names, send the money 
and we will send six Review Post Cards 
to be sold to new subscribers, each card 
good for a year's subscription. Volumes 
I and II of Capital will be sent at once, 
Volume III on publication. Remember 

that Volume III will contain new facts 
and theories which you MUST know to 
talk or write for socialism effectively, 
and that you can not understand it with
out having previously read Volumes I 
and II. 

<;>ut <;>f the Dump 
A Stor7 b7 Mar-y E. Marc7. 

A sketch of life in Chicago, beginning in the "dump" or slum, and 
coming into contact with scientific charity in the guise of the Charity 
Organization Society. 

• • • In the main it is a convincing narrative. • • If it is bitter at times, that is 
inevitable from the array of things of fact brought to bear to make their own argument. 
• • • The movement of the story is swift enough to satisfy the most eager reader, and 
its materials are handled with unusual power.-Buffalo Evening News. 

The "simple annals of the poor" as pictured in Mary E. Marcy's "Out of the Dump" 
are terrible annals. The book is a voice from the depths. Its outlook is from the view
point of the very poor; It is a protest that poverty is not understood, and that organ
ized charity goes about its problem in the wrong way. • • • On its face, it is written 
with full and intimate knowledge.-(Jhicago Inter Ocean. 

Socialist reasoning must fall like constant drops of water 
on the stultified feelings of those not with us. Mary E. 
Marcy has contributed a fair share of this wearing-away 
material in the pages of her little book, "Out of the Dump." 
She has shown how the villtims of the Chicago slums tarry 
on earth in disease and poverty till death becomes kind 
enough to relieve them from the capitalist clutches.. But 

she does more than that; she gives hints of the remedy 
which. if followed out, must lead to the cure-Socialism. 

-New York Evening CalL 

"Out of the Dump" is the truest and most 
vivid description of the real life of the American 
city worker everwritten.-RobertRives LaMonte. 

There are eight original wash 
drawings and a cover design by R. 
H. Chaplin. Well printed and daintily 
bound in cloth. A beautiful gift book. 

Price 50 Cents, postpaid 

Charles H. Kerr & Co. Publishers 
153 Kinzie St. Chicago 
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WHY DON'T YOU GET THIS PHONOGRAPH ON 

FREE TRIAL? 
For almost three years I have been making the most liberal phono~raph offer ever known I I have given hosts of people 

the opportunity of hearing the genuine Edison Phonograph right in their own homes without a cent of cost to them. 
So far you have missed all this. Why 1 Possibly you don't quite understand my offer yet . Listen-

1\ly Offer ~;~;~~ so~I!t bf~"t~~~ ~:~o~~~~ f~~~:~"a~~~~~~~df?~tr:t;lt.he t~::l~~ta~~o:~~;"~~~;~;~~~v~~i~~~v~~zcee~ 
Absolutely nothing but a plain out-and-out offer to shiJ) you this phonograph and a dozen records on a f ree trial so that you 
can hear it and play it in your own h ome. I can't make this offer any plainer, a ny clearer, any better than it is. There is 
no cat ch a iJout it anywhere. 1f you will stop a nd think just a moment, you will realize the high standing of this concern 
would o.bsolutely prohibit a nything except a stra ight.forward offer. 

Why I Want to Lend You This Phonograph: 
I know that there are thou11ands and thousands of people 

whc- h ave llC\'Cr h eard t he Oenuine Edison Phonograph. That 
is why I am mak ing this offer . I can't tell you one-twentieth 
of the wonders of the Edison, n othing I can say or write will 
make you h ear t ho grand, fu ll bea.uty of its tones. The only 
way to make you a etunlly real i.,;e these things for yourself is to 
lolln you a Genuine Edi!lon Phonograph free and let you try it. 

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP IT 
-you may do so, but it is NOT compulsory. I am askin g 
you merely to send for a free demonstration. I f you do 
wish to keep it, either remit us the price in full, or if you 
prefer, we w ill allow you to po.y for it on the etuiest kinds 
of payments. 

OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN 
I h ave decided on a n easy payment plan tho.t gives you 

absolute use of the phonograph while payin g for it. 12.00 a 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BUY IT: month pays for an outfit. There is absolutely no lease or 

All I ask you to do is to invite as many as possible of your mortgage of anv kind. 
f r iends in to h ear this wonderful new style Edison. If not a Get The Latest Edison Cotalods 
single one of them orders a Phonograph (and this somet imes Just send me your name and address. I w ill send you our 
happens) I won ' t blame you in the slightest . I sh all f eel superbly Illustrated Edison Catalog, t-he latest list of Edison 

~~~~ Y~il~~:\~~~~encf~~:rc~J~~!r7s~en j~~ ---~~~'!111... ~~d~:~~~~~dg~:)o:~~ ~o;:rF:~~r~~ 
won't boas ked toactnsour ugentoreven Certificate entitling you to this grand 
as~ist in tho sale of a. siuclc inst rument. offer. No oblie-ations, just get the cata

F. K. 
log. A postal card will do, but you m ust 
send me your name and address r ight 
away. Address, F. K. Bab:;on, Edison Pohno
craph Dlslrlbuters, Edison Building, Chicago. 



830 THE "BLANKET STIFF" 

''Blanket 
St.iff• 

"THE BLANKET STIFF." The cartoon on this page was drawn for 
Socialist" of Seattle, and is reprinted from a recent issue of that paper. To it are 
appended the following lines from a poem we first saw going the rounds of the 
press two or three years ago. We do not know the name of the author, so can not 
give credit: 

"He Built the Road. 
"With others of his class he built the road. 
"Now o'er it, many a mile, he packs his load, 
"Chasing a JOB, spurred on by Hunger's goad. 
"He walks, and walks, and walks, and walks, and walks, 
"And wonders why in Hell he built the road." 



The Socialization of Humanity 
An Analysis and Synthesis of the Phenomena of Nature, Life, Mind 

and Society Through the Law of Repetition 

A SYSTEM OF MONISTIC PHILOSOPHY 
By Charles Kendall Franklin 

"I would rather write a refutation 
than an endorsement of this book, yet 
it is commended to students of Sociology 
and Theology because it is a very schol
arly voicing of all that more or less 
widely spread latent and militant dis
affection with and opposition to the 
present social order, with its established 
and generally aooepted rights of prop
erty and orthodox standards of rehgion. 
Every paragraph is a challenge to prece
dents, and provocative of thought."
Tbe Christian Philanthropist. 

"In one respect Mr. Franklin has the 
advantage over writers like M. Tarde 
or Prof. Lester F. Ward, who have treat
ed of the same questions with far greater 
scientific preciston, in that he is com
mitted to a definite program of social 
reform, the basis of which is to be 
found in this book.''-The Independent. 

cialization of humanity. Individualism 
baa proved its inability to perfect man, 
although it has greatly aided. The time 
baa now come when a new system must 
diap)SA)e it-a new system based upon a 
desire to aid society, rather than the 
individual. Theology, also, is outgrown, 
the time for superstitious worship of 
unknown, unmanifeated idea baa passed. 
We can, if we seareh with an unpreju· 
diced mind, find the natural cause of 
everything-why be blindly, wilfully ig· 
norant, just because our ancestors were t 
They ascribed thunder and other phe
nomena to their God, but we pity 
their superstition.. We ascribe to God 
the origin of life-but if we look, we 
can not fail to find the answer in Na· 
ture. The volume abounds with defini
tions, making it extremely easy to fol
low the thought. • • • • • Deep 
thought and honest purpose are manifest 
in this work, and however one may look 
upon the conclusions, it must be ad· 
mitted that thel are logically and fear
lessly reached.' -The Craftsman. 

''The writer's style is eloquent, his 
absolute sincerity manifes~, and hie book 
will be of immense service to those who 
have realized the inadequacy of conven
tional religion and philosophy to explain 
the facts of life, and who wish to ex
amine vital questions from the view· 
point of modem eeience.''-The Free· 
Lance. 

"The investigation is conducted with 
such broad-minded liberality that the 
deductions sometimes seem almost shock
ing, as is the case in the treatment of 
theology. A system of monistic philos
ophy, suclt as this is, ia founded upon a 
naturalistic conception of things; that is, 
all things are due to natural causes, 
and we ascribe certain things to super
natural agencies only because of our 
ignorance, and our inability to compre
hend their real origin. The argument 
of the book may be summed up in a 
few words. Under the individualistic 
system, men work at cross-purposes, and "The leading idea of your book seems 
much energy ia wasted. This is caused to me to be correct and original and you 
by lack of understanding and of an in· may number me among your followers.'' 
telligent foresight. Energy will seek the -Prof. Jacques Loeb. 
line of least resistance, and in time, "As a philosopher, Mr. Franklin ia 
when men ·become more social, it will practical, as socialist he is ~hilosophical. 
be seen that there is least resistance It is the first time that phtlosophy and 
when men work in harmony for the good socialism have joined handa.''-Boaton 
of all. Thus wiii come about the so· Tranacript. 

Cloth, octavo, 480 pages, $2.00 postpaid. To stockholders, $1.20 
postpaid, or we will mail the book as a premium to any one sending us 
$2.00 with the names of two NEW subscribers to the Review. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, Publishers, 
UJ3 Kinzie Street, Chicago. 
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Ona of the Worlc11s Greatest Books, Written by an American Scientist Thir1:y Yea:a:a 
Ago, is Now First Offered at a Popular Price. 

Ancient Society 
OR 

Researches in the Lines of Human Progress from Savagery Through 
Barbarism to Civilization. 

Lewis H. Morgan, LL. D., the author of this book, is the one 
American scientist whose pre-eminence is recognized in all the univer
sities of Europe. He gave a lifetime to original research into the life 
and customs of barbarous tribes, and from the data thus secured has 
thrown a flood of light on the early history of our own race. 

"Respectable" people, who have enough property to live on the 
labor of others, and who want to hold that property as long as they 
live and hand it down to their children, so that these may in their 
turn grow fat from the labor of the people without property, are 
interested in having people believe that our present system of property, 
marriage_ and descent has always existed and must always exist. But 
the scientific facts are otherwise, and the PROOF of this is in Mor
gan's Ancient Society. 

It is a book of 586 large pages, full of interesting facts about the 
marriage customs of our ancestors, and the primitive communism itt 
which there were no rich and no poor. It will help you see that the 
law of Evolution applies to people as well ,as to animals and plants, 
and that this law is bringing an end to the capitalist system that 
starves children to make millionaires. 

This great book has until lately been sold for $4.00. Our price is 
$1.50, and this includes postage to any address. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE FAMILY, PRIVATE PROPERTY AND 
THE STATE .. If you want to kno\v more about the facts we 
have mentioned, but can not just now spare the price of the 
large book or the time it would take to read it, then you should 
read Frederick Engels' "Origin of the Family." This is a book 
of 217 pages, in which the most important and interesting of 
Morgan's discoveries are explained in a simple, clear and interest
ing fashion. Important facts from other sources bearing on the 
subject are also given, ,and the author goes on to draw: conclu
sions from these facts that are of vital interest to every wage 
worker. Even if you read Morgan's book you should read this 
one too. Cloth, 50 cents, postpaid. 



Bound Volumes 
-OF-

THE REVIEW 
W !'! have each year bound a few 

volumes of the International So
cialist Review in substantial cloth 
binding. Our supply of Volumes 
I and II, covering the period from 
July, 1900, to June, 1902, inclu
sive, is so nearly exhausted that 
we have been obliged to put the 
price up to $5.00 each without dis
count, and even at tha·t price we 
cannot promise perfect copies un
less the order is received at once. 
We can for a short time supply 
Volumes III to VIII, inclusive, 
starting with July, 1902, and end
ing with June, 1908, for $2.00 each 
with our usual discount to stock
holders or those subscribing for 
stock. This will make the net 
price for the six volumes $7.20 if 

·. we prepay expressage, $6.00 if the 
· stockholder pays it. 

We have made no electrotype 
plates of these volumes, and when 
our present supply is exhausted 
no more can be printed. They 
contain much material of the 
highest value for every socialist 
library. 

SPECIAL OFFER. To any 
one sending ten dollars before the 
end of April, 1909, we will send 
by express (not prepaid) the six 
volumes mentioned above, and 
wiii also send ten copies of the 
Review one year, all to one ad
dress or to ten different addresses 
as preferred. Renewals do not 
count on this offer. If preferred, 
we will send with the volumes ten 
Review Post Cards, each good for 
a new yearly subscription. Re
member this offer expires April 
30. Address 

CHARLES H. KERR & CO. 
153 East Kinzie St. Chicago 

A FORTY·VOLUME LIBRARY 
Of the best Socialist and Scientific Books, with a 
$10 Stock Certificate that gives the right to buy 
Books at a discount, all sent prepaid for $20.00 

Memoirs of Karl Marx, Liebknecht. 
Collectivism, Emile Vandervelde. 
The American Farmer, Simons. 
Origin of the Family, Engels. 
The Social Revolution, Kautsky. 
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, Engels. 
Feuerbach, Engels. 
American Pauperism, Ladoff. 
Britain for the British, Blatchford. 
Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels. 
Criminology, Enrico Ferri. 
The '\Vorld's Revolutions, Untermann. 
The Socialists, John Spargo; 
Social and Philosophical Studies, La· 

fargue. · 
What's So and What Isn't, Work. 
Ethics and Historical Materialism, Kant

sky .. 
Class Struggles in America, Simons. 
Socialism, Positive and Negative, La-

Monte. 
Capitalist and Laborer, Spargo. 
The Right to Be Lazy, Lafargue. 
Revolution and Counter-Revolution. Marx. 
Anarchism and Socialism, Plechanoff. 
Evolution, Social and Organic, Lewis. 
Goethe's Faust, Marcus Hitch. 
Changes in Tactics, Kampffmeyer. 
Value, Price and Profit, Marx. 
Ten Blind Leaders, Lewis. 
Socialism, Morris and Bax. 
The Evolution of Man, Boelsche. 
Germs of Mind in Plants, France. 
The End of the World, Meyer. 
Science and Revolution, Untermann. 
The Triumph of Life, Boelsche. 
Life and Death, Teichmann. 
The Making of the World, Meyer. 
Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche. 
Stories of the Struggle, Winchevsky. 
God's Children, James Allman. 
The Russian Bastile, Pollock. 
Out of the Dump, Mary E. Marcy. 

These books are all well bound in cloth, uniform 
in size and style, making an attractive library. 
We sell them separately at fifty cents each, post
paid. We will mail any TWO of them to any 
one who is already a subscriber to the INTE R• 
NATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW, and sends us 
$1.00 with the name of a NEW subscriber ,for a 
year, but we will give no books to any one for 
sending in his own subscription. 

For $20.00 cash with order, we will send the 
full set of forty volumes by express prepaid, 
together with a full-paid certificate for a share of 
stock in our publishing house. Address 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
153 EAST KINZIE STREET, CHICAGO 

Send for our Catalog of Sociallst Lit· 
erature. Mailed free on request. 



Standard Books at Cost 
To buy these books at the cost or "net" prices named below, you must be a stockholder 
in our publishing house. A share costs $10.00. You ca.n pay a dollar .a month, and begin 
buying books at a discount as soon as you have paid your first dollar, or you can pa;vi 
$10.00 at one time, in which case we will send you a fully-paid cert1.11.cate and will include 
a. year's subscription to the BEVIEW. In ordering at net prices add postage, unless you 
Wish the books sent by express at your expense. · 

E'IBST PBIBCIE'LES. By Herbert Spencer. Re
ligion and Science, Ultimate . 'Religious Ideas, 
Ultimate Scientific Ideas, the Relativity of All 
Knowledge, the Reconciliation, the Indestructi
bility of Matter, the Continuity of 'Motion, the 
Persistence of Force, Evolution and Dissolu
tion, the Law of Evolution, etc. Beautiful 
library edition, 508 pages, with index, retail 
60c, net 40c, postage lOc. 

".l'HE DATA OF ETHICS. By Herbert Spencer. 
Conduct in General, the Evolution of Conduct, 
Good and Bad Conduct, Ways of .Judging Con
duct. the Physical View, the Biological View, 
the Psychological View, the Sociological View, 
the Relativity of Pains and Pleasures, Egoism 
versus Altruism, the Sco.pe of Ethics, etc. Li
briuy edition with Portrait, retail 60c, net 40c, 
postage lOc. 

".l'HE DESCENT Or MAll and Selection in Be• 
lation to Sex. By Charles Darwin. Evidence 
of the Descent of Man, Manner of Development 
of Man, Comparison of Mental Powers qf Man· 
and the Lower Animals, Principles bf Sexual 
Selection, Secondary Sexual Characters of In
sects, Fishes, Reptiles, Birds, Mammals and 
Man, Racial Ideas of Beauty in Woman, Gen
eral Summary and Conclusions, etc. Complete 
Corrected Edition, 698 pages with Topical In
dex, cloth, retail 60c, net 40c, postage lOc. 

"l:'HE OBIGIJI Or SPECIES by Means of Natural 
Selection. By Charles Darwin. Historical 
Sketch, Variation Under Domestication, Varia
tion Under Nature, Struggle for Existence, Nat
ural Selection or Survival ·of the Fittest, Laws 
of Variation, Instinct, Hybridism, the Geolog
ical Succession of Organic Beings, Geographical 
Distribution, Mutual Affinities of Organic Be
ings, Morpnology, Embryology, Rudimentary 
Organs, Recapitulation and Conclusion, Glos
sary of Scientific Terms, etc. Library edJtion 
with portrait, retail 60c, net 40c, postage _lOc. 

'View of the State of Europe during THE MID· 
DLE AGES. By Henry Hallam, LL. D., :r; B. 
A. s. Latest edition, incorporating in the text 
the author's latest researches -with additions 
from recent writers, and adapted to the use of 
students. This is the standard work on Feudal
il!m, and is full of interesting and valuable in
formation on the condition of the laboring 
classes before the rise of capitalism. Cloth, 
7"00 large pages, including a full topical index, 
retail 60c, net 40c, postage 10c. 

LECTlJBES AJID ESSAYS. By Thomas Henry 
Huxley. On our Knowledge of the Causes 
of the Phenomena of Organic Nature, The 
Darwinian Hypothesis, 'Time and Life, The Or
igin of Species, Evidence as to Man's Place in 
Nature, the Natural History of the Man-Like 
Apes, the Relations of Man to the Lower Ani
mals, etc. Cloth, 453 pages, retail 50c, net 30c, 
postage 7c. (We have purchased 600 copies of 
this book, but they will not last long and .we 
can get no more when these are gone.) 

POEMS OF WALT WHITMAN. With Biograph
ical Introduction by .John Burroughs. This is 

. a complete reprint of the original "Leaves of 

Grass" as published in 1860 and of Drum Taps," 
published in 1865. It contains all of Whitman's 
best poems, and is far superior to any other 
moderate priced library edition. Cloth, retail 
60c, net 40c, postage lOc. 

THE POEMS Or WILLIAM MOBBIS. Selected 
and edited by Percy Robert Colwell, with por
trait and life sketch. Morris is without doubt 
the greatest of socialist. poets, and we believe 
this volume will be read with enthusiasm and 
delight by socialists everywhere. Cloth, retail 
60c, net 40c, postage lOc. 

HOVELS AJID STQBIES of the Bl1SSIAB BEVO· 
L'UTIOllr. By Ivan Turgenie:lf. These books by 
one of Russia's greatest writers give vivid 
pictures of the everyday life of the Russian 
revolutionists. and of the peasant whom they 
they are gradually arousing to ·revolt. There 
are eight volumes, Annals of a Sportsman, 
Dimitri · Boudine, E'athers and Sons, Liza, On 
the Eve, Smoke, Spring E'loods and Virgin Soil. 
Cloth, bound uniformly with the books de
scribed above, each volume sold separately at 
60c retail, net 40c, postage lOc. 

HISTOBY . Or SOCIALISM Ill THE l1JIITED 
STATES. By Morris Hill· 
quit. A Complete Exposition 
of Socialism in the United 
States, treating the circum
stances of its origin, the man
ner of its growth, and the 
tendencies of its future devel
opment. Mr. Hillquit is a 
member of the National ExC 
ecutive Committee of the So
cialist Party. This book has 
been uniformly sold at the re
tail price, $1.50. W~ now first 
offer it to our stockholders at 
$1.00 net, postage 15c. 

WAB Or THE CLASSES. By 
Jack London. Seven chapters: 
The Class Struggle, The 
Tramp, The Scab, The Ques
tion of the Maximum, A Re
view, Wanted, a New Line of Development, 
How I Became a Socialist. Cloth, retail 7 5c, 
net 50c, postage 12c. 

THE PEOPLE Or THE ABYSS. By Ja-ck London. 
A study of ·the Under-world of London, with 
many illustrations from photographs. Retail 
75c, net 50c, postage 12c. 

LAWLESS WEALTH: The Origin of Some Great 
American Fortunes. By Charles Edward Bus
sell . . Cloth, retail $1.50, net 75c, postage 13c. 

THE GBEATEST TBl1ST Ilf THE WOBLD. By 
Charles Edward Bussell. Cloth, retail 50c, net 
35c, postage 13c. 

THE MOJIEY CHAJIGEBS. By l1pton Sinc.,oir. 
Cloth, ret&il $1.50, net 75c, postage 12c. 

THE CABEEB Or A J0l1BJIALJ:ST. By William 
Salisbury .. A book of 529 pages, full of in~ide 
facts about the way that the newspapers from 
which most people take their opinions are 
really made up. Cloth, retail $1.50, net 75c, 
postage 15c. 

Note that our offer of a dollar's worth of books free to a subscriber who sends us a dollar 
for the Beview a year to a new name does not apply to the books advertised on this page, but 
only to our own publications, a list of which will be mailed on request. 

Charles H. Kerr & Company 
153 East Kinzie Street, Chicago 



Bound Volumes 
- OF-

THE REVIEW 
vV e have each year bound a few 

volum es of the International So
cialist Review in substantial cloth 
binding. O ur supply of Volumes 
I and II , covering the period from 
July, 1906, to Jun e, 1902, inclu
sive, is so nearly exhausted that 
we have been obliged to put t he 
price up to $5.00 each without dis
count, and even at that price we 
cannot promise perfect copies un
less the order is r eceived at once. 
We can for a short time supply 
Volum es III to VIII, ipclusive, 
s tarting with July, 1902, and end
ing with June, 1908, for $2.00 each 
with our usual discount to stock
holders or those subscribing for 
stock. This wil l make the net 
price for the s ix volum es $7.20 if 
we prepay expressage, $6.00 if the 
stockholder pays it. 

We have made no electrotype 
plates of these vo lum es, and when 
our present supply is exhausted 
no more can be printed. They 
contain much material of the 
highest valu e for every social ist 
libra ry. 

SPECIAL OFFER. To any 
one sending ten dollars before the 
end of April, 1909, we will send 
by express (not prepaid) the six 
volumes mentioned above, and 
wi ll also send ten copies of the 
Review one yea r, all to one ad
dress or to ten different addresses 
as preferred. R enewals do not 
count on this offer. If preferred, 
we w ill sen d with the volum es ten 
Review Post Cards, each good for 
a new yearly subscription. Re
member this offer expires April 
30. Address 

CHARLES H. KERR 
153 East Kinzie St. 

& co. 
Chicago 

A FORTY·VOLUME LIBRARY 
Of t he best Socialist a nd Scientific Books, with a 
$10 Stock Certificate that gives the right to buy 
Books at a disco unt, a ll sent prepaid for $20.00 

~Icm oirs of Karl Marx, Liebknecht. 
Coll ect ivism, Emile Vandervelde. 
The American Farmer, Simons. 
Orig in of t he Family, Engels. 
'l'hP. Social Revolution, Kautsky. 
Socia li sm, Utopian and Scientific, Engels. 
Feuerbach, Engels. 
American Pauperism, Ladoff. 
Bri tain for the Bri t ish, Blatchford. 
Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels. 
Criminology, Enrico Ferri . 
The ' Vorld's Revolutions, Untermann. 
The Socia li sts, J ohn Spargo. 
Socia l and Philosophical Studies, T" 

fargue. 
\Vhat's So and vVhat Isn't, vVork. 
Ethi cs and Historical Material ism, Kaut

sky. 
Class Struggles in America, Simons. 
Socia li sm, Positive and Negative, La-

:i\Ionte. 
Capitalist and Laborer, Spargo. 
The Right to Be Lazy, Lafargue. 
Revolution and Counter-Revolution. Marx. 
Anarch ism and Socialism, P lechanoff. 
Evolu t ion , Social and Organic, Lewis. 
Goethe's Faust, :Marcus Hitch. 
Changes in Tactics, Kampffmeyer. 
Valne, Pri ce a nd Profit, Marx. 
Ten Blind Leaders, Lewis. 
Sociali sm, Morris and Bax. 
The Evolution of Man, Boelscl1e. 
Germ s of Mind in Plants, France. 
The End of t he \Vorld, Meyer. 
Science and Revolution, Unte!'lllann. 
The Triumph of Life, Boelsche. 
L ife and Death, Teichmann. 
The J\Iak ing of t he vVorld, Meyer. 
Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche. 
Stories of the Struggle, \Vinchevsky. 
God's Children, James Allman. 
The Russian Bastile, Pollock. 
Out of the Dump, Mar y E. Marcy. 

These books are all well bound in cloth , unitorm 
in size and style, making an attractive library. 
We sell them separately at fitty cents each , post• 
paid. We will mail any TWO of them to an y 
one who is already a s ubscriber to t he INTER· 
NATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW, and sends us 
$1.00 with the name of a NEW subscri ber for a 
year, but we will give no books to a ny one for 
sending in his own subscr iption. 

For $20.00 cash with order. we will send the 
full set of fo rty volumes by express prepaid. 
together with a full - paid certiiicate for a sha re of 
stock in our publishing house. Address 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
153 EAST KINZIE STREET, CHICAGO 

Send for our Catalog of Socialist Lit· 
erature. Mailed free on request. 



Standard Books at Cost 
T o buy these books a t t he cost or " net" price s named below, you must be a stockholder 
in our publishing h ou s e. A share costs $10.00. You can p a y a dollar a month, and begin 
buying b ooks a t a d i scou nt a s s oon a s yon h a v e paid your first dollar, or you can pay 
lj)IO.OO a t one time, in which case we will sen d y ou a fully-paid certificate and will include 
a year's subscription t o t h e REVIEW. In ord ering a t net p r ices add postage, unless y on 
vrish t he books sent b y express at your expense. 

FIRST PRINCIPLES. By Herbert Spencer. R e
li g io n a nd S c ie n ce, U ltim a t e R elig iou s Idea s , 
Ultim ate Sc ie nti fi c I deas , t he R e la t iv ity of A ll 
Kno w ledge, the R eco nc ilia tio n, the Indestructi
bility of Ma tte r , the Con t in u i t y o f M o t ion , the 
Pers is t en ce of For ce, E vol utio n a nd D issol u
tion, t he Law of Evolu t ion , e t c . B eau tif ul 
libra r y editio n , 508 pa g es, with index, r e t a il 
60c, n et 40c , p ost age lOc. 

THE DAT A OF ETHICS. By Herbert Spencer. 
Con duc t in Gener a l , the Evolut ion o f Conduct, 
Good a nd B a d Conduc t , W a ys of Judg ing Con
d u ct, the P h y s ical V ie w , the B iol o g ical V iew, 
t he P sycholog·ical V iew , t he Soc iological V iew, 
t he R e la t iv i ty o f P a ins a nd P leasu r es, E gois m 
v e r sus A ltrui s m, the S cop e of Eth ic s , e t c. Li
b ra r y edi t ion with P o r tra i t , r e t a il 60c , n e t 40c , 
p ost age 1 Oc. 

THE DESCENT OF MAN and Selection in Re
l a tion t o Sex. By Charles Darwin. E vide nce 
of the Descen t o f Ma n, Ma n ne r of D eve lopme nt 
of Ma n , Compa r ison of M enta l Power s qf Ma n 
a nd the L ower A nima ls, Prin c iples of Sex ua l 
Se lec tion, S econda r y Sexua l C ha r act e rs of I n 
s ect s , F is hes, R e p ti les, Birds , M a mma ls a nd 
M a n, R acia l Ideas of B ea u ty in vVoma n, Gen
eral Summary a nd Con c lu s i on s , etc . Comple t e 
Correct ed E diti on , 698 p a g e s with T op ica l In
d e x , c lo th , ret a il 60c , n e t 40c, p ostage l Oc. 

THE ORIGIN OF SFECIES by Means of Natural 
Selection . By Charles D arwin. H istorica l 
S k e t ch, V a ri a t ion U nde r Dome s tication, V a ria
tio n l'nde r N a ture, Struggle fo r E x is t en ce, Nat 
u ral Se lect ion or S urv ival of the F i ttest , L a w s 
of Va r ia tion, I n s tinc t, H y b r id i s m, t h e Geolog 
ical Succession o f Organic B eings, Geog r aphica l 
Di stribut ion, M u tual Affinitie s o f Organic B e
i ngs , Morphology, Embry o logy, Rud im enta r y 
Or gan s . R ecap i t ula tio n a n d Con clus io n, G los 
sar y of Sc ientifi'c T erms, e t c. L ibra ry editio n 
with p ortra i t , r e t a il 60c, n e t 40c , p osta ge .l Oc. 

View of the Sta te of Europe during THE MID
DLE A GES. By Henry H alla m, LL. D ., F. R. 
A . S. La test ed i tion, incorporating in t h e t ext 
the a uthor's la t est r esear che s w ith additions 
f r om r ecen t wri t e r s , a n d a da p t ed to t h e u se of 
s tud ents. This i s the s ta nda rd work o n F euda l
is m , a n d i s fu ll of inte r es ting a nd valua b le in
formation on the condit ion of t h e la bo r in g 
c lasses before t h e rise of capi tali s m. Cloth , 
700 large pages , i n clud in g a fu ll t opica l index , 
r e t a i l 60c, n e t 40c, p os tag e l Oc. 

LECTURES AND ESSAYS. By T h oma s Henry 
Huxley. On our K nowl ed ge of the Ca uses 
of the Phenome na of Organic N a ture, The 
Darwinian Hypothe s is , Ti me a nd Life, The Or
i gi n of Sp ecies, E v iden ce as to Ma n's P lace in 
N ature. the Natura l H is t ory of t h e Ma n-Lik e 
A pes, the Rela ti o n s of Ma n to the L owe r Ani 
m a l s , etc. C loth , 453 p ages, ret a il 50c, n et 30c, 
postage 7c. (vVe h ave p u r chased 600 cop ies of 
t h is book, b u t t h ey w ill n o t last l o n g and we 
ca n g-et no n1or e w h en these a r e gone.) 

POEMS OF WALT WHITMAN. W i th Biog raph
i cn l Introdu ction b y J ohn B urr oug h s . This is 
a complete reprint of the orig ina l "Leaves of 

Grass" as publis h ed in 1 860 a nd of Drum T a ps," 
p ubl is hed in 1865. It conta ins a ll o f Whitma n's 
best p oems, a n d is f a r s u p erior t o a ny otner 
m oder a t e priced li b r a r y edition . C loth , r e tail 
60c, net 40c , p ost a ge l Oc. 

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM MORRIS. Se lected 
a nd edited b y P e r cy Robe r t Colw ell, with p or
t r a i t a nd li f e s k etch . M orris i s w i t hout d ou bt 
the g r eat est of s ociali s t p oet s, a nd w e b e lie ve 
t h is v olume will be rea d w ith enthus iasm and 
de lig h t by socia li s t s e verywher e. Cloth, reta il 
60c, n e t 40c , post age l Oc. 

NOVELS AND STORIES of the RUSSIAN REVO
LUTION. By Ivan Turgenietf. T he se b ook s by 
one o f Russia ' s g r eatest write r s g i ve vi v id 
pictures of the eve1·yday li fe of the Russia n 
r evolutio ni s t s . a n d of the p easan t whom they 
t hey a r e g r a d u a lly a r ousing t o r e vol t. There 
a r e e ig ht volumes, Annals of a Sportsman, 
D i mitri Roudine, Fathers and Sons, Liza, On 
the Eve, Smoke, Spring Floods and Virgin S oil. 
Cloth, b ound unifor m ly w i t h the books d e
s cribed above, each volume s old sep a r a t e ly at 
60c r e t a il , n e t 40c, p os tage l Oc. 

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN THE UNITED 
STATES. By Morris Hill
quit. A Comple t e E xposition 
of Socia li s m in the U n ited 
S t a t es, trea ting t h e c i r c um
sta n ces of i t s orig in , the m a n 
n e r o f its growt h, a nd t h e 
t en den cies of its f u ture d evel 
opm e n t. M r. H illqui t is a 
m e mber of t he Nationa l E x
e cutive Committ ee of t he So
c ia li s t P a rty . This b ook has 
b een u n if o rmly s old a t the r e 
t a il price, $1.50. \¥~ n o w fi r s t 
offe r it t o our s t ock holde r s a t 
$1. 00 ne t , p ostage 1 5c. 

WAR OF THE CLASSES. By 
Jack London. S even ch a pters : 
The C lass S t ruggl e, T he 
Tra mp, The Scab, The Ques
tion of the Ma ximum, A R e
v ie·w, \ i\Ta n t ed , a N ew L ine of Developm e n t, 
H o w I Becam e a Socia list. C loth , r e t a il 75c, 
net fi Oc, p os tage 12c. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE ABYSS. By J ack L ondon. 
A s tudy of the U nd er - w orld of L on d on , w ith 
m a n y ill u s t ration s f r om p hot ogra phs. R etail 
75c, n e t 50c . postage 1 2c. 

LAWLESS WEALTH: The Origin of Some Grea t 
American Fortunes. By Cha rles Edw ard R us
sell. Clo th , reta il $1.50, n e t 75c. p os tage 13c. 

THE GREATEST TRUST IN THE WORLD. B y 
Cha rles· E d w ard R ussell. Cloth, r e t a il 50c , n e t 
35c, pos tage 13c. 

THE MONEY CHANGERS. By U p t on S inclai r . 
Clot h, r e tai l $1.50, n et 75c, p ostage 1 2c. 

T HE CAREER OF A JOURNALIST. B y W illiam 
S a lisbur y . • A book of 529 pages, f ull of insid<> 
f act s a b ou t t he w ay tha t t h e n ews p a p e r s frn m 
which m os t p eop le t a k e t h e ir opinions ~re 
r eally m a d e up. Cloth, ret a il $1.50, n et 75e, 
p ostage 15c. 

Note tl1at ou r offe r o f a dolla r ' s w o r t h of b ook s free t o a s ubscriber who sends u s a d ollar 
for the R eview a year t o a n ew n a m e does n ot apply to fhe b ook s a d ver t ised o n this p age, but 
only to our ow n p u blication s , a lis t of w h ic h will be m a iled on r eq u est. 

Charles H. Kerr & Company 
153 East Kinzie Street, Chicago 


